


pee Sara en and its workers keep pace 

with the soaring visions of the 

new architecture. CB Sections, the 

most recent contribution to the 

efficiency of structural steel, have 

been particularly prominent in this 

upward climb, as evidenced by their 

use in the world’s tallest structures. 

CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY - PITTSBURGH 

Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation 187 
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STANDARDS FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL BUILDINGS. 

By N. L. Engelhardt. Bureau of Publication: 
Teachers College, Columbia University. 16! pages. 
$1.75: paper bound edition, $1.50 

This is a checklist of requirement standards for the 

Junior High School Building developed to accom 

pany “Strayer-Englehardt Score Card” for this 
same building tvpe. The book covers every phase 
of jumor high school building planning based on 

experience data from architects and educators 
Consideration is given to site; building; service 

systems; classrooms or recitation rooms; special 

classrooms ; general service rooms; and administra 

tion rooms. For each of these divisions detailed 

standards are set up with usable data certain to aid 

the architect. 

A METHOD OF PROCEDURE AND CHECKING SCHEDULE 

FOR PLANNING SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND THEIR 

EQUIPMENT. By John J. Donovan. The Bruce Pub 
lishing Company, Milwaukee. 36! pages. $6.50 

This is an outline of the contents of a departmental 
school building with a schedule to check easily the 
preliminary and working drawings. The itemized 

listing of equipment and planning requirements 1s 
very complete and in step with new thought in 

school building design. 

\ school building designed with the aid of this 

hook will be benefited by the thoroughness of the 

checking list. The author has long specialized in 

school buildings that have achieved a_ notable 

success 

ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT. By J. M. Bennett. Mac 

millan. 265 pages, illustrated. $5. 

\s the movement for city planning and regional 
planning grows, it naturally gives rise to a number 

of special interests. One of these is represented in 

this littke manual on “Roadside Development,” 
which is written by J. M. Bennett, superintendent 
of parks and member of the forestry board of the 

county road commissioners of Wayne County, 
Michigan. The author has drawn his material 

largely from the experience of his own county, in 
which the city of Detroit is located, and in which, 
he contends, more has been done in the way of 

roadside development along country and suburban 
roads than anywhere else in this country. Only in 
a concluding chapter does he summarize a few of 
the achievements and projects of other sections of 
the country ; however, mention should be made of 
a paper, “County Parks and Roadside Develop- 
ment in Westchester County, New York,” by Jay 

Downer, which Mr. Bennett has incorporated in his 
own text. The New York parkway law and other 
state laws affecting the possibilities of roadside 
development are reproduced in appendices. 

Floyd N. House 

COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE OF CAPE COD, NANTUCKET 

AND MARTHA'S VINEYARD. By Alfred Easton Poor 
William Helburn, In New York. 120 

“1 
pages of illustrations: 18 pages ot measured draw 

- > A 

nas. $8.40 

In a forword Mr. Poor explains his twofold pur 

architect. 

pose in preparing this book: (1) to record these 
old buildings before they are changed by “modern 

ization,§ and (2) to show the beauty achieved 
through simplicity and straightforward planning 
Many of these houses are published for the first 
time. They show a sturdy type of construction, a 
common use of paneling on the interior, the bowed 
roof and other features which distinguish the Colo 

nial architecture of this seafaring district from the 

rest of New England. 

THE BUILDING OF CULTURES. By Roland B. Dix 

Scribner's. $4. 

\ work of this kind has of course little direct bear 
ing on architecture. There are some illustrative 

examples, such as Eskimo snow houses in connec 

tion with the point that Eskimos have developed 
nearly all the possibilities of their environment ; also 
the changes in building which the environment pro 

duced among the English settlers of this continent 

But as to indirect bearing, one may say this: the 

study of anthropology is in some sense a back 
ground for any subject that involves human history 
and human culture. An architect who has an in 
terest in the history of his art, if he has never read 
any anthropology, would almost certainly come 
back from a prolonged reading in this subject with 
a different interpretation of many familiar things 

Arthur W. Colton 
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Of EXTERIORS, TOO 

Zenitherm acade, Millar 

Building in Seartle 

McClelland, Pinneh & 

Jones, Seattle, 

architects 

ie ote .. . ideal for floors and walls . 

proves its versatility by being highly successful 

for exteriors too. 

Because it is durable as stone, toughening with 

age— because the range of tasteful colors is so 

wide that a particular color plan can be carried 

out exactly— because it is fire-resistant, vermin- 

proof, highly insulating, easy to work with, and 

Zenitherm comes in 21 colors; economical. Zenitherm 1S gaining favor with 

15 standard sizes, ranging from 

514 inches to 47"4 inches; it is architects who seek an exterior material with a 
Sx of an inch thick 

precise beauty that does justice to their plans. 

zenither 
S A N D w £2 ££ S 

STRUCTURAL GYPSUM CORPORATION, 535 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 

A Unit of American Cyanamid Compan) 
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EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE AND EARTHQUAKE INSURANCE. 

By John R. Freeman. McGraw-Hill Book Company 

New York. 904 pages, including index. $7. 

Buildings created in areas subject to earthquake 
damage require a special construction so that the 

structural frame can withstand violent earth move 

ments. This extensive treatise of almost nine hun 

dred pages is a valuable statement of earthquake 

action supplemented by technical data on desirable 

precautions in building and engineering works so 

as to minimize or eliminate injury to construction. 

HOME FINANCE AND TAXATION. Vol. ||, Reports of 
Committees of, and published by, The President 
Conference on Home Building and Home Owner 
hip, Washington, D. C. 273 pp., tables. $1.15 pos 

paid. 

This book includes the reports ot the Committees 

on Home Finance and Taxation with five and eight 

appendices respectively offering additional or ex 

panded material on points covered in the general 

reports. 

The report on Financing Home Ownership 
examines the American mortgage structure with 

a survey of existing sources, practices, causes of 

failure, legal aspects, and recommendations for 
more adequate supervision. There is also mention 

of the ways in which community activities may 

influence the economics of home ownership and 

financing. There are a few dissenting statements 

on some features of the report. 

The section on Taxation and Housing deals 

principally with methods of freeing home owner 

ship and real estate from excessive tax burdens 
due to evasions in other tax media and undue pub 

lic expenditures. The appendices offer statistics 

on effects of various methods. 

CHURCH ARCHITECTURE: BUILDING FOR A LIVING 

FAITH. By Frank Brannach. Bruce Publishing Co. 

Milwaukee. 266 pages. $3. 

This book, prepared by a Catholic priest writing 
under a pen name, has the ecclesiastical rather 

than the secular point of view in its critical appre 
ciations of individual structures. The author shows 
with emphasis, however, that the actual problem 

of church design must be left in the hands of 

capable architects. Styles, altars, decoration and 

materials are discussed. \ large number of 
churches are illustrated. 

A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH HOUSE (FROM PRIMITIVE 
TO VICTORIAN TIMES). By Nathaniel Lloyd. Pub- 

lished by William Helburn, Inc., New York, and The 
Architectural Press. London. 1|16/7 pp., text 305 pp., 
“iy 

u 

Chis history of the English house, with nearly 

nine hundred illustrations, covers eight hundred 

vears of architectural development. Much of the 

material has appeared serially in England in 7) 

Architectural Review The present collection 

offers period information and design knowledge 

to architects and students, a survey to the general 

reader, and, because of the excellent chronological 

arrangement of pictures, a ready means of identi 

fying or dating buildings and details of the [-nglish 

styles. 

The general text, by summarizing trends and 

the works and lives of architects in each century, 

broadens the study to include general social his 

tory which cannot be rightfully separated from 
the essential industry of shelter. 

\lthough the great number of examples require 

treatment by relatively small pictures, the pho 

tography 1s good. Each example is approximately 

dated and a descriptive caption printed on the 

same page. The organization of the illustrated 

material is noteworthy, with separate sections 

each devoted to the full periodic development of 

its particular subject. This clearly traces evolution 
and the action of exterior influences upon domestic 

architecture and is the most valuable feature of the 

volume 

The historical text is interspersed with many 

quotations from source material and full of in 

terest to even the casual reader 

XD v m ( a ACOUSTICS AND ARCHITECTURE. ; U 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York. $3.50. 

lt was necessary that the theory of acoustics should 

he developed with direct relation to architecture 

Buildings in their form and materials should) be 

shaped with recognition of acoustical principles. 

Knowledge of the behavior of sound in rooms is 

a necessary part of the architect’s equipment and 

this book is a scholarly and reliable source for 

such guidance 

\Ir. Sabine’s aim has been twofold: (1) to give 

te students of physics and engineering an adequate 

grasp of the physics of sound in an enclosure, and 

2) to present to architects and engineers the re 

sults of recent scientific study oft the problems ot 

the control of sound in buildings. It has been the 

purpose throughout to keep the necessary mathe 

matical treatment of the subject within the com 
pass of two years of college training in mathe 

matics. 

The chapter on Acoustics in Auditorium Design 
is of particular value. It is devoted to a considera 
tion of requirements which, if met, lead to desired 
acoustical results. Defects due to curved and ellip 
soidal and other shapes are discussed. There are 

recommendations for correcting defects in existing 

auditoriums. 

The Architectural Record, December, 1932 



N designing any structure, 

i whether home, office building, or 

public institution, you give a gen- 

erous amount of careful considera- 

tion to its windows. Their spacing, 

location, shape and size are impor- 

tant factors in the beauty of the 

linished edifice. And equally impor- 

ant is the glass with which these 

vindows are glazed. 

Windows glazed with Pennvernon 

(;lass are worthy of vour finest cre- 

itions. For Pennvernon is a window 

lass which approaches the polished 

erfection of plate glass more nearly 

han any other sheet glass. 

The exclusive Pennvernon method 

The Architectural Record, December, 1932 

of manufacture imparts to this glass 

three qualities which distinguish it 

from ordinary window glass. First, 

a brilliant. lustrous finish on both 

sides of the sheet that gives Penn- 

vernon far greater beauty and reflec- 

tion, and enables the glass to be 

glazed either side out. Second, a 

remarkable transparency and free- 

dom from defects which guarantees 

clean-cut, undistorted vision. And 

third, a new denseness and smooth- 

ness of surface which results in better 

Ore pea 18D 
WINDOW GLASS 

resistance to wear and abrasion, 

and consequently, in longer lasting 

beauty. 

Make sure of windows worthy of 

the buildings you design. Specify 

Pennvernon Window Glass. It is 

available in single ordouble strength, 
, 

and in thicknesses of 3%" and 7.5”, 

at the warehouses of the Pittsburgh 

Plate Glass Company in all principal 

cities, and through progressive glass 

jobbers and leading sash and door 

manufacturers. Write us for samples 

toexamine. Pittsburgh 

Plate Glass Company, 

OUR CATALOGUE 
1S FILEDIN 

SWEET'S 

Y 

Grant Building, Pitts- 

burgh, Penna. 
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CALENDAR OF EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS 

Tenth Nationa 

hanical 

New Y rK 

Thomas and Baker, architects, have moved from 

232 Madison Avenue to Room 1001, 101 Park 

Avenue, New York City. 

F. A. Ludewig Company, architects, announce 
that they have moved from 3115 South Grand 
Boulevard to 4923 South Kingshighway, St. Louis, 
Missouri. 

Ernest R. Richards, architect, has changed his 

address from 2123 Summerdale Avenue to 3822 

North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

Peterson and Almon, architects, have moved 

their offices from the Huron Building to the Law 

Building, 721 Minnesota Avenue, Kansas City, 
Kansas. 

Richard W. Buckley, architect, has changed his 
address from First National Bank Building, Mama- 

roneck, New York, to 110 West 40th Street New 

York City. 

John C. B. Moore, architect, has moved his of- 
fice to 130 West 42nd Street, New York City. 

G. M. Grimes, architect, has opened an office at 
633 South 5th Street, Louisville, Kentucky, for the 

general practice of architecture. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

LEBRUN TRAVELLING SCHOLARSHIP 

\ nationwide competition for the LeBrun Travel 
ling Scholarship of $1,400 is announced by the 
New York Chapter of the American Institute of 

\rchitects. The scholarship entitles the winner to 
not less than six months’ study in Europe. All 

contestants must be practicing architects or dratts 

men, U. S. citizens between the ages of twenty 
three and thirty, who have been actively engaged 

in their profession for at least three years, and 
have not previously been beneficiaries of any travel 
ling scholarships. They must be specially nomi 

nated by an A. I. A. member. 

the problem for the competition will be an 
nounced early in January. Nomination blanks may 
be obtained from the secretary of any Chapter of 

the American Institute of Architects, or from the 

LeBrun Scholarship Committee, 522 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City Nominations must be received 

before January 15 

ROME PRIZES 

lhe American -\cademy in Rome has announced 

its annual competitions for tellowships in architec 

ture, landscape architecture, painting, sculpture and 

musical composition. The competitions are open 

to unmarried men not over 30 years of age who 

are citizens of the United States. The stipend 
of each fellowship is $1,250 a year with an allow 

ance of $300 for transportation to and from Rome. 

Residence and studio are provided without charge 

at the Academy, and the total estimated value of 

each fellowship is about $2,000 a year. The term 
of each fellowship is two years in architecture and 

landscape architecture, three years in_ painting, 
sculpture and musical composition. 

entries for competitions will be received until 

February 1. Circulars of information and applica 
tion blanks may be obtained by addressing Roscoe 

(juernsey, Executive Secretary, American Academy 

in Rome, 101 Park Avenue, New York 

JAMES TEMPLETON KELLEY FELLOWSHIP 

This fellowship with an income of $2,500 for one 
year 1s to be assigned to an individual of proved abil- 
itv, whether a student, an instructor, a draftsman, 
or a practicing architect, for foreign travel. It is 
open to any man or woman residing within the 

area under the jurisdiction of the Boston Society 

of Architects (Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont 
and Massachusetts ), a citizen preferably over thirty 
years of age. The award is made on recommenda 
tion of the Committee on Education of the Society. 

\pplications should be in the hands of Niels H 

Larsen, Secretary of the Committee on Education 
of the Boston Society of Architects, 814 Statler 

Building, Boston, on or before January 18, 1933, 

and should state the applicant’s age, education, ex- 
perience, present occupation, and suggestions for 
his work abroad. 

The Architectural Record, December, 1932 



LBERT KAHN, Inc., Detroit, architects, dem- 

onstrate confidence in Williams Reversible 

Sash with the installation of nearly 3,000 Williams 

equipped sash in the First National Bank Building, 

Detroit. GQ Records ot Williams 

Sash installations have justified 

this confidence to the extent that 

irchitects the country over are 

nsisting upon it in their specifi- 

‘ations. Williams Sash permits 

WINDOW 

nside cleaning at floor level — this feature alone 

fects a tremendous saving in window cleaning 

osts, insurance risk and the elimination of the 

e Architectural Record, December, 1932 

WILLIAMS REVERSIBLE 
EQUIPMENT 

Clean Your Windows from the Inside 

First National Bank, Detroit, Michigan 
iibert Kahn, Inc., Architects 

expense and hazards of outside cleaning. @ The 

savings effected by inside cleaning are sufficient to 

pay for the cost of Williams equipped windows 

within a few years ... and the saving continues as 

the building stands. 

@ Another equally important 

feature is overhead draughtless 

ventilation secured at no extra 

@ We will be glad to 

mail you our new illustrated 

catalog. @ The Williams Pivot Sash Company, 

East 37th Street at Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, 

Ohio. 

long as 

cost. 



FEATURES IN 

JANUARY ISSUE 

REMODELING CITIES AND TOWNS: 
Recreation Centers and Community 
Buildings. Just as in the case of indi- 
vidual buildings, there will be exten- 
sive remodeling of cities and towns 
during the period of business recovery. 
Increased leisure will demand addi- 
tional recreation centers for adults as 
well as for children. This study should 
serve as a helpful guide to the archi- 
tect in determining how much space 
should be devoted to playgrounds, the 
town hall, community swimming pools, 
libraries and schools. 

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY BUILD- 
ING, Brooklyn, N. Y. Voorhees, Gme- 
lin and Walker, architects. This new 
structure is a building of simple cubi- 
cal masses with decorative brickwork. 
Working drawings and elevations, in 
teriors and details, and many full-page 
illustrations accompany the article. 

| be mY PAYNE WHITNEY GYMNASIUM AT 
6 ae 6: YALE UNIVERSITY. John Russell Pope, 
aes : architect. Recently awarded a prize 

by the architectural jury of The Olym- 
pic Games World Competition for a 
building devoted to sports. 

INDIANA UNION BUILDING AT 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY. Granger and 

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY BUILDING Bollenbacher, architects. The merits of 
this building have been widely ac- 
claimed. 

BREWERY DESIGN 

Some architects have already prepared 
plans for brewery projects in anticipa- 
tion of the modification of the Volstead 
Act. This article will list the principles 
of brewery design and supply planning 
and equipment data, together with 
many drawings, which it is believed will 
be of practical assistance. 

AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE IN 
JAPAN. The work of Antonin Raymond, 
architect, an American architect who 
worked with Cass Gilbert, H. Van Bu- 
ren Magonigle and Frank Lloyd Wright. 
About eight years ago he established 
practice in Japan and has built more 
than 400 buildings there, including fac- 
tories, embassy buildings, country clubs 
and residences. The buildings illustrated 

PLAY SPACE FOR CHILDREN SHOULD BE YNED AS OF were constructed as well as designed 
RECREATIONAL CENTER FOR THE CC NITY by Mr. Raymond's own organization. 

cord, December, | 
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BUILT FOR PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY 
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SLUM CLEARANCE 

VS. THE COMMUNITY 

By WILLIAM STANLEY PARKER, Architect 

Not more new suburban developments but slum 
clearance and rehabilitation of down-at-the-heel 

districts: that is the order of the day according to 

many students of housing and population statistics. 
The conclusion seems sound. 

Kor several prosperous years we focused atten- 

tion on small house developments in the outlying 

districts. In some few cases the amenities have 

been fostered and communities have been devel- 

oped, planned for economy, safety, health, con- 

venience and friendliness. Far more often one 

house has followed another; a row of two-family 
houses has added itself to the edge of an already 

monotonous reiteration of similar units, increasing 

a district that for vears has been spreading its 
blight over the adjacent open fields like an irre- 

sistible glacier, a blight of cheap mediocrity void 
of any good qualities of design or construction, 
except for mechanical convemences. 

We have stood by and watched these acres of 

new housing grow as decreed by the speculative 

builder, the curb-broker in real estate, moving from 

place to place and leaving in his wake housing ac- 
commodations built according to a pattern that he 

had found he could sell. Already these districts 

have produced community problems which will 

continue to increase—problems of fire hazards, 
of depreciating values, of play spaces that should 
have been provided by the housing development 
but now must be provided by the community. 
These problems we are facing and will continue to 

face, but they are apart from the problem of slum 
clearance. 

With our eyes on our suburbs, we have paid 
scant attention to the nearer-by housing districts, 
long occupied by poorer citizens and for years pro- 
gressively depreciating in value and = character. 
Large numbers of our citizens desire living accom- 

modations in such sections which are near their 

places of employment, but we have given little 
attention to the various kinds of housing they 
need—rooming or lodging houses, small kitchenette 

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

In this article Mr. Parker points out the re- 
sponsibility of the community in slum clear- 
ance. Where taxes have been collected 
on overcrowded land, the community has 
shared in the profits. If the blighted area 
is to be removed, then the community 
should aid by contributing the equivalent 
of some of the taxes it has collected. 

The problem of remodeling and modern- 
ization extends to cities and towns as well 
as individual buildings. Slums must be 
eliminated and new housing provided. New 
recreational centers are needed. With 
this purpose in mind and in line with Mr. 
Parker's suggestions, The Record will pub- 
lish in the January issue a technical study 
checklisting the requirements of pools, play- 
grounds and similar community facilities. 

apartments of one or two rooms for the unmarried, 
larger apartments for families, even small houses 

for those who would like them if financially 
possible. 

But let's not indulge in overemphasis. None of 
our present day community problems has a simple 

complete answer. The suburbs will continue to 
Warrant our attention, but for the present there is 
good reason to focus our attention on the more 

neglected field of our depreciated districts and to 
see what we can do about them. The Government 
has made available large sums for slum clearance 

and low-rental housing projects—under certain 
conditions. Do these conditions automatically make 
it impossible for us to use the funds? What are 
the controlling elements of the problem? What 
economic factors must be allowed to play their 
part? \Vhat general community interests and re- 
sponsibilities, 1f any, are inherent in these slum 
areas every one desires to eliminate ? 

One newly developed fact will force us to recon- 
sider some of our previous tendencies. The declin- 

ing rate of population increase, and the predicted 
stabilization of population in so near a future as 
1960, should make us review pretty carefully the 
extent of our undeveloped and partially developed 
areas and the population densities already conceived 
for our developed sections. Clearly it will be 
folly to lay out public utilities for suburban dis- 
tricts for which there can be no demand. Equally 
clearly it will be unwise to establish a population 
density in our inner districts out of scale with the 

347 
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areas of the districts and the calculable demand. 
It may mean stabilizing land values in these dis 

tricts at a lower level than has been hoped for in 
the past. The added difficulty that this involves 
for slum clearance projects will be indicated 

shortly. 
There appear to be just three main variables that 

go to make up a slum clearance problem: (1) cost 

per square foot of developed land, (2) average 
cost of housing unit, (3) number of families per 
acre. There is nothing new about this, but at the 

risk of assuming a kindergarten approach to the 
subject, let’s consider each of these variables and 

its effect on any attempt to rehabilitate a slum area. 

(1) Cost per square foot of developed land. 

(his is, of course, the big snag that has tripped up 

so many attempts to improve housing conditions in 

depreciated districts. It is hard enough to carry 

the high land cost that has been created but to 

carry also the value of the old buildings which 

must be destroved is generally too much to expect 

of any new housing units. 
This situation is not in any way helped by the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation funds now 

available. Indeed, in order to use these funds the 

difficulty is made as acute as possible by the limit 
on required rentals. As in the case of tax-exempt 

housing in New York, slum clearance projects 
using Reconstruction Finance Corporation tunds 
must limit dividends and rentals, and submit to 
complete supervision by state or local authorities 

To insist on limited dividends ts no particular hard 

ship. The difficulties involved will do that in all 

probability without the need of state supervision 

If this were not so, slum clearance projects would 
be a normal type of speculative real estate devel 

opment 
Only a certain percentage of the site can be 

eccupied with buildings so as to provide light and 

air according to modern standards and adequate 

play space for the smaller children. This raises a 

point of community interest and perhaps of respon 

sibility that seems worthy of consideration. No 

such requirements were laid down when the exist 
ing slum structures were built. The spirit of those 

days held that the more building you could get on 

a lot, the more revenue you could obtain. There 
being no standards of light and air or even of sant 

tation worth talking about, housing was merely a 

number of rooms with a kitchen sink and a place 
for a kitchen stove. These structures were built 

accordingly, rented profitably for years, and taxes 
paid thereon. 

The community was a party to the transaction. 
It aided and abetted overcrowding of residence dis 

tricts and through the taxes collected shared in the 

profits. If now the overcrowding is found to be a 

community liability which should be done away 
with, is it reasonable to put upon the new real- 
estate operation the entire financial burden? Is 
there not sound logic and economic justification in 

suggesting that the community should stand some 

share of this burden? There is in most of us an 
Instinctive Opposition to special privilege through 
tax exemption. If, however, we now find that cer 
tain undesirable conditions have been fostered by 
common consent and with public profit through 

taxes, Why may we not claim that it is only fair 
that the community should help to remove these 

undesirable structures by contributing the equiva 

lent of some of the taxes it has collected. 

We cannot recover from those who have received 

vain from excessive use of the property, except 1n 

sofar as we may be able to get the present owners 

to accept a reduced valuation in taking over their 

property for the new development. It can, of 

course, be argued that the community gave due re 

turn tor the taxes collected. However, we may 

look at this problem in a broad way and recognize 

the general community responsibility for the slum 

conditions, as well as the community benefits that 

will accrue from their elimination, and ask the 
community to make some contribution toward the 

desired result, if it is not otherwise obtainable 

The question of play spaces raises a point that 

suggests a possible way in which the community 

could help Present good practice requires those 

who develop raw land for housing to provide ade 

quate play spaces for the families they intend to 

house. If this had been done in the past, slum 

congestion would have been prevented at least in 
part. Past practice, however, in most of our cities 

has permitted congested building and then later 

required the purchase by the community of the 

necessary parcels of land and buildings to provide 

needed playgrounds. In this wasteful process thi 

community does substantially what I have sug 

gested: it pavs back, for the property needed, the 

equivalent of some portion—if not all—of the taxes 

it has collected on the properties built on the play 

ground areas that really ought never to have been 

built on. Therefore, we have good precedent for 

the suggestion 

This process, while it has provided play spaces. 

las been guided by expediency rather than sound 
planning, and the money spent for these open spaces 

has not helped to improve surrounding housing, 

but has even tended to hurt the housing in thei 

imunediate vicinity. It will be found that they are 

generally forced to occupy valuable street front 

ages of no value to the playground, and by their 

too frequent lack of trees and grass and their dis 

turbing noises depreciate the value of adjacent 
dwellings. The money paid for the properties is 

taken by the former owners and is in no way 
usable for the improvement of surrounding prop 

erties. Herein lies an opportunity that should not 
be lost. 

| suggest that cities, in such cases, adopt the 

policy of buying built-up property for play spaces 
only under such conditions as will permit the money 
spent to be of help in developing better housing 
in the surrounding neighborhood. This policy 

would be at least one step towards making re 

habilitation financially practicable. It would mean 
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Municipal expenditures for open play spaces have not always improved surrounding housing, as this view of a 
park in the Lower East Side tenement district of New York shows. Generally such recreational areas occupy 
valuable street frontages which are of no value to the playground. Built-up property should be purchased 
by the city only under conditions of sale and maintenance which will also improve the neighboring areas. 

1 t} 
tl lat 1f some development company should present 

a scheme, satisfactory to the city authorities, for 

amalgamating a large tract and devoting a portion 

of it to play space, the city would take over the 

play space at an agreed price, which would thus 

reduce the cost of land to be carried by the new 

housing. This perhaps will not be found a con 
rolling factor but it may well be a= substantial : ; 

lf this were done with an agreement for main 

hel 

tenance of the play space by the development com 

pany, the city could afford to pay somewhat more 
in view of the elimination of maintenance costs, 

ind probably the company could maintain the play 
ground more cheaply than the city. This scheme 

vould mean the development of a large enough 

irea to warrant a playground unit. At least the 
city could insist on this and thus stimulate an oper 
ation large enough to protect its own environment 

and assist in reducing the cost per square foot of 
the developed land to be supported by the new 

housing. 

(2) Average cost of housing unit. Assuming 
an ever increasing demand for housing, one can 

readily argue the reasonableness of increasing the 

population density of a given district. Thus in 
slum clearance the underlying financial problem 
could be solved by putting more families on the 
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plot than there were before. But if constantly 

increasing population is gradually becoming a thing 

of the past, this solution can hardly be considered 

as a permanent procedure. There are only two 

wavs to meet the finally developed land cost, what 
ever it may be and however it may be reduced by 
community action such as has been suggested 
(ne must either increase the number of families 
or increase the average cost of the housing units. 

It is not difficult to prepare a table that will 
show at a glance the average land cost per housing 

unit which will result from a given cost of land 
per square foot and a given number of families 

per acre. Much of such a table will be outside 
the realm of practicability and only the known 
facts in any particular case will show what is 
reasonable and what is not. 

The character of the proposed site and the ex- 

isting occupancy of the district will determine what 
average rental can be reasonably expected, and this 
will determine the reasonable amount each unit can 
carry in land cost and the resultant number of 
families per acre required to balance the equation. 
If this density is too large, the project is impos- 
sible. Several large rehabilitation projects, familiar 
to all, were founded on a complete change of occu- 
pancy, substituting relatively high-priced housing 
for a very low grade of previous occupancy. They 
also involve a relatively high density of population 
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CHART SHOWING RELATION BETWEEN 

LAND Cost - POPULATION DENSITY- LAND CosT Per FAMILY 

FAMILIES PER ACRE 
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THIS TABLE IS DESIGNED TO SHOW READILY WHAT DENSITY OF POPULATION,IN FAMILIES PER 
NET ACRE, 1S REQUIRED FOR A GIVEN AVERAGE COST OF LOT AND A GIVEN COST PER 
SQ.FT OF DEVELOPED LAND 
EXAMPLE: ASSUME AVERAGE COST OF LOT TO SUIT THE INTENDED CLASS OF OWNERS 

TO BE #750. AND DEVELOPED COST OF LAND TO BE CARRIED BY HOUSING TO 
BE 320¢ PER FT 

ANSWER: REQUIRED DENSITY IS BETWEEN 15 AND 20 FAMILIES PER ACRE 

DRAWN BY THE EMERGENCY PLANNING &RESEAR 

w 

re 

CHART DESIGNED BY w. 5S .PAP «tT BUREA 

This chart eliminates entirely the cost of new dwellings proposed in place of old housing and uses merely the land 
cost per housing unit. Opinions vary as to the relation between the cost of the average housing unit and the cost 
of land it can reasonably carry. A housing unit built to sell at $4,000 including land will carry, say, $750 for 
the land. Average cost of housing unit thus is fairly represented by average cost of land it can carry. Land cost 
per family relates to net cost to be supported by housing, after making proper deductions for any part that may 
be defrayed by commercial occupancy, schools, theaters, or income apart from that of proposed housing. 



in order to balance the land cost. By these two 
expedients such schemes become practicable real 
estate projects without state or governmental aid 
ut these expedients cannot obtain in projects using 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation funds owing 

to the limited rental requirements. This type of 
housing must be for the low-income groups, thus 
removing the principal factor that has heretofore 

made such projects possible. 
(3) Number of families per acre. If perforce 

we are to house approximately the same social 
eroup which now occupies the present undesirable 
structures, it would seem imperative that we sub- 

stantially increase the number of families housed 
to meet the financial requirements. Can this be 

done within the existing zoning limitations on 

height? Each case must of course be determined 

on its own facts. It is enough here to point out 

the handicap to slum clearance projects inherent 
in reasonable limitation on permitted density, re 

sulting from limitation on height and on percent 

age of lot covered, and the increasing effect of 
such handicap due to the inevitable tendency to 
wards fewer families per acre than may have been 
heretofore anticipated because of the indicated 
change in population growth 

Conclusion. If, as suggested, a slum clearance 

project is limited in the number of families per 
acre that can be housed, and also is limited in the 
rentals that can be charged, then it seems highly 
probable that, in most cases, the financial equation 
cannot be balanced unless some way is found to 
reduce the developed cost of the land which must 
be carried by the new housing units. This appar 

ently can be done only by a philanthropic contri- 
bution, or by community cooperation which takes 
the form of direct subsidy tax exemption, or 
jointly with these, by the purchase of a part of the 
tract left open for play space. The last will not 
likely of itself be adequate to establish a sound 
financial basis for the project. 

lf this analysis does not neglect some important 
factor, the question of slum clearance seems to 
resolve itself into the question of whether the 
community interest in doing away with slum con- 
ditions, the community responsibility for their 
creation and the community profiting from their 

use in the past, warrant participation by the com- 
munity in their clearance through some form of 

financial relief that will offset in whole or in part 
the cost of the existing structures which the new 

housing cannot be expected to carry. 

CAN THE FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANKS AID BUILDING? 

I is the purpose of the Federal Home Loan Bank 

System to increase the supply of first mortgage 
money for home owners by advancing money to 
Building and Loan Associations, Insurance Com 

panies, Savings and Loan Associations and Savings 

Banks, secured by their mortgages as collateral 

In this manner, they will have additional money to 

lend on first mortgages to home owners in their 

communities. 

It is not the intention of the Federal Home Loan 

Bank to engage in competition with existing 

mortgage lending institutions. Instead, the object 

of the System is to provide eligible institutions with 
still more money to lend on first mortgages to 

home owners. 

Those desiring first mortgage loans on homes 

should first call on the Building and Loan Asso- 

ciations, Savings and Loan Associations, Savings 

3anks, agents of Insurance Companies or other 

mortgage lending institutions in their localities. 

Where such eligible institutions require additional 
funds to lend on first mortgages, they may obtain 
them by joining the Federal Home Loan Bank 

System. 

Note: Direct loans to home owners can be made 

only (1) on well-constructed, well-situated homes 

occupied by the owner, who must demonstrate that 
he can make regular payments, (2) for not more 
than 40% of a fair appraisal, and (3) provided 
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there is no eligible institution in the vicinity that 
can borrow money from a Home Loan Bank. 

The Federal Home Loan Bank does not lend on 
ov discount mortgages on business property. It 
does not lend on or discount mortgages on homes 

worth more than $20,000. It does not lend money 
to pay interest or taxes. It does not handle second 
mortgages. 

A. |. A. URGES HOUSING STUDIES 

Studies enabling states and cities to formulate pro- 
jects for low rent housing and slum clearance with 
the aid of loans from the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation should be started at once throughout 
the country, Abram Garfield, president of the 
Cleveland Chapter of the American Institute of 

\rchitects, declares in an A. I. A. statement. 

“An architect’s plan even if incorporating all of 
the requirements ot recognized good practice will 

not be enough. 

“There should be a statement of the population 

of the district and its changes; its vacancies, the 

number and size of building permits during the past 
ten or twenty vears; the number and condition of 
mortgages and foreclosures; the character and foot 

frontage of stores and their history during the past 
two or three decades. This involves a complete 
inventory of the real estate and a careful analysis 
and interpretation of the facts.” 
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ILLUSTRATED 

NEWS 

Architect's drawing of Hillside Homes, 
construction of which is to be begun 
immediately through loan of funds by 
the Reconstruction Finance Corpora- 
tion. Accommodations for 1,200 fam- 
ilies at an average rental of $11! per 
room per month will be provided. 

HILLSIDE HOUSING PROJECT MAY BE 
FINANCED BY R. F. C. 

hese model apartments, to be 
New York, with the help of a loan granted by the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation will cost ap 

proximately $6,000,000, including the land he 

Hillside Homes. Central 

built in the Bronx, 

project will be known as 

figures in this development are Nathan Straus, Jr., 
owner of the site; Andrew J]. Eken, vice 

of Starrett Brothers & Eken, 

Clarence S. Stein, architect. 

The State Housing Board has given full approval 

to the construction as a limited dividend project 

under the State Housing Law. This approval is in 
emergency relief measures 

president 

contrac te irs, and 

compliance with the 

passed by Congress which required that the projects 
shall be undertaken by limited dividend corpora 
tions and have the 

authorities. 
The site was at one time a farm, but no build 

approval of local housing 

ings have stood upon it in recent years. .\ 100 
foot strip of land along the Boston Post Road is 
retained for private development. Because no 
slum clearance is involved, the project has been 

criticized by real estate owners who complain of 
existing unrented space. 

Clarence Stein who was the architect of both the 

Sunnyside Gardens and Radburn, New Jersey. 
housing developments has designed this proposed 
self-contained community with 2! 

ground space. The development will contain apart 
ments for approximately 1,200 families at rents 

acres of play 

to average $11 per room per month. The buildings 
will be chiefly four-story walk-up apartments, but 

SIX-Story 
buildings 

will also include a smaller 
tenant-operated elevator buildings. The 
cover only 34 per cent of the land. 

All courts between and about the buildings are 

at least 80 feet wide and every room in every apart- 

group of 

ment has windows into open space. [ach apart- 

ment will have complete cross ventilation and will 
be so placed that sunlight can enter every room 
during at least a part of the day. 

MODERNIZATION PROGRAM UNDER WAY 

Nearly 

of companies reporting 

$71,000,000 has been pledged by a number 

to the National Committee 

on Industrial Rehabilitation as available for mod 

ernization and expansion programs to be begun at 

once or which are in progress, according to a report 

by the chairman of the committee, A. W. Robert 

son, of Pittsburgh the committee's program for 

industrial modernization was launched late in 

\ugust. The $71,000,000 which will be expended 

by reporting companies is to provide for new 

machinery, equipment and plant facilities and im 

provements in numerous industrial plants and im 

retail establishments 

UNITED STATES CUSTOM HOUSE, PHILADELPI 

RITTER AND SHAY, ARCHITECTS 

The lower three stories of this 17-story building 
will be used for major activities of the Custom 
House and Appraisers Stores. Upper stories will 
provide office space for other Federal activities. 
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ENGINEERS AID IN SPEEDING 
EMERGENCY CONSTRUCTION 

\pplications for loans under the  self-liquidating 

provisions of the I:mergency Relief and Construc 
tion Act aggregate more than a billion dollars, ac 

cording to the American Engineering Council, 

which is organizing the engineering profession to 

cooperate with the Reconstruction Finance Corpo 

ration in speeding construction projects contem 

plated by Congress. 

engineer activity is now under way following 

the appointment of thirty-seven engineers as mem 

bers of the advisory committees of the Corpora 

tion's loan agencies. From now on, it is believed, 

the work of each of these agencies will be 

coordinated so effectively that the task of the 

engineers’ Advisory Board of the Corporation at 

Washington, to which all applications are sub 
mitted for final engineering approval, wall be 

materially simplified. 

Much of the difficulty encountered by the Board, 

it is disclosed, arises from the inadequate engineet 

ing data which frequently accompamies applications 

for loans Many applications are insufficiently 
lescriptive of the projects proposed, and lack 

essential detailed information, delaving decision: 

BAUHAUS REOPENS 

Phe Bauhaus School which was evicted from its 

quarters in Dessau by the State has reopened in 

Berlin. The teaching staff remains the same, and 

Professor Mies van der Rohe, who became Direc 

tor in 1930, continues to be head of the School 

\nyone wishing information about the School may 

apply to Philip Johnson, the American represen 
tative, at the Museum of Modern Art, 11 West 

53rd Street, New York. 

This remodeled bank building extends 
between two streets. On this side two 
old brownstone houses were torn down 
and the present two-story structure 
with limestone front on a granite base 
was erected. 

Palmer Shannon 
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AMERICAN ARCHITECTS WIN SECOND PRIZE 
IN ENGLISH COMPETITION 

Dawson, Oliver and Associates, New York, were 

recently awarded second prize in the Scarborough 
Hospital and Dispensary competition. First prize 
was won by Wallace Marchment. The competition 

drawings were exhibited during November in the 

Building Center in London 

RAMMED EARTH WALLS TO BE TESTED 

Construction of a building with walls of rammed 

earth has just been completed by the Bureau oi 

\gricultural Engineering at the U. S. Department 

of Agriculture Experiment Farm in’ Arlington 

County, Virginia. The walls are of clay loam sub 

soil—from a nearby excavation—rammed between 

forms, and are built in sections 10, 12 and 16 inches 

thick to determine the most desirable wall thick 

nesses. Concrete footings extend from below frost 

line to about 12 inches above ground level. The 

exterior surfaces are divided into more than 30 

sections, finished and waterproofed in different 
ways (including cement stucco and lime stucco each 

apphed in five different ways) and more than 20 
kinds and combinations of paints, washes and 

bituminous products. Effects of weather should 
show which of these treatments is best adapted to 

this climate, according to the bureau. Inside walls 

are whitewashed. Rammed earth is not a cheap 

form of construction if labor cost is considered, 

but a rammed earth wall well built compares favor 

ably with brick or other masonry for farm uses. 
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UNEMPLOYMENT 
RELIEF MEASURES 

ARCHITECTS’ EMERGENCY COMMITTEE 

FOR THE REGION OF NEW YORK 

Original organization, composition and scope: 

Organized by twelve architectural organizations in 

November, 1930, and composed of one representa- 
tive of each of those organizations and two repre- 

sentatives of the architectural press, as well as a 

paid executive secretary. The field of activity was 
solely that of 

A. Creating a registry office for the keeping of 
records of all registrants, giving complete in 

formation in regard to their experience and 
ability and confidential information in regard 

to their financial status. 

B. Seeking positions for these men in a manner 

not to supplant other workers and of a kind 
in which the education and training of the 

profession would be useful. 

With the increase in unemployment and destitu 

tion the composition of the Committee had to be 
enlarged and its field of activity extended to include 
the raising and administration of funds. 

Present composition: A General Committee 
with an executive committee and subcommittees. 

General Committee: Representatives of the 
twelve organizations ard the architectural press as 
above, with added members as vice-chairman and 

Due to the difficulty of ob 

taining a quorum of so large a Committee at weekly 
meetings, the General Committee constituted an 

executive 

as members at large. 

committee, composed of ten members, 
and three committees, likewise created to give more 

efficient handling of the committees’ work: 

1. Registration, classification and assignment. 

2. Work finding. 
3. Clearance and finance. 

Present scope of the work of the Committee is 
as follows: 

(A) Registry of men with classification as to 
(1) Ability and experience. 
(2) Degree of 

dependents ). 

(3) Positions and relief obtained through the 

Comunittee. 
(B) Seeking employment in 

(1) Private positions in architects’ and simi- 
lar offices and in business enterprises. 

(2) Positions at an emergency wage on funds 

subscribed by the public and disbursed 
through the Work Bureau 

(the disbursing agency for funds raised 

first by the Prosser Committee and then 
by the Gibson Committee ). 

need (including number of 

Emergency 

Wide World Phot 

Duncan Dancers at a garden féte given on estate 
of Samuel Untermeyer, Graystone, New York, by 
Women's Division, Architects’ Emergency Com- 

mittee, to raise relief funds. 

(3) Positions at an emergency wage on funds 

collected by, or for, this Committee. 

(C) Finding or creating types of employment in 
B 2 and 3. 

(D) Holding competitions open to those regis- 

tered and distributing large number of cash 

prizes. 

(E.) Providing lodging, food, and clothing in 

most needy Cases. 

(F) Giving small amount of cash relief in the 

most desperate cases. 
(G) Fund raising for 

(1) The Committee's administration expenses. 

(2) Relief work. 

Results obtained up to November 1: 

(A 1) 2,551 were registered of whom (A 2) 

practically all were in actual need; (A 3) 1,068 
positions had been obtained as follows: 

(B 1) 340 in private employment. 
(B 2) 307 on emergency wage from the Emer- 

gency Work Bureau. 
(B 3) 421 on emergency wage paid by our fund 
(C) The types of employments found or cre- 

ated for B 2 and 3 are: 
(a) Small House Planning through the Archi 

tects’ Small House Service Bureau. 
(b) Housing studies, traffic survey, etc., for the 

Regional Plan. 

(c) Slum statistics, charts, ete., for the State 
Housing Board and the New School of 

Social Research. 
(d) Technocracy investigation at Columbia Uni- 

versity under Prof. Rautenstrauct and Dr. 
Scott. 

(e) Property survey for the West Side Associa- 
tion of Commerce. 

(f) Work on 

Jureau of 

hattan. 

Records for the 

Man 

Departmental 
Buildings, Borough of 
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Approximately 300 doll houses have 
been built for the Christmas season by 
draftsmen in the firm of Delano and 
Aldrich as a new line of architectural 
activity. Several designs are available, 
three of which are shown here. The 
buildings are about 2 feet square in 
plan, are wired for electric lighting, and 
have removable fronts so that they may 
be equipped with miniature furniture. 
Prices range from $10 to $200, accord- 
ing to elaborateness of the doll houses. 

of the City of New York. 

(h) Research work on theater construction for 

articles in the architectural magazines. 

(1) Drafting on working details for articles in 

the architectural magazines. 

(j}) Study of Hillside Housing under Henry 
Wright. 

(k) Measuring and drawing of old buildings 

with a view to publication. 
(1) Investigation of building materials under F. 

LL. Ackerman and Ely J. Kahn. 

(m) Housing charts under Clarence Stein, John 

Thompson, and Arthur Holden. 

(n) Installation work of benefit exhibitions. 

(0) Clerical work for Women’s Division. 

(p) Clerical work for Architects’ Emergency 

Committee. 

(D) Five competitions have been held with a 

total of 134 cash prizes. 

(Ik) This is accomplished by using the Archi 

tectural League tacilities and by placing men in 

private families. A three-cornered arrangement 

has just been consummated between the Hudson 

Guild, the Emergency Work Bureau and this Com 
mittee for the lodging and feeding of thirty men 

until the spring at the Hudson Guild Farm, Hack 
ettstown, N. J. 

(F) Only forty cases were given cash relief 

when immediate employment could not be obtained. 

(G1) The Committee's administration expenses 
have been met by the contributions from most of 
the organizations that created the Architects’ 

emergency Committee. These expenses are print 
ing, stationery, postage, telephone and Mrs. Nel 
son's salary. Other employees of the Committee's 
office are recruited from our unemployed list and 
are paid from the Emergency Fund. The Archi- 
tectural League gives rent, light and heat free. 

((; 2) The funds raised for the Emergency 

Fund for relief work are from two sources: 
(a) The architectural profession canvassed by 

this Committee direct. 
(b) The public through the efforts of the 

Women’s Division by means of direct ap- 
peal, benefit performances, limited chair 
parties, exhibitions, and garden parties. 

Julian Clarence Levi, Chairman. 

(g) Drafting for alterations and repairs, College NEW JERSEY CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

The New Jersey Chapter is a part of the Archi- 
tects’ Emergency Committee of the Metropolitan 
District. There are so many architects and drafts- 
men who are employed in New York but live in 
New Jersey that we thought it unwise to start an 
independent move because of the overlapping of 

activities. Although we have a separate committee 

raising funds in Newark and vicinity we are turn- 

ing in these funds to the general committee for 

distribution. 

Wilson C. Ely, Chairman, 
Relief Committee. 

WESTCHESTER COUNTY SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS, 
NEW YORK 

We have established a permanent exhibition in 

cooperation with the J. A. Malhstedt Lumber and 
Coal Company of New Rochelle. A salesman is in 
charge and he has been successful in guiding con- 

siderable work to our members who are exhibitors. 
This has been business which to a great extent 

has been created. 

Our next meeting is to be devoted to cooperation 

ot realtors, bankers, builders and material concerns 

in the building and financing of alterations, 

modernization and reconstruction generally. 

Laurence M. Loeb, Secretary. 

Another means of raising funds in New York—an 
Architects’ Hobby Show. Decoy swans and ducks, 
a stuffed skunk in a cage, photographs, racing silks 

and toys were among the exhibits. 
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THE ARCHITECTS LEAGUE OF NORTHERN NEW JERSEY 

\rchitects’ 

York City in direct 

with the 

New 

work for our unemployed. 

The League 

Emergency Committee in 

relief 

but little relief 

bers although there is almost no architectural work 

to be had. 

Just why or how ws 

cooperates 

There has been 

asked for on the part of our mem 

all continue to live is some 

Many 

lines One letters 

thing of a mystery to me. have partially 

gone into other tombstones, 

another sells insurance 

\lark 

a living taking in each 

another has opened a store, 
and others sell other things. Perhaps, as 

Twain had it, we will make 

other's washing. 

We all 

going and continue to grow. 

cancelled all 

eliminated initiation fees and 

agree that the organization shall keep 

To that end we have 

arrears in dues and have entirely 

future dues. Our 

small expenses will be met by voluntary annual 

subscriptions of two dollars from those who are 
} 

able to so give. Thus every member is now and 

alwavs in good standing and new members are 

coming in. 

Labor. larence Secretary. 

EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESEARCH BUREAU, INC. 

(Sponsored Jointly by the Boston Society of Archi 
C tects and the Engineering Societies of Boston 

The general comment of those who have examined 

the work of the Emergency Planning and Research 

Bureau, Ine., has been that money contributed for 

such a purpose has seldom been so effectively used 

This, 

who genuinely and unmistakably 
money has been paid to those 

both fo. 

because the 

need 
support and for the added self-respect which a job 

work accom gives. On the practical side, the 

plished by these men has been a demonstration to 

this community of the value of engineering and 

architectural research. 

First, as to how the 

The Architectural 

cent of the funds and the Division 

about 7O per cent. The two divisions have worked 

funds have been handled 

Division raised about 30 per 

Engineering 

in close cooperation, Out of 1,637 applicants, 406 

have been directly employed by the Bureau, and 
positions have been obtained for 171 others. The 

peak of \pril, 
roll for 240 men was $3,600 per week. 

employment was last when the pay 

Because of limited funds, possible to help 

only the most needy and deserving cases. iach 

application is investigated through local welfare 
boards as well as through representatives of the 

society applicant's architectural or engineering 

group. There are so many that it is necessary to 
use the utmost diligence in determining who 

should have help and who cannot be helped. 
The funds of the Bureau are handled under 

close budgetary control. All payments are made 
by check. The accounts are audited, and forecasts 
made as to and expenditure. Working 
quarters and office furniture have been provided 

Drafting materials, 

income 

Jureau. 

and all other 

without cost to the 

telephone, items commonly pe stage, 

2 

i 
} 
ss 

Tudor Room from Somersetshire, England, in Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts. 

ry | 
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+ 
| 
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A measured drawing of the Tudor Room in the 
Boston Museum by the Emergency Planning and 

Research Bureau. 

held to. the 

cent for the 

grouped as “overhead” have been ~ 

astonishingly low figure of 3.6. per 

Engineering Division and 3.8 per cent for the 

\rchitectural Division \ccordingly, out of each 

dollar spent, ninety-six and a fraction cents is 

pay roll 

Second, as to the work which has been don 

Without competing in any way with the work ot 

architectural and engineering firms, the Bureau has 

assembled a classified mass of information. long 

funds have been 

have state 

$11,000 has been spent on these, for 
$56,000 ot 

needed maps, for which never 

available, been made. for institutions 

Over work 

Which would have required about 
appropriation. Housing conditions, valuations, and 

rehabilitations have been studied. Plans have been 

prepared showing streets and properties by types 

which will be turned over to the City Planning 

Board. For the City to have made these plans 
would have cost about $55,000. Facts, otherwise 

unavailable, have been tabulated and graphed. 

More 

Bureau in connection with the 

information has been developed by the 

Metropolitan Area 
than has ever before been assembled in one place 

\ll this work has been done under competent direc- 

tion. The community has the benefit of technical 
work for contributions of $75,000 which over 

have been expended to date. 
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The Bureau is well along on the assembly of the 

basic data for a Metropolitan study and plan, a 
project on which Philadelphia spent about $750,000. 

The Bureau has supplied men to aid in the 

organization of the Job Finding Campaign and has 

received substantial contributions from the Alloca 

tion Committee of the United Unemployment 
Relief Campaign. 

Kaced with the probability of a continued short 
age of employment through the coming winter 

months, and to conserve funds, the Bureau has of 

late found it necessary to reduce the rate of ex 

penditure. The number of employees has been 

reduced to about 170 and the men have been put on 

part time during the summer. The average weekly 

pay, which was originally $15, has now been 

reduced to about $10. 

ever, the funds of the Bureau are getting low, and 

ven on this basis, how 

the present rate of pay is inadequate for cold 
weather living expenses. At the same time, the 

Bureau’s opportunity for useful work has never 
been so great as it Is now. 

William Stanley Parker, Presider 

T-SQUARE CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA 

Relief work has been handled by the Philadelphia 

Chapter, .1.A., 
members of the T-Square Club The Club has 

many of whose members are also 

collaborated, but has done no independent work in 

this line 

\lbert Kk. Ware, secretary 

PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER, A.1.A. 

This chapter started raising funds early in 1931 
tor the rehef of unemployed drattsmen and then 

families. We continued this service over a period 
of about 18 months, during which we raised the 

sum of approximately $16,000 and gave employ 

We divided the 
men into four classes in accordance with their 

ment to a total of 57 draftsmen. 

responsibilities and dependencies. Married men 

with children and few resources were given five 

davs a week, whereas single men with no particular 

responsibilities were given one day of work a 
week: the others being classified somewhere 

between in accordance with their responsibilities. 

ach man was paid at the rate of $4 a day. As 

conditions grew more serious and funds were 

diuninishing only the men who had been classified 

as “A” and “B” were retained and their wages 

were reduced to $15 a week. 

Under the guidance of practicing architects 

these men made measured drawings of the histori 

cally and architecturally important buildings in the 

A total of 407 measured 

\We are 

thout to publish a book covering this work, the 

proceeds of which will be for their benefit. 

At the present writing this activity is at a stand- 
still due to the lack of funds but we are considering 

old section of the city. 

drawings of uniform size were completed. 

ways and means of reviving the work. 

Martin, Chairman, 

Relief Committee. 

Sydney E. 
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PITTSBURGH CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

There has been no activity in the profession on 
an organized scale dealing with the relief of unem- 

ployment. However, plans are now going ahead 
for such work and a committee has just been 
formed to investigate the feasibility of various 

schemes under consideration. 
Charles M. Stotz, Secretary. 

FLORIDA SOUTH CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

There have been no organized efforts in this 

locality to aid architects or draftsmen in distress. 

Many architects have done what they could to 

help the men formerly employed by them. Some 
have arranged to have draftsmen employed as 

unskilled labor on the jobs. This worked some- 

times with success where the men had _= strong 

backs. Some drattsmen are being carried along at 

very low wages where the architect feels he can 

afford to have some one busy on promotional work. 

Russell T. Pancoast, President. 

Because of the serious setback two years before 

the crash happened in the North, both architects 

and draftsmen migrated back to the North. Conse- 

quently the number of architects and draftsmen in 
any particular district in Florida is much smaller 
than normal. Miami probably has still the largest 
number of architects and draftsmen in the State 

but at this time there are only about 50 practicing 
architects in the district, and architectural drafts- 

men are probably at this time not more than a 

dozen. 

So far no immediate necessity to assist anybody 

in the architectural profession has occurred, but if 
this condition continues much longer something 

will have to be done. 

Richard Kiehnel. 

VIRGINIA CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

The architects in Virginia have felt the depression 
and felt it keenly, but we have not had conditions 
to tace like those of the more populous and con- 

centrated areas. We have not had to raise relief 

funds but have lent our efforts toward getting 

more work for the architects by indorsing the 
Institute's program to have the Government employ 
private architects on Federal buildings. This 
effort, we are glad to say, has been successful in 

certain instances, but private architects have not 
heen employed on anything like the number of 
Federal projects that they should be. 

The Chapter has made every effort to curtail the 
\rchitects’ Office of the State 

Board of Education and we feel, to a marked 
degree, that this has been successful. This work 

will afford more employment for the different 
architects throughout the state. 

We have had distributed to all the membership 
pamphlets from the Reconstruction Finance Cor- 
poration stating what projects are acceptable and 

activities of the 

how applications should be filed for loans from 
this corporation. We have also had distributed to 

all of the membership notices of the proposed 



Kederal work authorized in the. state 

appropriation and location in order that our archi 

showing 

tects might apply to the different Federal Bureaus 

for commissions. 

Notwithstanding the fact that it has not been 

necessary to adopt any direct relief measures, this 
Chapter has made every effort to inform its mem 

bership of every activity in the building industry. 

Even though finances are at a low ebb, it has re 

doubled its etforts in endeavoring to send to its 

membership practical information. 

P. S. Clark, Secretary- Treasurer. 

CLEVELAND CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

Qur committee was appointed by Philip Small, 

former president of the Chapter, last spring and 

reappointed by Abram Garfield, who was elected 

president in September. We were at once con 

fronted with cases requiring immediate relief and 

we therefore obtained a few direct contributions 

atnhliated 

Our next effort was directed toward a 

from organizations with the building 

industry. 
benefit moving picture show on which we netted 

approximately Ssoo. 

\ survey which we were conducting in_ the 
meantime disclosed that there were approximately 

150 unemployed architects and draftsmen in the 
Cleveland district, 42 of with 
families in need of help. A subcommittee was 
formed to interview applicants for relief personally 

whom were men 

and to determine disbursements in accordance with 

the degree of need. 

We then determined to hold bi-monthly compe 

titions sponsored by various manufacturers and 
material firms which applicants for relief would be 
required to enter. These competitions cost the 

sponsors $150, $100 of which was set aside for 
prizes and $50 of which was assigned to our 

general fund for disbursement by our Committee 

\fter hold 

ing ten such competitions and receiving assurances 

in accordance with the degree of need. 

from all the sponsors that they had received more 

in value than the cost of sponsoring the competi 
tion, we raised the price to $250, setting aside $150 

for prize money and assigning $100 to our general 

fund. Even at this price the competitions have 
become so popular among manufacturers and ma 

terial firms that it now appears we will be able to 

secure sufficient sponsors to conduct weekly compe 

titions, $1,000 a 

month. 

The subjects for competitions have been suffi- 

thus realizing an income of 

ciently varied so that the award of prizes has been 
widely distributed ; to illustrate, the following sub 

jects have been included: The Design of an 

Elevator Car; A Description of a Sprinkler 
System; A Small Brick House; A Display Adver- 
tisement for a Chain of Hotels; A 
Hardware; A Christmas Card. 

Each prospective sponsor is cautioned that we 

do not want the proposition considered on the basis 
of charity or good will but merely want him to 

Design for 

decide whether or not he will receive in the value 

ot the ideas suggested more than the cost of the 

competition and by permitting him to check the 

results obtained by previous Sponsors we are 

having progressively less difficulty in obtaiming 

Hew SPONSOTS. 

Robinson, Secretary. 
Relief Committee. 

TOLEDO CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

We have not noticed any particular need for help 

among the profession. [very one here needs about 

as much help as every one else, and we all seem to 

be existing and that is about all 

Karl B. Hoke, Secretary. 

MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS 

This year Mr. 

the Detroit Chapter, appointed Mr. David H. 

Williams, Jr., chairman of a relief committee to 

Branson V. Gamber, president ot 

raise funds for architectural draftsmen in distress 

Mr. Walliams, by 

about $1,100, most of which was from five or six 

soliciting architects, raised 

of the larger offices. There were also other pledges, 

mostly from smaller offices, which were not paid. 

With this limited budget, naturally the problem 

became one of finding draftsmen in greatest need 

These men were furnished coal and groceries, and 

int Some cases were advanced money, not exceeding 

$25 per month. These advances were understood 

to be loans, since it was found that draftsmen were 

not inclined as a rule to accept charity, whatevet 

their plight. 
Mr. Williams had planned to have the men earn 

the amounts, but as the fund became exhausted no 

scheme was finally put into execution. It was his 

suggestion, however, that the men be given draft 

ing on standard details such as have been evolved 

in different offices. By pooling together ideas 
from these individual offices, blue prints of useful 

detail 

\nother idea was to prepare designs for 
would become available to all the ofheces. 

small 

houses which might be sold to publications. 
The Michigan Society of Architects, through the 

office of the Weekly Bulletin, has maintained for a 

number of years a placement service for drafts 

men. In normal times it has been most effective in 

forming contacts between offices and draftsmen. 

I;ven in these times there are occasional calls, 

chiefly from manufacturing companies and similar 

organizations who are in need of architectural men 

\side f 

endeavor has 

from these activities the only other 

been a Demonstration House in 

(grand Circus Park, downtown Detroit, which was 

described by G. Frank Cordner in a recent issue of 

the American Architect. 

The highlights are as follows: 

The Detroit 

undertook a 

Building Congress early in 1932 
campaign which had 

previously been sponsored by the Detroit Board of 
modernizing 

Commerce as an annual event in connection with 
the national “Clean-up, Fix-up’” campaign origi- 
nated by the real estate boards. This campaign 
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lagged for lack of funds and the architectural unit 
of the Congress was asked to take charge of the 

Demonstration House project. 

By reason of its being a civic enterprise to 

create employment, everything was donated. A 

60-year-old house was moved into the park and 
publicly modernized. Many inquiries resulted from 
persons who wanted improvements made on their 

own buildings. Most of these, ranging from a 

dormer to a complete remodeling of a four-story 
building, means employment for craftsmen and the 

sale of some materials. Draftsmen and architects 
took turns serving as “Architect in Charge” and 

as such were permitted to take as their own pros 
pects the names of those who needed any drafting, 

architectural advice or other service. In this way 
the man who served a four-hour period almost 
invariably went away with a number of names of 

prospects, which resulted in considerable employ 
ment particularly for minor drafting jobs. 

Talmage C. Hughes, Executive Secretary. 

CHICAGO ARCHITECTS’ RELIEF FUND 

Qn September 30 a “Latin Quarter Fete’-—with 

Paris street 

scenes, side shows and reproductions of famous 
cates—was held at the Drake Hotel to raise funds 

for the aid of some 1,200 unemployed draftsmen. 

costumed guests, artists and models, 

With limited invitations and an admission fee of 

$5 a person, the féte was attended by 2,500 

(Chicagoans, according to reports. 

\ group of architects organized and staged the 

party, with A. N., Rebori as chairman of the 
executive committee. The purpose of the festival 

is expressed in the following paragraphs which 

appeared in an elaborate program published for 
the occasion: 

“The sympathetic look, the extended credit, the 

moratorium at the club has made it evident to us 
architects that the world is not unaware of the des 

perate plight in which our beloved art and _ its 
disciples find themselves today. Never in the his 
tory of our country has there been such an utter 

paralysis in building. We architects in some way 
that we scarcely understand ourselves have been 

able to carry on. Perhaps it has been by the force 
of precedent which it has been said has always 

but the draftsmen 
and the superintendents, the men on whom we have 

been the architect's best friend: 

depended to make our dreams realities, have no 

such back-log, either material or spiritual. They 
are either sticking by the noblest of the professions 

and starving or else eking out a livelihood in other 

more remunerative callings. Right now, unless he 

has recently lost his job, a winner of one of 

architectural scholarships—a 
cachet of extraordinary ability—is washing dishes 
in a restaurant ! 

“We and you cannot afford to let these men 
suffer either on humanitarian or selfish grounds 

and we must not let architecture suffer by their 
loss. Building will revive. Architecture will cast 

\merica’s greatest 
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off her sackcloth and shake the ashes from her 
locks and when she does she must find her children 

about her. This fete is being held first, to assist 

architectural draftsmen and, sad as it 1s to admit, 
some architects who are in actual want, and 

second, to provide them work, thereby sustaining 

their morale and keeping them in the fold. The 
elaborate setting of this mise en scéne and its 

seeming extravagance have had this very purpose 
in view. Every one employed upon it, with rare 
exceptions, has been an architectural draftsman 
who has been long out of work and were it not for 

these houses of canvas and paint, would be unem- 
ployed now. They have been paid out of the fund 
that you have so generously augmented tonight, a 

fund the nest egg of which was laid last spring in 

a series of inter-professional parties. One archi- 
tect gives a party, vou know, at $2 a head and then 
all the guests are supposed to do the same—very 
complicated and exhausting but still productive of 

$700. The noble traditions of architecture were 
upheld much better in the delightful tea given by 

Mrs. James Thorne at which her beautiful and 
very professional interiors en miniature were 

This netted another $1,000. 
accruing 

exhibited. 

“Exactly how the money from the 
Latin Quarter Fete will be expended has not been 
determined 

and the major part, perhaps, in employing the 
unemployed to develop plans for the improvement 
of blighted areas or other projects for the public 

some of it by direct relief certainly, 

weal. 

“Architecture, the mother of the arts, at least 

She is all smiles 

‘Un mille remerciements,’ she cries, 

for tonight, is no mater dolorosa. 

and gratitude. 

‘Allons, mes enfants! Amusez vous bien.’ 

“This party may end the depression. Who 
knows 7" 
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The Drake Hotel in Chicago was revamped into the 
Latin Quarter of Paris, as shown in this plan, for the 
fund-raising féte given by the Chicago Architects’ 

Relief Committee. 



SAINT LOUIS ARCHITECTURAL CLUB 

We have not been able to do any more for the 

relief of unemploved draftsmen than to continue 
our free employment bureau. All of the Club's 
funds have been used to keep the property intact 
and to continue the meetings. We are carrying a 

large number of members who have not been able 

to pay any dues for almost two years. 
John A. Bryan, who is actively interested in the 

preservation of historic buildings, has been able to 
arouse some financial interest in such projects. 
While this no employment for 

draftsmen, it does help the building trades to some 

work provides 

extent. Mr. Bryan is also a member of the Com 
mittee on Preservation of Historic Buildings in the 

St. Louis Chapter, \rchi 
tects, so there is no duplication of effort by the two 

American Institute of 

architectural societies. 

Herbert Reinhardt, President 

ST. LOUIS CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

This Chapter has made no special eftort to relieve 

unemployment among drattsmen, nor has any spe 

cial activity been arranged. 

P. John Hoener, Secretary 

KANSAS CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

Practically all architects and draftsmen within out 
There has not been any 

organized activity toward relief work Che archi 

State need some relief. 

tects in the Kansas Chapter are of course compara 

tively widely scattered over the State and are rathet 

few in number, which makes work of this type 

difficult. 
Geo. A Beal, Secretary. 

WISCONSIN CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

This Chapter has not done anything along relief 

While there has been unemployment, condi 
been as acute 

Most of our 

lines. 

tions financially have not as they 
probably are in a city like New York. 
men have been able to place themselves in other 

activities. I dare savy that if the entire situation 

were combed, relatively few would be found really 

up against it. 
There is one thing that the Chapter has done, 

however, which may be of interest. We have a 

Most 

of them are young unmarried men who are still 

lot of junior draftsmen here in Milwaukee. 

living at home with their parents. Time has been 

on their hands so the Chapter has chosen to finance 

their studies. An atelier has been formed with a 
number of architects in charge and Beaux Arts 

work has been undertaken. The Chapter is 

assuming the entire expenses of this enterprise. 
We have approximately 20 men entered in the 

work and from the way the thing is going there is 

ne doubt it will be a huge and popular success. It 
keeps the boys busy. Likewise they are advancing 
in their studies which makes it worthwhile. 

Alexander ( . Guth, Secretary. 

WEST TEXAS CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

[his Chapter has not inaugurated, up to the present 

time, any activity to provide work or relief tor 

unemployed architects or draftsmen. I think, 
however, that the Chapter will start a program in 
the very near future, but at this time I am not able 

to state along what lines activity will be directed 

Richard Vander Straten, Secretary-Treasurer. 

STATE ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTS 
SOUTHERN SECTION 

There has not been anything done along lines of 

providing work or relief for unemployed architects 
and draftsmen 

Hibbard, lLester H Secretary 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

this Chapter has not taken any group action to 

provide work or relief. However, the individual 

architects are doing whatever they personally cat 

to assist those who are in need 

Palmer Sabin, Secretary 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

Some time ago a group of about twenty-five lead 

ing architects held a conference in which it was ~ 

‘reed to split employment as much as_ possible alo 

\s a direct measure, the State Association of 

California Architects established an unemployment 

bureau for draftsmen 

James H \litchell, secretary 

OREGON CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

Our Chapter members are taking care of them 

selves as best they can Chapter dues have been 

abolished for a vear, and at a recent meeting the 

assist executive Committee was authorized to 

needy architects and draftsmen, drawing on our 

ilready depleted bank account 

W. H. Crowell, Secretary 

TACOMA SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS, WASHINGTON 

This Society has not attempted anything along 

relief lines. It has fostered sketching and study 

classes among the draftsmen, however. 

2. 2 Mock, President 

MONTANA CHAPTER, A.I.A. 

Nothing has been done by this Chapter towards 

providing relief or work for unemployed drafts- 
Many of the architects are in as much need 

There is no 

men. 

of relief as some of the draftsmen. 

business in the architectural line of any sort in 

Montana. As far as I know there is not a single 

job in any office in the State and very little pros- 
pect of any. Montana is not a State of large 

offices and there are perhaps as many architects in 
the State as there are draftsmen. 

of relief with us is not similar to that in the cities. 

W. R. Plew, Professor of Architecture. 

So the pr »blem 



PORTFOLIO of 

CURRENT ARCHITECTURE 

BAYONNE BRIDGE OVER KILL VAN KULL 

This structure, which spans the Kill van Kull between Bayonne, New Jersey, and Staten Island, New York, was 
selected by the American Institute of Steel Construction as the most beautiful bridge costing in excess of one 
million dollars and opened to traffic in 1931. The main spain is 1,675 feet. The bridge was designed by 
©. H. Ammann, Chief Engineer for the Port of New York Authority, with Cass Gilbert as consulting 

architect for the approaches. 
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BRIDGE OVER KILL VAN KULL 

BETWEEN BAYONNE, N. J., AND STATEN ISLAND 

O. H. AMMANN, CHIEF ENGINEER 
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BRIDGE OVER KILL VAN KULL 

BETWEEN BAYONNE, N. J., AND STATEN ISLAND 

O. H. AMMANN, CHIEF ENGINEER 
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BRIDGE OVER KILL VAN KULL 

BETWEEN BAYONNE, N. J., AND STATEN ISLAND 

O. H. AMMANN, CHIEF ENGINEER 
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Ground Floor Plan 
HOUSE OF MR. AND MRS. L. C. STRONG 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

WALDRON C. FAULKNER, ARCHITECT 

NORMAN T. NEWTON, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 
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Second Floor Plan 
HOUSE OF MR. AND MRS. L. C. STRONG 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

WALDRON C. FAULKNER, ARCHITECT 

NORMAN T. NEWTON, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 
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Stowell 

SCALE IN FEET 

HOUSE OF MR. AND MRS. L. C. STRONG 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

WALDRON C. FAULKNER, ARCHITECT 

NORMAN T. NEWTON, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 
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The lower eight floors of this 26-story building are occu- 
pied by the new Wanamaker Men's Store. Upper floors 
are used as office space and are served by elevators entirely 
separated from the store elevators. 
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LINCOLN -LIBERTY BUILDING 

1 BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA 

JOHN T. WINDRIM, ARCHITECT 
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LINCOLN-LIBERTY BUILDING 

| BROAD STREET PHILADELPHIA 

JOHN T. WINDRIM, ARCHITECT 
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The building is faced with granite. Bronze entrances and 
windows below seventh floor; aluminum windows above. LINCOLN-LIBERTY BUILDING 
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Murals by O. D. V. Guillonnet, French artist. 
LINCOLN -LIBERTY BUILDING 
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Second floor plan, showing 
machinery layout and piping. 

f KERB KER LAUNDFR PLANT 
N S AWN t NEW Y R K 

RVING M. FENICHE ARCHITECT 

Entrance Lobby 
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General view of laundry plant. 

KNICKERBOCKER LAUNDRY COMPANY PLANT 
By IRVING M. FENICHEL, Architect 

A program of augmentation has been effected 

‘ the past few vears in the design of laun luring 

dries through the adaptation of several allied clean 

ing departments. The progressive laundry owner 

now not only dry-cleans and dyes dresses and suits, 

but cleans and renovates carpets, rugs, curtains, 
blankets, gloves, stockings, hats, and the like. 

Because of various urban ordinances governing 

the use of volatile inflammable liquids and limiting 

their usage to fireproof isolated buildings, the com 

lmnation of laundry and dry-cleaning has been con 
sidered illogical lo overcome this barrier, manu 

facturers of laundry and dry-cleaning equipment, 

after many years of intensive experimentation, 
have perfected recently equipment designed to drv 

clean garments with noninflammable liquid. The 
laundry designing architect is therefore now con 

fronted with the complex problem of many new 
requisites. 

Location 

The location of a proposed plant is almost in 
variably the factor of prime importance in deter 

mining the type of service. 

In the Knickerbocker Laundry Company plant 

at Long Island City, New York, the attention value 
of the site, which is passed daily by approximately 

500,000 commuters on the Long Island railroad 

about 150 feet away, was considered in the build 

ing design. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORI 

Technical Requirements 

\n analysis of the territory to be served and the 
probable classification of services to be rendered 
are necessary preliminary considerations in deter- 
nuning the most efficient plant arrangement. Com 

plete coordination of mechanical and architectural 
design is even more desirable in the design of a 

modern laundry, dry-cleaning and dyeing, and rug 
cleaning plant than in design of general industrial 
plants. So predominant is this requisite that the 
architect possessing a knowledge of mechanical 
design is at a great advantage. 

Knowledge of the proper design of the water 
system, of variable temperatures, the steam for 
process and heating use, the condensation return 
system, the compressed air requirements, and the 
like, is of prime importance, together with an un- 
derstanding of the construction and function of 

the mechanical equipment. 

The idea that an industrial plant is a structure 
some typical arrangement of 

mechanical equipment or that it is a typical build- 
ing in which the required equipment has to be ar- 

ranged in the best manner permitted by the struc- 
ture, will not produce the most efficient results in 
the design of laundries. 

location of the power plant; its proper construction 
to suit the equipment to be installed therein ; plan- 
ning of the most advanced conveying systems ; the 

designed around 

The most advantageous 

mechanical requirements as outlined; considera- 
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tion of light (natural and artificial) ; proper ceil- 

ing heights; adequate means of air conditioning 

all these must be considered as coincident with the 

architectural planning. 

Success of the plant is greatly dependent upon 
expedient service. The various departments must 
be so planned as to permit a routine of operation 
which eliminates back and cross tracking. 

I:xperience in the design of such plants and close 
contact with these industries have shown the futil- 

ity of trving to formulate any reliable basic refer 

ence tables, charts or rules which could be applied 

to the design of a standard laundry or combination 

of a laundry and supplementary departments. Each 

is individual in its own requirements and only ex 

tensive specialization enables the architect to com 

prehend the technicalities which must be incor 
porated in the planning. Minimum ceiling heights 

are dependent on the heat generating characteristics 

of the equipment used-and the method of natural 
and mechanical ventilation. The method of mark 

ing in and routing the numerous kinds of articles 

from the time they are received until they are placed 
back on the trucks for delivery is contingent on 

vhich of several systems of identification will be 

used, whether the Jaundry will handle family 
trade, combination of family and contract trade, or 
entirely contract; also on the price grade of work 

to be done and whether the articles are dainty 
1 

linens, heavy overcoats, various sized rugs, and 

so) On. 

Knickerbocker Plant Construction 

The plant of the Knickerbocker Laundry Company 
covers an acre of ground, is two stories in height, 

has a total of 1,500,000 cubic feet and a total of 

92,000 square feet of floor space. Its advantageous 
central location facilitates service of a large area 

including Long Island, a large portion of West- 

chester County and all of the Metropolitan area. 
It is of concrete and skeleton steel construction 

with brick walls and precast marble limestone ash- 
lar on the principal fagade and returns. The choice 

of steel construction was influenced by the advan 

tages gained through large spans and consequent 

reduction in the number and size of columns. 

The plant generally is arranged to accommodate 
a complete laundry service and also such depart- 
ments as dry-cleaning, hat cleaning and the clean- 

ing of rugs and carpets, curtains and blankets. 

Power House 

The power house shown in one of the accompany- 
ing illustrations is an extension to the northeast 

corner of the plant and connects with the engine 
room of the adjoining ice plant, which is under the 
same ownership. Installed in the power house are 
two bent tube oil-fired boilers, each having 4,000 

square feet of heating surface and capable of 
developing 1,000 horsepower. ; 
for working pressure of 199 pounds. Also, there 
are steam generators and other power plant equip- 

Cat walks and other approaches to the 

They are designed 

ment. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 

boiler and power plant equipment are placed at 

various convenient levels for the engineer. The 

automatic electric control board serving the laundry 

is located in the power house at the same level as 

the second floor of the main building and offers a 

convenient approach from the laundry operating 

floor as well as the boiler room. 

Plant Arrangement 

The first floor of the main building is divided into 

garage space, driver's control room and conven- 

lence rooms, rug department, cafeteria, office space, 
ete. 

Midway between this floor and the second floor 
is a mezzanine used as an employees’ entrance. It 
is of ample size to accommodate locker rooms, 
toilet rooms, washrooms and also a hospital room. 

This mezzanine is easily accessible to the cafeteria 
as well as the operating floor. 

\pproximately 41,000 square feet of undivided 
floor space on the second floor (the principal oper- 

ating floor) are used for laundry and dry-cleaning 

work. This vast open space is easily viewed from 
the observation mezzanine located at an elevation 

midway between the second floor and the roof. The 
balance of the floor is divided into a general office, 

private managerial offices, toilet compartments and 
the main entrance foyer. 

The foyer is octagonal in shape, has a vaulted 
ceiling approximately 18 feet in height, and a 

bronze entrance vestibule. It is finished with white 

texture plaster, Belgian and black and gold marble, 
and Allegheny railings. Stairways which lead 
from this lobby serve to the observation mezzanine 

above and also to a penthouse on the roof in back 
of the central tower. This room is used as a recep- 

tion room for visitors and as an executive office. 

The plant has the most modern type of machines 
for the various departments. 
photograph shows a small portion of the laundry 
pressing department and indicates the ease and 

An accompanying 

compactness of operation afforded by the equip- 

Another photograph of the 
operating floor shows a few of the Monel metal 

laundry washing machines. 
\ complete air conditioning system introduces, 

ment arrangement. 

during the summer months, 157,000 cubic feet of 

thoroughly washed and cooled air, entirely free 

from dust, and effecting a three and one-half 

minute air change. During the winter months, 

55,000 cubic feet of washed and preheated air are 
The air 

maintained 

introduced for a ten-minute air change. 

pressure in the laundry is always 

somewhat higher than outdoors to prevent infiltra- 
tion of dust-laden air. 

The dry-cleaning department has modern equip- 
ment including a “Zoric Unit’ which dry-cleans 

with a noninflammable cleaning solvent, referred 

te in the early part of this article. The conveying 
system is arranged to take the incoming bundles 
from the first floor to the operating floor, through 

the various processes and then back to the distriby:- 
tion bins located in the garage. 
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Classifications Planned 

Commercial Buildings $19,513,000 

POCtOTIGS .6ccesses. . 5,245,800 

Educational Buildings .. . 13,452,500 
Hospitals & Institutions .. .. 4,748,000 
Public Buildings at 7 320,300 
Religious & Memorial Bldgs $393 400 

Social & Recreational Bldg $411,000 
6,895 OOO 

7,569,200 
2,413.70 

79.962 .500 

\partments & Hotels 
One- and Two-Family Houses 

Public Works & Utilities 

POTAI 

lotal Number of Project: 

\verage Value of 

6.169 

Projects 37.188 

f iad ’ 
<1h¢ hrite cts 

Privately Percentage of 

Planned Total Total 

$16,559,800 $36.07 2.800 54.1 

7 911,400 13,157,200 39.9 
2,093,500 15,546,000 86.5 

2,720,900 7 469,500 03.0 

2.396.300 Q 716.600 795.3 

1,289,300 5,082,700 77.1 
2,518,000 6,929, 000 63.7 
3.861.600 10.7 56,600 64.1] 

9 500.800 17.070,000 $44 

12,027,100 14.440.800 16.7 

60,878,700 136,841,200 555 

10,596 16,705 
17.276 54.464 

ARCHITECTS’ INFLUENCE IN MODERNIZATION INCREASING 
By L. SETH SCHNITMAN 

During the third quarter of 1932 modernization 

expenditures on existing structures of 

tions in the 37 eastern States totaled $38,751,100 as 

all deserip 

based upon the contract records of F. W. Dodge 

Of this amount $22,351,000 or al Corporation. 

most 58 per cent was planned by architects. Dur 

ing the first nine months of 1932 modernization 

expenditures aggregated $136,841,200, of which 

$75,962,500 or 55.5 per cent was architect-planned 
lr is thus seen that the architect's influence in mod 

ernization work has become progressively more im 

portant during recent months 

\ large part of this modernization work has been 

commercial i income-producing structures, 1.e., 

buildings, factories, apartments and hotels, for 

which architects are especially equipped, by training 

and experience, to render sound and constructive 

designs to meet effectively obsolescence and keen 

competition for tenants 

Contracts awarded during the first nine months 

of 1932 for all classes of buildings, as apart from 

engineering work, totaled $623,092,000 in the 37 

States east of the Rocky Mountains. Of this total 

$122,400,400 or about 20 per cent 

represented the value of contracts 
for modernization, alterations and 

additions to existing buildings. In 

addition engineering 

contracts awarded during the period 

for the same area totaled $434,271,- 

200 and of this amount $14,440,800 

represented the value of awards for 
modernization and alterations. 

Hospitals & Institutions 
Hence, out of a contract total for 

all classes of $1,057,363,.200 cov 

months of Factories ering the first nine 

1932, modernization expenditures 
amounted to $136.841,200 or 13 per 

cent of all construction expendi- 
tures. 

Millions of 

construction 1 & 2 Family Houses 

Commercial Buildings 

Public Buildings 

Educational Buildings 

Apartments & Hotels 

Social & Recreational 

Religious & Memorial 

ible that moderniza It appears altogether prob; PI S 
tion work over the next few months will gain in 

he ihe importance ; especially is this likely because of t 

erowing competition for tenants whose desires have 

hardly altered though aggregate money incomes 

have been materially reduced 

Ikach contemplated alteration project: involving 

iajor structural changes must necessarily be con 

sidered separately \ny major alteration which ts 

designed to correct obsolescence and to improve o1 

restore revenues will fail, however, if pertinent 

social and economic factors are ignored 

Competition between new and = old buildings 

forces continuous modernization particularly im the 

case of revenue-producing structures But this 

competition should not be permitted to obscure the 

basic causes that produce it. It is relatively simple 

to redesign an apartment house and to remove the 

new objectionable long corridors within apartment 

units or to cut up large apartment units into smaller 
ones, but such an operation does not necessarily 

insure any Important increase in earning power of 

the structure so treated 

BUILDING CONTRACTS FIRST 9 MONTHS 1932 IN 37 STATES 

200 

New Building 

Modernization 
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THE ARCHITECT AND 

SMALL HOUSE COSTS 
By HENRY WRIGHT, Architect 

17 
¢ Attention is called to the fact that while we sti 

cling to the ideal of the detached single-family 

house and while, on the other hand, recent progress 
has heen most pronounced in the development ot 

the high-class elevator or garden apartment, never 

theless the largest class of construction in nearly 

all cities of the East and Central West is in smallet 

multifamily dwellings known as “flats.” “invest 

nent bungalows’ or similar local names. \ny 

where from 40 to SO per cent of new dwelling con 

struction (the latter percentage is for the second 

largest city) is in this category The Committee 

on Design of the President's Housing Conference 

found under wav in 1931 in one large [astern 

city a quantity of construction comprised for the 

most part of two-family flat dwellings of the most 

inefficient type 

Recently two interesting studies by architects 

(see illustration on opposite page) have been 

developed and published. One by E. H. Wlaber 

otf Chicago, a city where moderate — price 

dwellings are for the most part “flats.” showed 

how much better and more efficient well-planned 

groups of apartment-serviced row houses would 
he, even in contrast with flats three stories in 

height. The other study, by Norman N. Rice of 

Philadelphia, showed how much better efficiently 

designed two-family flats could be than the ineffi 

cient row houses so frequently found in that city. 
This contrast suggests a wide diversity of method 

in our present approach and leads us to ask if it 
would not be better to attempt a comparison of 
Mr. Klaber’s efficient row house with Mr. Rice’s 

efficient flat before we recommend that these cities 

swap their types of dwellings with each other. In 

cidentally, Mr. Rice’s efficient flat (see page. 441, 
December, 1931 issue of THe REcorD) was al 

most identical in plan with the efficient flat “B” 
in the first article of this series (see page 433 of 
the same issue). It is apparent that the architect's 
idea of an “efficient’’ plan is no haphazard or clever 
accident but the direct product of technical com- 
petency developing in a fairly definite and uniform 
manner. It seems only necessary for the architect 
to add “economic” reality to “technical’” compe- 

tency. 

In an earlier article, which appeared in the 

December 1931 issue, Mr. Wright set up an 
analytical procedure as a counterpart of design 
This approach, he stated, would place the archi 
tect in an authoritative position in the develo 
ment of communities. 

ntil an accumulation of well-tested uni 

cost data extending over a _ reasonable 
od of time as well as a number of location 

+, rch techn, 
oa ' si 

availabie can we nope > MaKe Suc 

as has been attained in England 
Holland and Germany during e post-war 
period. The nearest approach 

United States is probably the experie 

a basis of the data presented in 

ing article. That article was devoted large 
n + tne data: in thic 

further the applicatic 
c : ; 

mM of Communit nlannina 

Cost and Space Comparisons 
The architect can readily offer superior grouped 

dwelling forms which contrast favorably with types 
in current production. He is, however, at a disad- 

vantage in pressing their claims unless he can 

demonstrate their actual cost advantages both as 

individual projects and in comparison with the 

more usual types. In order to expand the analyt 
ical principles introduced in the first article on this 

subject and apply this cost data so as to arrive at 
fairly accurate comparisons for the various types 

of dwellings suitable for group housing, the subject 

is continued here and a second table is introduced 

to contrast the flat with a row dwelling with more 

nearly equivalent space accommodations. 
An opportunity is provided by our data to 

compare on a practical basis efficient forms of 
row houses, flats of various kinds, and even 3- and 
+-story apartments of similar plan and construc 
tion. In fact, in the same year and as part of the 
same operation, examples of type “A” (single- 
family) and “B” (two-family), and 3-story apart- 
nents practically identical with “B” were all built 
of similar construction and the same depth from 
front to rear wall. 

Reference to Table B of the preceding article 
shows that the serviced-flat “B,” in comparison with 

row house “A,” costs 70 per cent as much for build- 
ing alone, or 66 per cent with land included, per 
family unit. However, the net usable space was 

only 63 per cent as much in each 4+-room “B” flat as 
in the 6-room “A” house. (It should be noted that 
the house had only one additional small bedroom ; 

the main difference was in the omission of the din- 
ing room in the flat). It therefore follows that re- 

gardless of relative advantages in terms of. net 

usable space the 6-room “A” house was less ex- 

pensive even with lend than the “B” flat. In com- 
parison, the individually-serviced flat “C,” with 
76% per cent as much space, cost with land ap- 
proximately 80 per cent as much per family. 
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(Right) This plan study by 
Norman N. Rice, architect. 
shows the advantages of well- 
grouped two-family flats over 
the usual narrow lot rowhouses 
in Philadelphia. In the follow- 
ing pages Mr. Wright suggests 
that it might be appropriate 
for Mr. Klaber to exchange 
designs with Mr. Rice in order 
to obtain a more ready adap- 
tation of plans to the usual 
customs of their respective 
cities. 
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(Above) Plot plan of typical Chicago six-family 
buildings on 50-foot frontages. Close crowd- 
ing horizontally of the 18-foot dwelling units 
gives an unsatisfactory use of the land. 

(Left) These two studies—above, a plot plan; 
below, a detailed apartment plan—by E. H. 
Klaber, architect, illustrate how the land can be 
utilized to better advantage by a grouping of 
rowhouses. Each house unit, as the detail plan 
shows, is a 3-story apartment. A service cor- 
ridor in the basement connects all the apart- 
ments. Garages are grouped in the rear. 
Only thirteen instead of eighteen families are 
provided for, but the combined building and 
land cost is approximately the same. 

DECEMBER 1932 



Row House Economies less expensive per square foot of usable space than 
Considering that the usual type of deep lot flat is the 4-room flat, the latter form was essential to 

far less efficient in usable area and more costly than provide for low-cost space of less than 6 rooms per 
either the “B” or “C” examples, we may readily family. It was only by making this analytical ap- 
question such flats as really efficient low-cost hous- proach that it was discovered that even 4'4-room 

ing, except where they are used in contrast with single-family units (two bedrooms, living room, 

the wasteful form of the fully detached single- dining room and kitchenette, or dinette and kit- 

family house. In contrast with efficient row houses chen) could be built as interior elements in group 
they would suffer much more than the efficiently row houses at so nearly the cost of similar space 
planned flats used in this study. in two-family flats as to obviate further the neces- 

This fact has been generally appreciated for sity of using the flat as a principal element in low 
some time by those dealing with both forms on the cost group housing. The two-family house, how- 

same building projects. But until recently it has ever, 1s not eliminated from consideration; for 
been assumed that while the 6-room row house was dwelling units of 4+ or 5 rooms the row house and 

b 25-0 a 4 se x 

7 

°- 

"| f 

Be + 
24enye ™ 

¥ 

© 
SAME BOTH FLOORS FIRST & SECOND FL SAME EXCEPT LESS 

SPACE OCCUPIED BY STAIRS 

(D) SINGLE-FAMILY (B) SERVICED (C) NON-SERVICED 
HOUSE 2-FAMILY HOUSE (d) 2-FAMILY HOUSE (e) 

TABLE C* w - 
Built only as interior of row. End Row | End Row 

Costs deduced from 20’ Interior or Semi- | Detached || Interior | or Semi- Detached 
house Table B* Row Detached House || Row Detached House 

Size 16x28.8 25x28.4 | 25.6x28.4 | 26x28.4 || 30x28.4 30.0x28.4 31x28.4 

Cu. Ft. @ 20¢ 13.600 21.240 21.665 22.140 25.500 25,925 26.400 

Net Cubage Cost $3. 000* $4,248 §4.333 $4.428 $5,100 | $5,185 $5,280 

Uniform Items (a $1.420 §1.420 §1.420 $1.420 $1,420 $1.420 $1,420 

End Wall $450 $450 $450 $450 

End Wall, Half Chimney $515 $515 

Double Equipment (b $775 $775 $775 $1.200(y)} $1,200 $1,200 

otal Building Cost $6,443 S6.978 $7,588 $7.720 $8,255 S8 875 

(L) % $4,420 100 108 | 118 100 107 115 

Lot Size. 16x100 25x100 35x100 40x100 30x100 | 40x100 45x100 

Lot Cost, Improved (c $672 $1,060 | $1450 | $1,685(x)|] $1,270 | $1,630 | $1,835(x 
Total Cost $5,092 $7,503 $8,428 $9,243 . ] $8.990 $9,885 $10,710 

Cost per Family $5,092 $3,751 $4,214 $4,621 ‘| $4.495 i $4,962 $5,355 

© on Basis (d) 100 73 83 91 oS. 07 106 

Usable Area, eq. it... 735 600 600 600 | 725 | 725 725 

o on Basis (d 100 : 82 82 82 jj 98.5 98.6 . 98.5 

*For detailed information of the various basic items in this chart. reference should be made to the original chart in the December 1931 
issue, page 433. The principal item of difference here is the $3.000 structural cost of the 16’ x 28.8’ row house. All the previous examples 
were approximately uniform in a structural cost of 20c. per cubic foot. but as explained in the text, the 16-foot house with as much detail as 
the 20-foot house must be figured at only 12c. a cubic foot ($100 a running foot) less for the 4-foot reduction in width, resulting in a cost of 

$3,000 instead of $2,720, or about 22c. a cubic foot 
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A 10-room flat terminates this row of single-family houses 

at the Sunnyside Gardens development on Long Island. 

F. L. Ackerman, architect. 

the two-family house are virtually interchangeable 
and should be so used with freedom to meet vary 
ing family needs. 

Analysis of 16-Foot Row House Unit 

In the first article the 6-room interior row dwell 

ing was shown to cost $4,820 net without land. 

lo reduce this 20-foot house to a width of 16 

feet it is permissible to deduct only 12¢ per cubic 

toot (or $100 per foot of decreased width), since 

the resulting 4'2-room unit has nearly as much 
framing, door and window openings, and other 

elements as the 20-foot 6-room house. Also, the 

kitchenette equipment essential to fit into its com 

pact space is relatively expensive. 

The cost factors may then be stated roughly as 
$4,820 less $400, or $4,420 for building; 20% of 

the land cost is saved, which on $42 per foot land 
leaves $672 for the lot, or a total net cost for the 
unit of $5,092. This 16-foot unit has two good 

392 

bedrooms and an ettective arrangement of living 

room and dining alcove space even more favorable 

than the 4'2-room flat. It has 735 square feet 
of good usable space. Compared with the 4-room 

serviced-flat “B™ with 600 square feet of space, it 

will cost with land 36 per cent more for 221% per 

cent more space. Compared with the 4!4-room 

flai “CC,” which has separate services for each 

family, when equalized for area, the cost of the 
house is less than 10 per cent more than for the 

flat. The additional advantages of an entirely in 

dividual dwelling and lot (individual ownership 

possible if desired), avoiding the difficulties of 

sound transmission through superimposed living 
Hoors, would seem to entirely warrant a 10 per 

cent greater cost. Aside from this, flats are sel 

dom built in continuous rows, although they were 

so built in connection with row houses in the 

Bridgeport War Housing projects and at the Sun 

nvside Gardens development on Long Island. More 

usually such flats are built semi-detached or de 

tached for more ready sale to resident owners. If 

these 16-foot interior row houses are compared 

with the “C” flat in semi-detached and detached 

form the comparative costs with $42 per foot land 
are for 414-room row hcuse 100 per cent, for semi 
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detached flat (rectified for area) 99 per cent and 

for detached flat 106 per cent. 

The 16-foot row house occupies only one foot 

more frontage per family than the “C” flat which 
is 30 feet wide. The semi-detached flat requires 

20 feet and the detached about 23 feet per family 

so the row house has an advantage in the land cost 

\ny effort to rearrange the semi-detached flat with 

a narrow front so as to go on a 30-foot lot with 

even a 6-foot side yard (making the building 24 

feet wide) will be found to entail losses in plan 
ethciency which quickly absorb any land saving up 
to $100 per foot, beyond which neither the row 

house nor the two-family dwelling is practicable 

Central Park Space 

In the combined row grouping of single-family and 
two-family dwellings as carried out at Sunnyside 
the frontage per room is almost the same. The 
grouping of both types in this project was accom 
plished by dividing 900- by 200-foot blocks into 
three groupings. The almost free-standing dwell- 
ings which are projected back to form the group 
ends are specially planned 2-story 3-family dwell- 
ings with one family below and two above. The 
other groups on the side streets were arranged as 

THE ARCHITECTURAL 

The termination of this row of single-family houses at Sunny- 
side Gardens is a two-family house with a recessed three- 

family flat attached at side. 

follows: in the middle, 6-room row houses; at each 

end, one double flat of which the interior unit had 

+ rooms and the end 5 rooms per floor, taking ad 
vantage of the end exposure for bathroom lighting ; 

the group facing the block end was composed of 2 
family and 3-family units. 

If exactly the same building area (not nearly so 

efficient in usable area) had been arranged in indi 

vidual buildings on normal lots, the result would 

he as shown on the contrasting block, page 394. 

Most of the area devoted to the central park space 
would, in the ordinary plan, have been dissipated 
in the narrow side yards between buildings. The 

amount of costly exterior walls would have been 

increased by 40 per cent and many rooms would 
have had frontage only on the side yards. The 
actual economies and benefits of such group plan- 
ning as used at Bridgeport and Sunnyside have 

never been fully utilized in this country although 
they have long been the foundation of economic 

housing abroad. 



(Above) Interior court of Sunnyside Gardens, Long Island. 

(Right) Block plan of Sunnyside development contrasted 
with ordinary block of individual detached units. 
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ARCHITECT OR BUILDING ECONOMIST ? 
Should the services of the architect be adjusted in order to obtain new business? 

Should the architect be paid for advice and consultation on the same basis as 
the physician and lawyer? 

Whenever a 

cannot afford an architect,” and therewith ceases 

prospective client announces, “‘! 

to be a client, our professional standing has been 

attacked. We are an essential part of any build- 

Ing program, regardless of its size, and must 

combat all opinion to the contrary. 

lhe business we lose annually because of the 

mistaken idea that an architect is necessary only 

tor work of a certain magnitude may be esti- 

mated from any reliable chart of building opera- 
tions. \WVe find a surprising volume of small 

work, the bulk of which goes directly to the 

building contractor and which does not. benefit 

from the services of an architect. Since it would 

be to the advantage of both owner and architect 

if most of this work received some form of archi- 

tectural assistance, it is evident that this field is 

worth cultivating. In these lean times can we 

continue to neglect it? 

Before we blame either owner or contractor for 

this elimination of the architect, let us see whether 

we ourselves are not most at fault. If an owner 

believes that he is not able to afford an architect 

instead of understanding that he cannot afford to 

do without one, may it not be that in too many 

Instances we have proved expensive when em 

ployed for minor work? And, if so, should we 

not readjust ourselves in order to secure business 

which is available even in these days of depression ? 

The versatility of the architect, which applies 

te every phase of building, is perhaps our out- 
standing characteristic. Yet how very little effort 

we have made to establish this fact in the public 
mind! Looking back some thirty vears, it would 
seem that we had actually gone out of our way to 
convey the opposite impression. 

arly in this period architects were sticking 
pretty closely to their particular muttons. We 

had the apartment 

houses principally. 

architect who turned out 

The commercial architect who 

gave us our business architecture without leaving 

many examples for our inspiration. Our 
“monumental architects” who were content with 

most of the important undertakings but some- 
times condescended to dabble in lesser work if it 

was sufficiently “de luxe.” It remained for the 
“small architect,” who was willing to tackle any- 

to function with any degree of complete- 

“ 

thing, 

ness. 

As we approach our own times, we find archi- 
tects using their training and experience with 

more intelligence. They apply it without dis- 
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By LIONEL M. LEBHAR 

Lebhar and Pierpoint, Architects 

crinunation to a wide diversity of building types. 

\ service station, some “tax-payer” or a chain ot 

outdoor refreshment stands receives their atten- 

tion and immediately it becomes a model for fur- 
ther accomplishment. Do they not serve the pub- 

lic and our profession more truly than if they 
stood aside, as in the past, and left these humble 

tasks to less capable hands? 

While some minor work is done by architects, 
a great part of it is not. For this we are 

largely responsible. An august group decides that 

an individual architect may be dispensed with for 
residences of six rooms or less and broadcasts the 

Certainly that does not help promote the 

build- 

theory. 

idea that an architect is necessary in ever 
Ing activity, 

We do not improve the situation either when 
we develop a minor operation into a major one, 
which often follows from our employment. This 
is what many an owner has in mind, rather than 

when he says, “I cannot 

afford an architect.” Only too frequently we con- 
sider a job an opportunity for ourselves instead 
of a chance to serve a client without permanent 

our insignificant fee, 

Injury to his p cketbook. 

To understand the owner’s point of view on 

this, we might consider our own relations with 

our physician. We do not go to his office with a 
common cold and fear that, to show his skill or 

from other motives, he will build up a nice case 
of double pneumonia, because doctors do not work 
along these lines. But we have no difficulty in 

recalling many building operations where money 

was spent far in excess of what the project really 
demanded. In those instances the architect did 

far better for himself than for his client. 

This brings us directly to the point covered by 

our heading. Is not our true field that of the 

building economist, who settles the vital matters 

of investment and return before going ahead? 

Unless we are willing to let the belief continue 

that an architect exists merely to “draw up blue- 
prints” it would be wise for us to travel further 
im this direction than we have already gone. 

In illustration of this idea, let us turn again to 

another profession. When we consult our lawyer 
regarding our legal position in some matter we do 
not expect him to prepare a brief, but to tell us 
what we may or may not do. Likewise an archi- 
tect proves his value without drawing a line when 

he advises a client on any building question. 
In either case a service has been rendered for 



which the client will pay. The objection may be 

offered that clients seldom do pay architects for 

advice. That is true but principally because it 
has been our custom to furnish it gratis as a pre 

liminary to making sketches. These, perhaps, 

will overcome the victim who may then be per 

suaded to sign a contract or at least to pay for 

the drawings! 

Unfair as this procedure is to the client it is 
also unsound from the architect’s standpoint. Few 
sketches thus prepared are ever paid for since they 

Had the building 

economist instead of the architect been on the job, 

may be altogether unnecessary. 

the sketch stage might never have been reached. 

\ careful analysis of all the facts involved would 
have uncovered the obstacle which usually upsets 

propositions of this kind. 

As every architect knows, there is nothing quite 
so dead as a project indefinitely postponed unless 
it is the sketches which have been made for it. 
Consequently, however reasonably we charge for 

them, we are asking payment for something which 

has no value. Advice, without sketches, would 

have cost our clhent much less and answered all 

requirements. 
The trained and experienced architect is par- 

ticularly well fitted to advise. Unlike the con 

tractor, manufacturer or material man, he is dis 
interested and impartial. Owners will naturally 

prefer to come to him for counsel when they 
understand that they may enter his office without 
setting wheels in motion which will grind out a 

“job” at their expense. 
Granted that there is much minor work to be 

done and that we architects can do it if we will 

revise our outlook somewhat, the question then 
arises, can we show a profit on this class of bus 

ness? Unless it is profitable it is not likely that 

we will care to continue with it after times im 

prove. And then, during the next period of de 

pression, we shall find ourselves as much out of 

the picture as at present. 
Minor work can be handled at a profit. We 

know that certain contractors maintain a jobbing 

department for small work which would other 
wise clog up their organization. They find this 

small work not only profitable, under such method 
of operation, but also that it frequently leads to 

larger things. 
We are reminded of a well-known architect who 

was overheard telling a prospective client that his 
$150,000 project was not large enough to interest 

his organization. This may sound wildly improb 
able at this time but it actually happened less than 

four years ago. 
Strangely enough, this large office did maintain 

what it termed “the bush league’ for exactly this 
purpose but evidently it could operate only when 

a “job” bore the required number of ciphers. To 
complete the story, we might mention that this 

architect is now in a far distant country attempt 

ing to “drum up” some business. 

\ large part of the minor work referred to is, 

of course, residential. This also may be brought 

within our scope if we are willing to revise our 

methods in dealing with it. 

Much has been written and said both for and 
\rchitect’s Small House 

Perhaps the most 

against the Service 

Bureau. telling indictment 

would be that it functions as a wholesaler who, 

by dealing directly with the consumer, puts the re 

tailer, or the small architect, at a great disad 

vantage. Moreover the experiment, however 

“noble in motive,” has proved unprofitable. 
he contention that the small house builder will 

not or cannot pay the architect’s customary fee for 

complete architectural service is largely justified. 

\dmitting this, we may then be able to suggest ar 

alternative which will allow architects to profit 

from the small house. 

We may admit further that the stock plans of 

the Bureau are all that is claimed for them \lso, 

that if a made-to-order plan is financially impos 

sible then a ready-made one is the next best bet 

The wav is now cleared for a decidedly radical 

proposal. 

Would it not be advisable for the Bureau to 

discontinue dealing directly with the consumet 

but, imstead, to relinquish this work to architects 

who desire this business? They, in turn, would 

select trom the stock plans thus made available and, 

in addition, supply any necessary architectural serv 

ice, all of which may be done profitably for a 

relatively small fee. Here is how it might work 

Mr. Brown enters our office and, after raising 

our hopes by telling us that he wishes to engage 

our services for his modest dwelling, informs us 

that he cannot afford to pay our regular fee. We 

agree cheerfully and then explain what we are 

able to provide for the price he stipulates he can 

pay. This, naturally, would be less than our regu 

lar service and might be as follows: 

First, the selection of a stock plan which our 
experience indicates most nearly fits the require 

ments of his case. Then the choice of a con 

tractor and perhaps the drawing up of the con 

tract, after our client has secured estimates from 

which we the stock plans and _ specifications 

furnish. Our supervision we limit to the greatest 

number of visits the price will allow. The agree 

ment with our client states clearly the extent of 

our responsibility in order to avoid argument later. 

Certainly the result obtained under some such ar 

rangement as this would be far better than if w« 

had not been called in at all. 
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PLANNING SALES AND OFFICE BUILDINGS 

FOR PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANIES 
By JOHN B. RODGERS of BLEY & LYMAN, Architects 

S ales buildings for public service companies are 

intended to promote the use of electricity, coke and 

gas by the display and sale of utility merchandise. 
\ salesroom completely and attractively displaying 

such merchandise will interest customers and the 
general public in the lighting of buildings, induce 

them to modernize kitchens and laundries and to 
use all types of gas and electric equipment. 

Determinants 

The sales buildings of public utility companies 
are not primarily retail outlets for utility merchan- 

dise, nor is their success necessarily dependent on 

the income produced by the sale of display goods. 
Designing such a sales building is a problem in 
designing a_ structure fulfilling the following 

demands : 
1. Maximum favorable impressions on_ the 

public. 
2. Easy recognition as being related to other 

buildings erected by the company. 
Maximum inviting display of merchandise 

4. Maximum facilities for the demonstration of 

utility equipment. 
Maximum facilities for contact between ofh- 

w 

5. 

cials and customers. 
6. Adequate counters for bill paying. 
7. Maximum physical comfort. 
8. Maximum flexibility in sales space arrange- 

ment. 

) Minimum cost of construction, maintenance 

and operation. 
The problem suggests the use of modern build- 

ing materials in keeping with the new appliances 
exhibited. It also suggests the most advanced 

methods of construction as an indication of the 
advanced engineering methods employed by the 
power company in its own field. And finally the 

problem demands the incorporation of a new archi- 
tectural element as an integral part of the design: 

artificial light. 

Types 

Sales and office buildings for power companies can 

be divided into two main types: 
1. New buildings usually located in villages and 

cities of the third class. 
2. Leased buildings usually located in cities of 

the first and second class. 
There are other types which do not fall into the 

above classifications : 
1. Company-owned buildings in cities of the 

first and second class containing salesrooms 

and usually division headquarters’ offices. 

2. Leased buildings in cities of the first and 

second class containing headquarters’ offices 

only. 

3. Company-owned buildings in cities of the 

first and second class where salesrooms only, 

without offices, are operated. 

4. Leased buildings in cities of the third class or 

villages containing salesrooms and_ district 

headquarters’ offices. 

a Substations in large cities which have a show 

window front on the street but no salesrooms 

or offices. 

No attempt is made to treat these latter diffe: 

entiations in this article, but obviously much of 

the information presented is also pertinent to these 

types. 

Selecting the Location 

\ survey should first be made of local conditions, 

determining the population of the city or village 

as well as of the surrounding territory which trades 

there; the number of meters, electric or gas or 

both, and other local conditions which will affect 

the special requirements in connection with the 

establishment of this sales building or store. 

Criteria of a FOK «| location are identical for both 

types of buildings in various sized communities. 
The location must be one which can be reached 

conveniently by most customers. A_ site some 

what away from the shopping center is allowable. 

The best retail street should be chosen. \lmost 

invariably this street will have a good and a poor 

side and it is advisable to avoid the poor side. 

\ location near a courthouse, post office or other 

public building is sometimes very good, especially 

where traffic to and from such places must pass 
the location; but certain public buildings, such as 

churches, are less satisfactory neighbors because 

of the lack of steady traffic near them. 

In choosing a new neighborhood, secondhand 

stores, barber shops, shoe shining parlors and soft 

drink places should be avoided. Chain stores, 

banks, drug stores and dry goods stores make 

good neighbors. Locations near schools are seldom 
desirable. Corner locations or busy intersections 
are usually in the greatest demand and conse- 
quently call for the highest rentals, but corner 
locations are best as they present greater oppor- 
tunities for the display of merchandise in show 
windows and the display of lighting on the building 

exterior. 
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TYPE I-NEW STORES 
Layout 

Needed information includes: the population of BRADFORD ELECTRIC CO 

the territory to be served; number of gas and 

electric meters mm the community and in the ad- 

jacent countryside; size of lot; whether a branch 
aL 

othee or a district headquarters; whether parking 

facilities must be provided; and so forth. 

lor the purpose of this article the varying re 

quirements for new store and office buildings have 
heen broken down into a set of five typical require 

ments and tables prepared of property require 

ments, space requirements, floor areas by floors, 
floor areas by rooms and cubic contents. These 

space requirements have been found valuable in 

actual use. 

ares or pee ee TES TERS STE) 

; ee mae ase — 
The plans of several typical buildings designed 

tu conform to these requirements and containing 

the space allotments specified in the tables are 

shown on pages 400, 401. Plans A, B, C, D and 
I. are of buildings two stories and basement in 

height but in the case of types D and EF, alternate 

plans have been prepared to show an arrangement 

of the first floor of buildings only one story and A one-story sales and office in Eldred, Pa., designed 
basement in height. The space requirements for to serve a small community. Night lighting serves to 

attract attention to displays. Bley and Lyman, archi- 
tects. A. W. E. Schoenberg, supervising architect. 

these smaller one-story buildings will also be found 

in the tables. 

In general in these plans the basement contains 

all necessary service facilities and storage space. 
¢ ¢ < ‘ace space 1S re red ; ; “¢ . ° * - 

If additional storage space 1s required a vault can kitchen and the audience are visible from the 

be excavated under the sidewalk. street, thereby arousing the interest of the pass- 
The larger buildings A, B and C have been er-by, and yet the audience is not placed so as to 

arranged for an inside elevator and the two smaller feel conspicuous and uncomfortable. 

buildings for an outside lift. Types A, B and C all have both front and rear 

Qn the first floor the cashier's counter and cus entrances with their separate stairways. 

tomer’s service space have been so located as to In types D and E there is a main stairs to second 
require the customer to pass as much of the mer floor and a rear entrance to the basement and a 

chandise as possible in going to and from these stairway from the store to the basement, but no 

points. The demonstration kitchen has been placed rear stairway to the second floor. 
in full view of customers in the store. In demon- The second floor of all types can be subdivided 
strations an audience will not be seriously disturbed to suit the particular requirements in any case. 
by customers paying bills, consulting the cus- In general the toilet rooms, rest rooms and stairs 
tomer’s service department, or making purchases have been grouped together to permit subdivision 

In the case of the corner location the demonstration of the remaining space. 

TABLE OF FLOOR AREA REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW BUILDINGS 

Buildings One Story and 
Basement in Height 

Buildings Two Stories and Basement in Height 
TYPE 

A B C D E D E 

90,000 to | 15,000 to 10,000 to 5,000 to Below 5,000 to Below Population 

30,000 20,000 15,000 10,000 5,000 10,000 5,000 

Building Frontage 45 to 40 42 to 38 40 to 36 38 to 34 36 to 32 38 to 34 36 to 32 

Building Depth 105 to 95 88 to 80 71 to 65 55 to 50 38 to 34 55 to 50 38 to 34 

Basement Floor Area 4,200 3,360 2,584 1,872 1,294 1,872 1,294 

First-Floor Area 4,200 3,360 2,584 1,872 1,294 1,872 1,294 

Second-Floor Area 4,200 3,360 2,584 1,872 1,224 
Third-Floor Area ... ......| A third floor is unnecessary unless requirements are out of the ordinary. 
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SPACE REQUIREMENTS: NEW BUILDINGS Entrance Vestibule and Lobby 

Proper entrances should be designed to accommo- 

date the operating company’s name and emblem 
D E BASEMENT 

on the floor, doors, door mat, or grille work so 
that the display windows may be free of all signs 

Boiler Room 310 260 900 150 115 

2. Fuel Room 180 155 130 105 80 

Transformer Room 150 120 110 95 65 

and lettering in the line of vision. 

Simple shades should be provided on the front 

4. Stair Halls and doors so that the public can be informed that the 

Passage 985 545 480 305*| 245°" store is closed. They should be drawn only at 

5. Telephone closing time and should be raised after the work 
J <i AS or 90 0 yO 5 : ApparatusRoom.) 145 | 125, 18 10 net ing force has left in order to permit observation 

6. Storage Room 2195 | 1550 1150 815 415 . ; ; 
; ; z of the interior of the store. Practical mats or 
1. Repair Room 105 95 85 5 50 
. other protection in the vestibule or lobby improve 8. Toilet Room - 

(Men’s) 36 36 26 26 35 the appearance of the floor immeasurably 1n incle 

9. Switchboard Ba: fie a ia Ras, ment weather. A night depository which permits 

Room 145 125 No.4 No.4 > No. 4 customers to pay their bills after business hours ts 

10. Elevator 50 50 50 N yne™ None* desirable 

Vault 100 90 65 60 SO 

Cashier's Counter Total Walls and Par 

tion 420 320 390 970 913 t 

The counter should be suitable for serving the 
Total Basement S > 3530 9745 1328 ' 1} DOSE n DQCE > 2 > c 

pent customer conveniently, and protected against 

hold-ups. A satisfactory counter to fulfill these 
needs is the “friendly” counter now being used 

in banks This type of counter has no cage—or 

other grille work interposed between the cashiet 

and the customer It consists of a counter with 

FIRST FLOOR SECOND FLOOR A B C D E 

Viain Stairs and 1. Show-Window 

Space—Front 180 145 130 120 

9. Show-Window ervice Sta 

Space—Side 80° 50° 30* 25* None* ind Hall 13 13 11 None None 

3. Customer's Pit ok 105 > 1) ( 4 

Service Space 80 80 55 95 65 4. Women’s Toilet 10 90 55 95 90 
4 Demonstration 5. Wait ng Room 

Kitchen 145 140 115 100 20 ind Telephone 

5. Storage Closets 40 30 zo 25 10 )perator 120 120 110 None None 

6. Main Stairs and 
Ha}! 70 4 55 cog SO 

Manager'sO#ice 305 300 955 155 140 

3 Auditor’ Office 985 955 °10 155 115 

District Represen- 

Service Stair 

ond Hal 

Service Elevator , - 
tatives' or Sales 
men’ Office 450 370 390 960 150 Service Entrance 

10. Sales Supervisor's 

Office .4 205 900 100 None None 
Vestibules 

Main Entrance 

Office Entrance fs 65 25 25 35 11. Elevator Machine 

11. Sales Space.... 2025 1510 1110 1110 625 Room 90 50 50 None | None 
12. Cashier's Space 12. Number of Private 

No. of stations 3 3 9 9 1 Offices 1-210 None None None None 

Area 80 80 55 50 30 13. Stenographic 

Inc. in) Inc. in Office 150 150 135 95 85 

13. Demonstration Sales Sales 14. Corridor 990 145 100 50 50 
Room 555 460 345 Space Space 15. Storage and Slop 

+e Women's Pemtic Sink Closets 20 60, 15 15 | 10 
Rest Room 90 85 50 None None (6: Geneeel Olin 

Space ..| 1220 880 610 650 285 
Total Walls and Par- 

titions 605 465 380 930 180 

TotalFirst-FloorSpace 4200 3360 92584 | 1872 1994 
Total Walls and Par- 

titions ; 490 385 320 9210 185 

Total Second-Floor 

Space 4200 3360 2584 1872 | 12994 *Applies only in case of a corner location 
+Outside Basement Entrance 
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usually a plate glass partition a foot or less in 
height between metal or wood posts. It is desir- 
able to install a narrow shelf below the main 
counter top on the customer’s side to place pocket- 
books and packages when paying bills. 

Show Window Design and Arrangement 

In general show windows in both old and leased 

buildings should have a depth of at least 7 feet to 
permit a satistactory display of ranges and refrig 
erators. It has been found that any depth much 

less than this is too shallow. 
Chree types of show windows are possible: 

1. Entirely open to the store. 
£. Entirely closed with a door for access from 

the store 

With a curtain wall dropping down from the vw 

ceiling at the back line of the show window 

to the height of the transom bar of the show 

window. T[langings at the back of the show 

windows are arranged to close this space from 

the store or to pull back and give a view of 
the store 

The tirst method has the disadvantage of giving 

no background tor the articles on display, although 

it allows store interior to be seen 

The second method has the disadvantage of not 

permitting the public to see into the store, but has 

the advantage of giving a satisfactory background 

for the merchandise displayed 

The third type has been found most satisfactory 

where there are only one or two show windows 

fronting on the street. In case of a corner location 

and a new building where it is possible to have 

show windows with closed backs, as well as show 

windows without backs, the arrangement illustrated 

in the plans of all five tvpes has been found most 

satisfactory. 

Show windows should be so arranged as to pro 

vide easy access to them for large appliances. 
Doors to show windows should be ample in size 

Show-window floors may be covered with any 
one of several materials: terrazzo, Zenitherm, 
maple or oak block, linoleum, rubber tile, plain oak. 

Windows may have hangings at either side with 

a valance across the top to conceal the reflectors in 

case the window has no transom. The high in- 

tensity of show-window lighting demands adequate 
valances, or other protection for the eyes of both 

passers-by and visitors in the store. One great 

disadvantage of open-back windows is that it is 

necessary to provide an inner valance to conceal 

the show-window reflectors from view when look- 

ing toward these windows from the sales space. 

When windows are permanently or temporarily 
open to the store it is advisable to use portable 
screen backgrounds in connection with the display 
of appliances. These screens placed either singly 
or in groups should be both higher and wider than 
the display and should be varied in both width and 
height with the changes in window arrangement. 

No lettering should be placed on show windows. 

Demonstration Kitchens 

The design and arrangement of several demon- 

stration kitchens are illustrated in the accompany- 
ing plans and photographs. 

These demonstration kitchens have been con- 
sidered as stages and have been planned to in 

terest the customer in the use of electric and gas 
appliances in the home. They have as their main 
purpose the teaching of many methods of using 
electricity and gas in the home. They are placed 
at floor level except where by reason of the number 
accommodated in the audience it is necessary to 
raise them one step to give a clear view. 

The demonstration kitchen should be placed to 
permit an unobstructed view from the street 
through the show windows as well as from the 

entrance and front of the store. It should have 
ample space in front to accommodate an audience 
of 25 to 75 persons, depending on the size of the 
community served. 

\ dishwashing sink should be provided except 

in the smallest demonstration kitchens where an 
ordinary sink or a portable dishwashing machine 
may be used. A refrigerator, range and a kitchen 

aid model should also be provided. A gas and 
electric range outlet as well as water and waste 

connections should be provided in the center of 

the floor at the front of the demonstration kitchen. 
Provision should also be made in a conspicuous 
corner for a gas or electric storage water heater 

in actual use. This provision is particularly im 
portant in towns which are the center of large 

rural populations. 

If the demonstration kitchen and assembly space 
are arranged for a large audience a preparation 

kitchen should be adjacent. 
In each kitchen cupboard space should be pro 

vided for china, silverware, pots and pans, linen. 
\ ventilated towel rack should be incorporated in 

the cupboard. 

Metal folding chairs with leather seats and backs 

are satisfactory for audience use and can be pur- 
chased with racks for storage. 

Store Furniture 

All store furniture should be portable for these 
reasons: 

1. In stores with a limited floor area a place 
must be cleared periodically for seating the 
audience in front of the demonstration kit- 
chen. 

2, If the store is enlarged or altered it will be 

necessary to rearrange the layout of the store 
furniture. 

In the case of a new store, a more efficient 

arrangement of store furniture than the 

original one may be found after the building 

wv 

has been in use. 
In general the furniture required will be: island 

counters, show cases, display tables, desks, chairs, 
paper baskets, stands on which to display mer- 
chandise, portable screens, vacuum cleaner tables, 



A demonstration kitchen in a public utility sales building in Niagara Falls, New York. This building cor- 
Wall dials indicate cost of operating appliances in this kitchen. Bley and Lyman, 

architects; Kirkpatrick and Cannon, supervising architects. 
responds to Plan Type "A." 

lamp display racks, clothes racks on which to hang 

clothes used in demonstrating washing and ironing 

machines, wrapping stands, and so forth. 

Store Arrangement and Display 

Suggestions for presentation of merchandise are 

listed in the following quotations from a Depart 
ment of Commerce publication entitled “Small 

Store Arrangement”’: 

1. A clean attractive exterior with well-dressed 

inviting display windows. 

2. A well-lighted, well-ventilated orderly 

with sufficient aisle space. 
Open display of as much merchandise as pos- 

store 

we 

sible ; all goods given display space in relation 
to the profit returned and seasonal fluctua 

tions. 

+. Goods plainly price-marked. 
5. Display of goods to permit handling by cus- 

tomer (some perishable goods excepted ). 
6. Encouragement of self-service to such an ex- 

tent as the merchandise permits, conforming 

to store policy. 

7. Arrangement of merchandise to bring about 

maximum sales per customer and elimination 

of unnecessary steps by clerks. 
8. Removal of barriers to maximum circulation 

by customers. 
9. Concentration of stock in the smallest floor 

space possible, as dictated by all conditions at 
hand. 

The principal objective is to secure maximum 
possible exposure of merchandise to possible pur- 
chasers and still obtain convenience in the payment 
of bills or transacting other necessary business. 

“Bill paying” and “customer service” facilities 
are obviously best located toward the rear of the 

store area; in relation to the entrance they should 
be as far removed as possible 

Most people inherently bear to the right and the 

most important items should appear successively 
along the right of the aisle While the natural 

tendency is to bear to the right, this can be con 

trolled somewhat by remembering that if given a 

choice people will generally choose the wider of 
two aisles 

Lower priced and “pick-up” merchandise is 

well located close to the cashier area so that bar- 
gains or less than a dollar items may be purchased 
with loose change received from cashier. These 

must be especially labeled with prices and sales 

points to emphasize purchase advantage. 

The front center of the store should be equipped 

with fixtures or space to display successively the 

“feature item” (usually a medium sized or major 
appliance) on sale. If entrance to store 1s at one 

side of store front, this “feature spot’’ will be 
directly in front of patron upon entering. Taller 
items should be placed against walls while shorter 
items fill in between. A few chairs should afford 
a resting place for patrons waiting or considering 
merchandise, especially major items that require 
deliberation. 

The cashier area should have one or two special 
interest, or This 

location is also suitable for an electric drinking 

seasonal, items close at hand. 

fountain. 
The trend in modern store arrangement is open 

display, which enables customers to see and handle 
items. A store sells its merchandise, not its store 

furniture, so it is the merchandise and not the 
wood, glass or metal of the furniture which must 

have the prominence. 
Floor cases and tables should be portable when- 

ever store area is limited. Portable screens should 
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be available to separate home-making classes from 

the rest of the store. People in classes dislike 

being under observation by others in the store or 

by the passing public. 

Exterior Lighting 

Lighting as an integral part of the design of a 

sales and ofttice building for a power company 1s 

the primary medium by which the company can 

demonstrate the advantages of light to the mer 

chandisers of the community. Through the 

medium of its own building the company can in 

form the community of the possibilities of modern 

night lighting. ‘The intensity of the lighting of the 

front of the building should be higher than that of 

other buildings in the neighborhood 

The main exterior sign should be designed to be 
legible by day as well as at mght. An inexpensive 

type 1s composed of an exterior face of plate glass 

with a painted background, back of which opal glass 
torms the letters. The opal glass is lighted by bare 

lamps and the whole is inclosed in a recessed metal 
box with access doors in the rear. It is imprac 

tical to use fused structural glass of two colors, 

one color for the letters and one for the back 

ground, as the difference in temperature between 

the lamps in the box behind the sign and the out 
side air quickly cracks the sign. Molded glass let 

ters can be used Bright metal letters against a 

dark background are legible by day and are legible 
by mght when outlined with Neon tubes 

lloodlighting can be used but buildings of the 

size discussed in this article are more successfully 
hghted by fixtures which are an integral part of 

the design. 

Show-Window Lighting 

(General principles were presented in the Technical 

News and Research division of THE ARCHITE« 
} RAL Recorp for June, 1931, in a study by Kk. 

lonberg-Holm, “Planning the Retail Store.” 

hese principles also apply to show-window light 

ing for power company sales buildings. Each loca 

tion presents its own problem, depending on ceiling 

height, open or closed back windows, deep or shal 

low windows, appearance from the store and 
desirability of special use of spot lights and flood 

hts. In general it will be found most practical, 

in buildings of the type discussed, to use 500-watt 

reflectors on 15” centers for main thoroughfares 

and 200-watt reflectors on 12” centers on the side 

windows of a corner store. Another consideration 

is the use of mobile color and its control. lf 

colored lighting is desired it is necessary to install 
auxiliary equipment for this purpose. Mobile color 
is obtained by installing a dimmer bank or the 

Thyratron control system. 

Interior Lighting 

Besides using suspended ceiling fixtures it is 

desirable to introduce various methods of concealed 
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Detail views of show windows in display buildings 
designed by Bley and Lyman, architects. These win- 
dows are considered and designed as stage settings 

for the merchandise display. 

ld and indirect lighting in the interiors of sales bui 

Ings tor power companies to illustrate to the public 

the possible effects which can be produced by mod 

ern lighting. Therefore the use of opal glass 

and metal outlined inclosures is logical for display 

alcoves and wall fixtures, as is the use of cove 

lighting in the cornice, or suspended trough re 

Hectors throwing light into V-shaped ceiling re 

cesses, or stainless steel troughs concealing lamps 

reflecting light on structural glass, lightly sand 

blasted to eliminate specular refraction. 

The larger demonstration kitchens are very 

effectively lighted by a unit which is a trough with 

prismatic plates having an average intensity of 

thirty-five foot candles. The smaller demonstra- 

tion kitchens can be lighted with two 200-watt 

Westinghouse chromilux units. There should be a 

fixture over the sink to remind those who attend 

cooking classes that the addition of light at this 
point is desirable. 

Show-case counters should be lighted with in- 

direct trough reflectors, wall cases with concen 
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trating show-window reflectors. 
should be used. 

opal glass, edge lighted glass, 

metal letters on a glass background. 

Heating and Ventilating 

The heating system should be of the vapor steam 
type, with a magazine teed coal boiler burning 
buckwheat coal in locations where the company 
does not supply gas and a gas boiler in locations 

where it does. Gas boiler installation should in- 

clude the latest type of apparatus with complete 
thermostatic control and the whole boiler-room 

installation should be made so that it may be used 

as a demonstration of gas heating. 

All mains should be run on basement ceiling, 

with magnesia covering, banded and painted. A 

return trap should be used. 
space and in important offices should be of brass 

Orna 

Radiators in sales 

or copper concealed in metal inclosures. 
mental grilles are used for radiators under show 

windows. In the basement ceiling and in less im 

portant locations on upper floors may be standard 
cast iron. All radiation should have packless valves 

and thermostatic traps. 

The system should be controlled by a clock 

thermostat located in the sales space. 

Ventilation of the sales space and demonstration 
kitchen should be by means of a suction fan taking 
air from the sales space and from the kitchen ceil 
ing and exhausting through the roof. This air 

enters through doors, windows and a_ transom 

erille at entrance. Particular attention should be 

paid to the ventilation of all inclosed show win 
dows, which should have louvered doors, grilles 

in ceiling and ducts to roof ventilators. 

Interior toilet rooms should have mechanical 
ventilation separate from the main system. 

A kitchen-type wall box fan should be installed 

in rear wall of demonstration kitchen for demon 

stration purposes. 

A sectional removable cashier's counter in a leased 
and altered branch store in Buffalo, New York. 
Bley and Lyman, architects. 

Directional signs 
They may be of black and white 

Neon tubing or 

Electric Wiring 

The company should install the necessary lighting 
and power transformers with all primary equip- 

ment in vault provided. Adjacent to the vault 
should be a power and lighting distribution board 
of the dead tront type feeding the various circuit 
panels, the range outlets and motor outlets and 
carrying the main line switches. Ample spare 

capacity should be provided. Where the size of 

the building justifies it, the board should be of the 

air circuit breaker type. 

\ll wiring should be in rigid conduit; circuit 

panel feeders of full capacity for the panel; panels 

preterably of the fuseless type. No branch circuit 
wire less than No. 12 should be used. 

Circuits controlling show window, exterior and 

sign lighting should be on separate feeder with 

time switch. There should be two floor outlets 
in each show window, duplex convenience outlet 
around side walls of sales space on not less than 

six-foot centers connected two or three per circuit 

Floor outlets should be provided in sales Space at 

probably show-case locations; a full circuit tor each 

island counter. In demonstration kitchen two floor 

outlets should be placed near the front, and con 
venience outlets provided for refrigerators, kitchen 

aid, dishwashing sink and above counter for ap 

pliances. Two range outlets of the tlush box plug 

in type should be placed at front center of kitchen 
Hoor (one for smaller stores) and at least two 

others on walls of sales space. 
Motor outlets should be 

type without fuses where circuit breakers are used 

of the safety switch 

on switchboard. 

If mobile show-window lighting is used in type 

“A” stores provision must be made in the panel 

controlling show-window lighting for connection 

of Thyratron tube controlling apparatus 
Radio outlets of the combination power, ground 

and aerial type should be placed in sales space with 

one on second floor and with an aerial on the roof 

Plumbing 

The main sewer should be run under basement 

tioor wherever its elevation in the street allows; if 

boiler room is below sewer an electric sump pump 

should be installed. If sewer is overloaded and 

subject to backup a back water trap should be 

installed. 

I-xposed water pipe may be wrought iron or 

extra heavy steel; concealed water pipe should be 
brass. All water lines in basement should be cov 

ered and all hot-water lines throughout the build 

ing should be covered. 

Either an electric or gas hot-water tank heater 

may be used. It should be placed in the demon 
stration kitchen. Fixtures should include siphon 

jet closets with flush valves, china lavatories, iron 

slop sinks and dishwashing sink in kitchen, all with 

chrome-plated fittings. In type “E” buildings an 
ordinary sink is used. 

Gas connections for ranges and appliances should 



be provided in at least one show window, in sales 

space and gas, water and waste connections under 

a trap door in front floor of kitchen. A vent pipe 

should be placed in ceiling of kitchen for demor 

strating ranges where the company supplies gas 

Air Conditioning and Cooling Installations 

\ system of heating by filtered and humidified air 

with fan circulation may be emploved in any of the 

types of new buildings in place of a steam vapor 
] light additional cost This may be Svstem, at a s 

either coal or gas-burning he air supplied will 

be cleaner and less dry than the steam installation 

The building however will have to be designed for 

this system from the outset so as to provide space 

for air ducts 

Mechanical cooling by means of fan circulation 

of refrigerated air while perfectly feasible is rela- 

tively high in cost. A combination of conditioned 

air heating and cooling could be installed in any of 
the plans illustrated at a cost of about three times 

that of steam heating alone, so that, unless local 

conditions require something be done to relieve a 

high inside temperature, the additional cost of such 

a system may not be justified. 

Elevators and Hoists 

In the larger buildings the elevator should be an 

electric 2000-lb. capacity overhead machine, 
equipped with two part vertical sliding counter- 

balanced doors on the outside, and single swing 

doors on the inside. 
In the smaller buildings a 1500-lb. sidewalk type, 

hand-operated platform should be used. 

TYPE II-LEASED STORES 

| i a store 1s to be leased care must be used to 

obtain quarters adequate for the purpose. The 
following are the principal factors to be con 

sidered : 
l. Is the frontage sufficient to give adequate 

show window display ? 
2. After taking off the space required for show 

windows, cashier's counter, demonstration kitchen, 
is the area still sufficient for the display of mer- 
chandise ? 

3. Is there sufficient floor space on the first 
floor to permit the placing of the district repre- 

THE AR ( 

sentatives’ room at the rear rather than in the 

basement? This is preferred because of ventilation 
and light. Basement quarters should be mainly 

above grade when clerical workers are housed 

there. 

+. Is there adequate accessible space for the 
storage of merchandise, either on the first floor if 

possible, or in the basement ? 

5. Is the access for loading and unloading of 

merchandise satisfactory ? 
6. Is the building substantially constructed and 

how nearly fireproof is it? 
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PERSPECTIVE AND PLANS OF A SALES DISPLAY BUILDING 

DESIGNED BY ALFRED CLAUSS 

7. Are the heating facilities adequate for the 

store, partitioned off according to requirements 

and for that part of the basement to be used by 
employees ! 

8. Is the front f the building reasonably 

modern ? 

9. Is the entrance on sidewalk level ? 

10. Is the basement dry and well drained ? 

11. Are the first floor and basement sufficiently 

ventilated, or is it possible to obtain. suthcient 

ventilation ? 

The area of the display room is an important 

consideration. If both gas and electric appliances 
are to be displayed much more space is required 

than if only one class of appliances is to be 

handled 

Alteration of Existing Stores 

In leasing and altering stores for the display and 

sale of utility appliances, for bill paying and for 
the demonstration of appliances, it is obvious that 
the amount of rental to be paid under the terms of 

the lease has a very important bearing on the 
character and quality of the store leased. 

Taking the rental into consideration, the store 

leased should permit a layout and arrangement as 
near as possible to that of a new store in the same 

location and fulfilling the same requirements with 
the minimum of alteration. 

It is desirable, in altering the store front and 

refinishing the interior of a leased store. to make 
] 

the result resemble as closely as possible the other 

buildings used by the company for the same 

purpose 

Leased buildings should have adequate heating 

facilities and tew changes should be required 

except for the relocation of radiators and_ the 
installing of concealed radiation in the sales space 

1 in place of exposed radiators, or the changing in 

location of registers in case of a warm-air system 

The same ventilating system is required as for 

new buildings. Interior toilets having gravity vent 

ducts only should have wall box fans installed in 

the partition wall to improve the ventilation. Show 

windows with solid backs should be ventilated 

()n leased buildings, due to the increased powet 

and lighting loads, a new secondary electric service 

must usually be brought into the building. The 

switchboard may consist of a wood meter board 

with main line switches, meters, and so forth, and 

safety inclosed distributing switches mounted on 

this board. New circuit panels will have to be 

installed to take care of the additional capacity 

required and usually the building will have to be 

re-wired to confcrm to the new installation. 

Some additional toilet room facilities are usually 
necessary and the plumbing work must generally 
be rearranged and augmented to meet as nearly as 

possible the requirements of a new building. 



A SALES AND OFFICE BUILDING 

DESIGNED BY ALFRED CLAUSS 

FiRsT FLOUR 2 —— SEC OND FLOOR 

SEGQTION A 

Perspectives show possible variations of a building combining both general office space and ground floor 
display space. 
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ARC-WELDED STEEL PLATE WALL 
By G. FORTIN, Structural Engineer, Hegeman-Harris Co. 

T he Rex Cole Display Building in Brooklyn, New approximately every 12 inches tor erection put 

York, presents a departure in exterior wall con poses and to avoid buckling during welding \ 

Struction hese walls were made of steel plates, Q clearance was lett between all steel plates it 

arc-welded at the seams, and insulated on the in the yornts to allow tor arc-welding 

terior surtaces ast was applied on a plastet Phe are-welding served the four-fold purpose ot 

set a few inches away from the plate insula 
Holding the plates in 

tion For reasons of economy and design, the 
\\ aterprooting the ext 

architects, RK. AM. Hood and J \. Fouwlhoux, 
iG . . Making exterior walls pe ly smooth selected this wall in preterence to masonry 

; Caulking the openings 
lhe construction of all exterior walls consisted MEER 

X steel plate, usually +t teet wide and one stor) ; ] ne was avoided by using pli | no thinner 

ligh, supported by vertical 4° channel struts thar h. and by bolting all joints to struts 
] ) 1 1 

spaced < feet on centel Uhese struts in turn were \ll the steel received the customary s lop coat ol 

} ] 
he 

bolted to the main steel frame of the building paint (except at the edges of each plate where the 

\ll interior surtaces of the steel plate were ire-welding occurred) but the exterior exposed sut 
covered with 1'4”’ thickness of “Spravo Flake” in faces of the steel received an additional coat of re 

sulation, a combination of asbestos and paper, lead and two coats of finish paint Some of the 

mixed in a bituminous mastic and spraved on with welded joints were buffed smooth and completely 

a gun. On the interior flanges of the 4” channel concealed by the paint: others were not bufted, 

struts a 1” x 2" wood nailing strip was attached to where it was desirable to show plate contours 

receive a '2” thick Johns-Manville plaster lath, No expansion joints were necessary anywhert 

leaving a 2'2" air space between it and the steel because it was estimated that due to extreme tem 

late insulation. On the interior face of the plaster perature changes, the building (O08 feet in length) ] 

lath the customary coats of plaster were applied for would expand or contract only 1/16 inch 

a finished surtace Che insulating properties of this wall were found 

steel plates were bolted to the channel struts entirely satisfactory 

The whole wall is just as resistant to heat or 

cold as the customary 12 inch masonry wall 



lhe tollowing is a comparative study of costs 

hetween this welded steel plate exterior wall and 

tvpical 12 inch masonry wall 

Steel Plate Wl Cost sq. ft 

Stee late and supporting struts 

Mn place S+4,100 $O.91 2 

\re-welding and grinding of all 

jomts ot exterior plate 550) 0.122 

‘Sprayo-Flake” applied 150 0.100 

lLaving | x 2” nailing strips 

for support of plaster lath 135 0.030 

Johns Manville plaster lath 1 

place ' 500 0.111 

Painting exterior plate, one coat 

ot red lead, two coats. finish 

paint 135 0.030 

Potal Costs $5,870 

1 ) ls , 
12-Jnch Masons Hall 

lotal Costs 

Net difference in costs between the two 

tvpes of wall $O.2 

Plastering costs have purposely been ignored be 

cause they are practically the same in both cases. 
The are-welded steel type of wall shows a saving 

of 261% cents per vertical square foot of wall, over 

rec bed 

mes Ssniinnel 

ELEVATION — 

4 

TYPICAL WALL SECTION 

Arc Weld Arc Weld 

SECTION AT CORNERS 

SECTION AT WINDOWS 

the customary masonry construction, or a saving 

of about 20%. There is also a considerable saving 
in weight: 11 lbs. per vertical square foot of steel 

plate wall as opposed to 120 Ibs. for 12” thickness 
of brickwork and mortar. 
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LEAKY BRICK WALLS 
AND HOW TO PREVENT THEM 

By JOHN H. MALLON 

Louisville Cement Company, Inc. 

Few problems facing the building industry today 

present less information and more misinformation 

than the causes of leaky brick walls. So far as 
can be ascertained, there are only three or four 
places where any scientific work has been done on 

the subject. 

At the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh, Dr. F. © 

Anderegg spent several months on the problem 

working for the Eastern Face Brick Association 

At the Bureau of Standards, Mr. L. A. Palmer 

is now working on the Masonry Mortar Research 

Fellowship, sponsored by the American Face Brick 
Association, the National Lime 

several manufacturers of masonry cements. At 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Prof. W. 

C. Voss has started an extended research program 

At Richmond, Virginia, tests have been made by 

the Robb & Moody Laboratory, sponsored by the 

\ssociation, and 

Builders Exchange of Richmond in collaboration 

with the A. I. A. and the A. G. C., together with 

some brick manufacturers, material dealers and 

others. 

Reservoir Tests of Louisville Cement Co. 

The Louisville Cement Co. during the past few 

years has engaged in a study of causes of leaky 
brick walls. At the instigation of a firm of St 

Louis architects who 
different mortars for a new building, experiments 

were considering several 

were begun. For comparison we decided to build 

a small brick reservoir with each mortar, using 

After thirty 

i he reservoir ‘re be filled with wate days the reservoirs were to be hiled with watet 

brick like those under consideration. 

and the results recorded. 

Reservoirs were about 18” high (six courses) ; 

8” thick, with no headers running through wall: 

Inside 

All joints 
and 25” 
openings were approximately 9” square. 
were thick. 

Each reservoir was built on a piece of sheet 

iron, and hot pitch was poured into the bottom 
until the lowest mortar joint was covered, thus 

preventing the water from leaking out between the 

On the 

inside face of the reservoir the joints were struck 

to represent the outside of an exterior wall. On 
End joints 

Ae ; 
square by outside measurement. 

bottom of the reservoir and the iron base. 

the outside face they were cut flush. 
were shoved and the walls carefully slushed so that 
all joints were full. Every precaution was taken 
so that poor workmanship would not contribute 

to any leaking. 

Typical brick reservoirs built for water penetration 
experiments. Various brick and mortars were used. 
Thirty days after being constructed, the reservoirs 

were filled with water and the results recorded. 

First Test 

When we started these experiments, we had an 

idea that, except where design and workmanship 

were to blame, wet walls were caused by the uss 

of a hard brick with low absorption, and that leaki 

ness could be prevented by using a brick with good 

absorption 

The architects for whom we were running this 

test were considering a comparatively hard burned 

brick for their job. \t the same time a check 

reservoirs were built, using the same 
] 

series of 

mortars but a more porous” brick with higher 

absorption. 

\t the end of thirty davs we turned a_ hose 

into the reservoirs and observed the results. [rae 

tically all the reservoirs built with the hard brick 

leaked immediately, and each reservoir built with 

the softer 

held water indefinitely, 

brick, regardless of the mortar used, 

Second Reservoir Test 

] We were convinced now that the problem of 

leaky walls could be solved if we ran an elaborate 
test with a wide range of brick to determine with 

just what kind of brick the reservoirs would hold 
water and with what kind they would leak. 

Eight different brick 

these were the two bricks we used in the first 

were selected. \mong 

test: Brick number 3 and Brick number 5. 

With each kind of brick we built six reservoirs, 

using six different mortars. The mortars repre 

sented such a wide range of mixes that almost any 

mortar encountered on any job would at Jeast ap 

proach the proportions of one of the mortars used 

in the test. 
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Mortars Used: 

Mortar A. 90% Portland, 10% Hydrate, by vol. 
Mortar B. 75% Portland, 25% Hydrate, by vol. 
Mortar C. 50% Portland, 50% Hydrate, by vol. 
Mortar D. 100% Mason Cement 
Mortar E. 25% 
Mortar F. 

by vol. 

Portland, 75% Hydrate, by vol. 

100% Hydrate, by vol. 

The nux for all mortars was one part cement 

ing material to three parts Ohio River sand, 
measured by volume ihe sand for all reservoirs 

came from the same batch, and was the same kind 

used in the first reservoir tests. 

The 48 reservoirs were built, and we waited 

thirty days for them to cure. Then we turned the 

hose into-the reservoirs and made our observations. 

Observations 

\gain we found that all mortars acted alike. If a 

reservoir made of a given brick leaked with one 

mortar, it leaked with all mortars and if a reser 

voir with a given brick held water with one mortar, 

it held water with all mortars. 

found that each reservoir holding 

\t the end of 48 hours, 

when we siphoned out the water, there was still 

no leakage. The reservoirs held a 16” to 18” head 

of water, and according to Dr. Anderegg, a 3” 

\gain we 

water did so indefinitely 

head of water is equivalent to rain driven by a 

120-mile per hour wind. 

\gain we found that the reservoirs that leaked 

did so immediately. With most of them the water 

came through and trickled down the outside even 

before the reservoir could be filled with a hose. In 

so short a time the water could not possibly have 

soaked through the brick or through the mortar. 

There must have been small openings and cracks 
between the brick and the mortar, where the 

mortar had not bonded with the brick, and through 

which the water could seep. Later, in order to 

trace the passage of the water through the reser 

voirs, some were filled with a stain, Gentian Violet, 

WIRE CUT 

‘BSORPTIO 

% , 
‘(0 MINUTE 81 15 0.7 22 

30 MINUTE 82 27 0.9 40 

74 HOURS 29 49 3.4 ne 

| 2 3 4 

which was left in the reservoirs for fifteen minutes 

and then siphoned out. Then these reservoirs were 
knocked apart and samples taken from the wreck- 
age. The path of the water through the reservoirs 

between the brick and the mortar could be clearly 
traced by the discoloration left by the stain. It 
showed clearly on the surface but left no mark 

on the inside of the brick or the mortar. 

New findings were observed. Brick number 5, 

the very brick which in the first series of tests 
had held water with all the mortars, in the second 

series now leaked with all mortars. And _ brick 

number 3, the brick which in the first series of 

tests had leaked with all mortars, in the second 

series of tests now held water with all mortars. 

These two diametrically opposed results indicate 
that certain important, unknown variables were 

not controlled in these tests. These variables 

determined whether or not a tight bond could be 

secured by the use of a soft brick or a hard brick. 

Conclusions 

(1) Water does not soak through the brick or 

through the mortar, but enters through openings 
and cracks between the brick and mortar where a 
close bond does not exist. All those who have 
studied the problem are unanimous in this opinion. 
(1, 3, 10, 16)* 

2) No particular type of mortar causes leaky 
walls. In every case all mortars gave identical re- 

{ 

sults when used with the same brick. 
(3) The same combination of brick and mortar 

which under one set of conditions will give a per- 
fect bond and a dry wall under slightly different 
conditions may allow the penetration of water. 

Practical experience confirms this conclusion. We 
know that sometimes the same contractor, with the 
same brick, the same mortar, the same good work- 

manship, and with all other conditions apparently 
the same, will get on one job a watertight wall, but 
on the very next job he will get a wall that leaks. 

references at end f this “Numbers refer to 

ticle. page 34, advertising sectior 
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Brick used in water penetration experiments. 
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RESULTS OF MOISTURE PENETRATION TESTS 
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Just what the conditions are that cause this differ- 
ence no one has yet determined. 

Precautions Recommended 

It is important that every possible precaution be 

taken not only to secure a good bond, but also to 

prevent the water from going through the wall in 

case a good bond is not obtained. 

Based not so much on the results of our own tests 

as upon a study of buildings with brick walls that 

leak, reports of research work, and articles by 
others on the subject, the following recommenda 

tions are submitted. .\ reasonable observance of 

them will, we are confident, insure dry walls. They 

can be conveniently grouped under five headings in 

the order of their importance : 

1. Workmanship. 

2. Design 

3. Type ot Jommt 

+. Brick. 

5. Mortar Materials 

Good Workmanship 

\s every architect knows, the most Trequent Cause 

of leaky walls is simply poor workmanship—insuth 

cient mortar in the wall, especially in the head 

hose who have studied the subject are 

(i, 5, 6, 47, T 12) 
Dr. Anderegg, tor mstance, says “Upon the 

joints 

unanimous in this opimon 

bricklaver's workmanship, more than upon any 

other single factor rests the responsibility. for the 

integrity of the wall.” 

\. Palmer savs 

jomts is the most 

“Neglecting to fill the head 

prevalent cause otf moisture 

transmission.” 

Phe Common Brick Manufacturers Association 

submits convincing evidence The accompanying 

illustration, published by the Association, shows a 

close-up of an 8S” wall built with uninspected work 

manship \ casual glance shows that there ts 

actually very little mortar in the wall They re- 

port: “This picture reveals some of the under- 

Iving causes of leaky walls.” 

Good should 

preferably shoved joints, and careful bed 

workmanship insure full head 

joints, 

Inside longitudinal joints 
should be 

ding of the headers 

which parallel the face of the wall 

slushed full cof mortar. 

Many architects are now 

specifying that the face 

brick be backplastered 

before the back-up units 

are laid. The resulting 

solid sheet of mortar be 

hind the face brick acts 

as an effective barrier to 

any water which may 

find its way past the 

outside four inches of 

the wall. 

Proper Design 

even where workman- 

ship is above average, 

leaky walls sometimes 

occur. In such Cases 

mnproper design or con 

struction details are often 

responsible. 
It should be unneces 

sary to emphasize the 

importance of so design 

ing the building — that 

water will not concen 

trate against any part of 

the wall, or the impor 

tance of proper flashing 

under copings, brick sills, 
projecting belt courses 

and trim, especially if 
the materials used are 

not mpervious, or if the 
Detail of 8” brick wall 
built with uninspected 

workmanship. 

joints cannot be made 

tight. \nd vet these 

obvious precautions are 

sometimes neglected. (1, 

6, 9, 12, 13, 15) John E. Nicholson,-of Nichol 
son & Galloway, New York waterproofing engin- 
eers, goes so far as to say: ‘No matter how good 

the material and workmanship may be, wall satura- 

tion will always occur. The important thing to do 
is to flash the wall at all doubtful places.” 

\n added precaution is to backplaster the inside 

Battery of brick reservoirs used for tests. 
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RECOMMENDED PRECAUTIONS IN BRICKWORK 

Good Workmanship 

Full head joints—preferably shoved. 
Careful bedding of headers. 
Full inside longitudinal joints which parallel the face 

of the wall. 

Proper Design 
Prevent concentration of water against wal 
Proper flashing. 
Inside face of wall covered with dampproofing or 

plastered with waterproofed mortar. 

Type of Mortar Joint 

Tooled finish—preferably concave or V-shaped. 
Thin joints. 

Brick 
Avoid brick with extremely high and extreme 

absorption. 
Use absorbent back-up units. 

Mortar Materials 

Plasticity. 
High water-retaining capacity. 

Integral stearate waterproofing. 

face of the wall with a coat of waterproofed mor- 
tar, or to apply a coat of dampprooting to the 
inside face. 

Type of Mortar Joint 

One of the best precautions is to select the proper 
type of mortar joint. A tooled finish, preferably 
concave or V-shaped, is strongly recommended. 
The importance of this can not be overemphasized. 

(1, 9, 10, 11, 13) 
Stanley Newman, a Boston waterproofing engi- 

neer, advances this sound argument: “Cut flush and 

raked joints, while they may improve the appear- 
ance of a wall surface by adding color and tex- 
ture, are so difficult to construct properly that we 
recommend their elimination for buildings access- 

ible to wind-driven rain. It has been our experi- 
ence that in forming cut flush and raked joints, the 
tendency is to open up the body of the mortar and 
to draw the mortar away from the units. The 
joints that afford the best protection are those of 
the weathered and concave type. These not only 
present an excellent surface for the shedding of 

water, but require for their formation an amount 
of pressure sufficient to compress the mortar and 
create a firm bond between the mortar and the 
brick at the face of the wall, thereby reducing the 
probability of hidden cavities.” 

The use of excessively thick mortar joints should 

(10, 13) \ll mortars shrink slightly 

This may cause trouble in the 

be avoided. 

when they dry out. 
head joints, if the joint is too thick. 

Brick 

Many persons think that it is difficult to get a good 

bond with a Inghly impervious brick, especially if 
it is wet. (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11) For instance, P. H. 

Bevier, Engineer of the Hollow Tile Manufac- 

turers Association has said: “The porosity and 
absorption or suction of a brick effects its bond to 

the mortar. It is desirable to have a brick with a 

moderately high absorption that will not only ab 

sorb the water in the mortar but take up some of 

the fine cement, which, entering the pores of the 
brick, creates a firm bond. Hard, smooth, non 

porous brick effects very little bond with the mor 
tar, in which case there will be found invariably 

cracks between the brick and the mortar through 

which water can enter.” 

But it is certainly true that a brick with too high 

a rate of absorption is apt to prevent a bond in 
hot, dry weather unless it is generously wet. (1, 
7, 10, 11, 14) As Dr. Anderegg says: “If the 

absorption is too rapid, so much of the moisture ts 
removed from the mortar in contact with the dry 

brick that the mortar congeals on coming in con 

tact, has no chance to spread out evenly over the 

make 

thorough contact and bonds poorly.” And _ so, 
brick with a high rate of absorption must have their 

W etting 

surface, has inadequate opportunity to 

excessive sucking power diminished by 

before they are laid, especially in hot dry weather. 
verything considered, it seems wise in choosing 

a brick to avoid both extremes. Sometimes, how 

ever, impervious face brick must be used. In such 
cases it is important to use, for backing up the 
face brick, masonry units which have quite a little 
absorption. If any water penetrates beyond the 
face brick, these softer units, acting somewhat like 

a sponge, will absorb and hold back the moisture 
which would otherwise pass through to the inside 

of the wall. Later, when the sun hits the face of 

the wall, this moisture will evaporate out again, 
(1, 10) almost as though the wall were breathing. 

Mortar Materials 

Compared with the precautions so far mentioned, 
mortar materials play a minor part in causing or 
preventing leaky walls. (6) For best results, 

however, there are certain characteristics which 
mortar should have to insure a good initial bond 

and a tight joint. 
Mortar should be plastic, so it will spread out 

evenly, permitting a more complete bedding of the 
brick and an increased area of contact between the 
surface of the brick and the mortar, and so that the 
longitudinal joints which parallel the face of the 
wall will be completely filled when mortar is 
slushed into them. (1, 4) 

Mortar should have high water-retaining capac- 
(Continued on page 32, advertising section) 
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DIRT RESISTANT 

YEARS of use in public buildings, 

offices and institutions, where 

good looks and practical qualities 

alike are essential, have proved the 

value of interiors painted” with 

Barreled Sunlight. 

Such interiors are lastingly bright 

. clean... cheerful. And they are 

easily . . . economically maintained. 

A damp cloth quickly removes ac- 
cumulated dust, smudges and finger 

prints from Barreled Sunlight sur- 

faces; satin smooth, flawless, they 

have no minute cracks or recesses to 

catch and hold dirt. 

Remarkably durable, Barreled 

Barreled Sunli 
REG.U.S 
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WASHABLE 

Sunlight stands up under repeated 
washings. In addition to saving 

cleaning labor, it materially reduces 

the need of repainting. 

Because it is an all-oil product, 

Barreled Sunlight may be tinted in a 

variety of pleasing colors to har- 

monize with interior sur- 

roundings. Tinted, it re- 

washable tains its 

qualities . . . rich depth. 

Our catalog in Sweets 

will give you complete 

For your 

own files, let us send you 

booklet, “For In- 

information. 

our 

PAT. OFF. = 

ra 

teriors of Lasting Beauty and Clean- 
liness.”” Write U. S. Gutta Percha 

Paint Company, 22-L Dudley 
Street, Providence, R. I. 

or distributors in all principal cities. 
(For Pacific Coast, W. P. Fuller & 

Branches 

Company.) 

Barreled Sunlight is now 

available in two forms, 

Interior and Outside. 

Write for complete in- 

formation on Outside 

Barreled Sunlight — its 

more pronounced white- 

ness, richer lustre and 

marked durability. (Note 

that both forms of Barreled 

Sunlight are readily tinted 

any desired shade. ) 
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Floor époce for new building contracts 37 Stotes 
east of the Rocky Mis; permit volvotions for 
Rocky Mi ond Pocific Cooet States. 
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BUILDING TRENDS AND OUTLOOK 
By L. SETH SCHNITMAN 

The October contract total for construction in the 
7 ? 37 Eastern States aggregated $107.473.900 and MATERIAL PRICE MEASURING ROD* 

contrasted with $127,526,700 for September and 
$242,094,200, for October, 1931. Declines from 

September, 1932, were sustained in each of the four 

major structural classifications, except public 

utilities. Residential building showed a contraction 

from the September contract total amounting to 

about 4+ per cent; nonresidential building suffered 

a decline of about 25 per cent; public works de F. W. Dodge Corporation Composite Prices 

clined about 22 per cent; and the value of public as Indicated in Explanation— 

utilities contracts was almost double that reported Thi 
for September. Materia 

For the elapsed ten months of 1932 total con Portland Cement 
struction contracts aggregated $1,164,837,100 as Common Brick 

contrasted with $2,804,802,000 for the correspond | : 

ing period of 1931. Relatively, residential building 

and public utilities suffered more than did either 
nonresidential building or public works. The resi 

dential total for the year to date, amounting to item. or instance 1e ice of structural 

$247,865,100 compares with $729,934,800 for the el is the composite ic napes and 
corresponding ten months of 1931. Nonresidential rrsburgn; the t lumber 

' ; ’ site of tive item: . ithe ne 
contracts during the elapsed period of the current “re v uthern ping 
vear aggregated $424,199,900 in contrast with 

$1,002,261,800 for the same period a year ago. 

items of Douglas fir f.o.b. mill: the 

cement is a composite of prices in 
“rr *\° | 

ditterent cities per barrel, carload 
Public works contracts during the first ten months eae a ae 

contractors: price of brick is com- 
of 1932 totaled $427,737 600 as against $797,140, 

600 for the corresponding period of 1931; and 
per M, delivered on 

contracts for public utilities showed a total of 
$65,034,500 as compared with $275,464,800 for 
the corresponding ten months of 1931. 

published in 
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IT 
STANDS | 
ALONE | 

in its 

F you will examine 

the Penberthy Model K 

Sump Pumps and make your 

own comparisons, you will in- 

variably come to the conclusion 

that these Model K Pumps have no 

close rivals—that they stand alone. excellence of design 

Limited space does not permit list- 

ing all features of these Model K 

Pumps, but your attention is directed 

particularly to the following: 

quality of materials 

1. Rustproof because of copper 

and bronze construction 
high grade 

workmanship throughout. 

2. Exceptionally rugged /% h.p. 
performance repulsion-induction motor 

having ball thrust bearing 

for vertical operation. 

3. Circuit breaker that protects 

motor against damage from 

overloading or improper 

voltage. 

dollar value 

4. Mercury switch that assures 

dependable operation. 

Penberthy Model K Automatic 

Electric Sump Pumps are made 

in five sizes for any sump depth 

up to 8 feet 6 inches. They are 

2 = carried in stock by jobbers every- 
LIST PRICE where. 

$6500 PENBERTHY INJECTOR CO. 
: Established in DETROIT Canadian Plant 

% h. p. repulsion- 1886 Windsor, Ont. 
induction motor. 

Maximum capacity 

3600 gal. per hour. 

PENBERTHY 
SUMP PUMPS 
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WAGE SCALES 

F. W. Dodge Corporation, as of November 15, 1932 
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Modernization 
Modernization planning is today an important source of income 

to the architect. And in that planning, Sealex Linoleum and the new Sealex 

Wall-Covering are well worthy of consideration. Our Architectural Service 

Department will cooperate to the fullest extent, furnishing design sugges- 

tions for wall and floor decoration, as well as technical advisory service, 

when desired. 

In Sealex Linoleum, we offer a resilient, efficient and durable floor 

material. In Sealex Wall-Covering, we offer a stain-proof, washable, perma- 

nent wall-covering which offers unlimited opportunities for effectively 

modernizing unsightly old walls. 

Sealex materials are widely used in up-to-date, new construction. 

Therefore, their use in remodeled structures is in no sense a compromise. The 

cease of application of Sealex materials may be obtained without sacrificing 

any principle of modern building design. 

Furthermore, prices of these materials are now at unusually low 

levels. The architect will do well to call his clients’ attention to this fact. 

Present-day low costs constitute a sound reason for immediate action. 

Congoleum-N aivrn Ince. 
GENERAL OFFICE...KEARNY, NEW JERSEY 
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MATERIAL PRICES, BUILDING WAGE RATES AND BUILDING COSTS COMPARED 
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The residence of Mr. Donald Ganiard, 714 Michigan Avenue HV est, 

Jackson, Michigan, is equipped with built-in telephone conduit 

connecting eight outlets, including one in the third-floor hall. This 

provision for greater telephone comfort was made during a remod- 

eling of the residence. Crane ALLEN & Sons, Architects, Jackson. 

COMPLETE TELEPHONE 

CONVENIENCE PROVIDED 

FOR DURING REMODELING 

TELEPHONE convenience makes homes much more liv- 

able. Steps, time and tempers are saved when there 

are enough telephones—in bedroom, boudoir, library, 

kitchen. The whole household runs more smoothly. 

If conduit and outlets were not built in during the 

original construction to provide for this telephone com- 

fort, they can be added during the remodeling, as was 

done with the residence above. Telephone conduit, in- 

cluded thus in walls and floors, conceals all wiring, pro- 

tects against most types of service interruptions, and 

allows outlets to be located wherever they're wanted. 

Such conduit layouts should be carefully planned 

in advance to assure the greatest measure of conve- 

nience. Your local telephone company will help you, 

advise you, without charge. Just call the 

Business Office and ask for “Architects”? and 

Builders’ Service.” 
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NEW PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT 

SURFACE COMBUSTION FORCED-AIR SYSTEM 

\ compact, gas-fired heating unit—the Surface 

Combustion K-series Furnace—has been developed 
by The Surface Combustion Corporation of Toledo 
for installation in residences and moderate-sized 

buildings. The cut-away view illustrates the 

method of oper 

ation. The heater 

consists of two 

separate com- 

partments, one of 

which contains a 

cast-iron com 

and heating sur 

faces. The fan 

and all controls 

are located in 

the other com 

partment. Each 
unit burner con 

sists of a series 

of tips of the 

Bunsen 2-stage 

design, each with 

a flared top designed to burn a small capacity of 
gas. \t the top of the gathering chamber is a 

removable humidifying pan. The fan used is the 
multiblade type. A dry type air filter is located at 
the air inlet to the fan chamber. Controls furnished 
with the heater make it entirely automatic in oper- 
ation. The unit is 49 inches high, 23 inches wide 
by 38 inches deep. 

FIRE TESTS OF VAULT DOORS 

The fire resistance of a vault door should be ap- 
proximately equal to that of the walls. It is often 
necessary, however, for structural reasons to make 

the vault walls thicker than fire protection de- 
mands, in which case the necessary protection may 
be had with a door having a lower classification 
than the wall. The classification of the vault is 
then, of course, determined by the door rather than 
the walls. 

Vault doors are tested by Underwriters’ Labora- 
tories to withstand fire for two, four or six hours 
up to standard temperatures of 1850°, 2000° and 
2150° F. 
hour rating are not recommended for vaults. The 

respectively. Doors of less than two 

value of various types from a fire resistive stand- 
point must be based on reliable information as to 
standard tests. 

The usual vault door consists of a complete unit 
comprising a vestibule designed to be built bodily 

into the vault wall, with a door or doors fitted into 
the frame. An inner door is considered of some 
value in keeping well away from the outer door 
and therefore well inside the vault itself, any com- 
bustible material that might otherwise be ignited 

by radiated heat from the outer. 

bustion chamber 

It is obvious that the door must be so con- 

structed and installed as to withstand shock, im 

pact, settlement of walls or distortion due to heat 

or mechanical causes. A crack between the door 

or its frame and the vault wall, because of the 

admission of heat or flame, may render the vault 

absolutely useless from a fire protection stand- 
point. The proper installation of the door, there- 
fore, by responsible and experienced men may be 
fully as important as the selection of the door 
itself. 

here are two generally accepted methods in 

use. One is to build the frame into the wall 

during the erection; the other, preparing a_ wall 

spacing somewhat larger than the frame and set 

ting the frame in the opening, completely filling 

the space between the opening and the vestibule 
with cement grout In the latter case, it 1s well 

to be assured that the grouting is well and truly 

done and that the joint is not simply painted with 

mortar ! 

When the door is built into the wall great care 

must be used to see that the contact between the 

frame and the wall is secure and continuous at all 

points 

Both fire endurance and hose stream tests are 

used to determine classification. 

SECTIONAL STEEL WALL 

The E. F. Hauserman Company of Cleveland has 

developed a factory-tinished sectional steel wall de 
signed to replace the conventional built-up masonry 
or lathe type. It is known as the Hauserman Master 
wall. The construction consists of standard movable 

units having an overall thickness of 3 inches. The 

panels are pack 
ed for heat and 

sound insulation 

and have a dead 

air space to in 

crease the nor 

mal efficiency of 
the packing. In 

addition to giv 

ing the same ad 

vantages as built 

up walls, it ts 
claimed that 

these sectional 

walls can be re 

arranged over 

night to meet 

changing layout 

requirements 
Disassembly and 

reerection in 

volve no damag¢ 

Corridor view of Hauserman. or destruction of 
"'Masterwall." parts. 
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e Office of A. L. Powell, Sup- 

ervising Engineer, Incandescent 

Lamp Dept., General Electric 

~L4 

te L 

Company, 405 Lexington Ave., 

New York. No. 21241 Mac- 

beth ‘*Cremax’’ Cove Strips 

used in iight ng. 

a 
TT 

Mew Roane ¢w —Deauly a 
IN DECORATIVE 

LIGHTING 
For unusual and individual lighting effects there is nothing that 

affords more adaptability and beauty than Macbeth Architectural 

Lighting Elements. ‘They permit new freedom in lighting ar- have been used with unusual success both in the construction of 

rangement and afford unlimited opportunity for blending lighting new buildings and in the redecoration of older ones. They are 

systems with any architectural or decorative scheme. They are adaptable either to ‘‘moderne’’ or conservative design in offices, 

made in three separate forms to cover every requirement for built- theaters, stores, restaurants and almost any type of building. 

in lighting effects . . . Cove Strips for luminous trough-lighting 

Pressed Glass Plaques, with open grill or decorative ef- 

ects... B & B Illuminating Plates for flush-face or recessed 

init lighting in walls or ceiling. @ Macbeth Lighting Elements 

he Architectural Record, December, 1932 

They are available in several patterns, colors and finishes in stock 

designs, or special shapes can be furnished on request. Write for 

complete descriptive details and specification dataa MACBETH- 

EVANS GLASS COMPANY... Charleroi, Pennsylvania. 

Macbeth 
ARCHITECTURAL 

LIGHTING ELEMENTS 
27 



MAKE 
Old 

; Washrooms 

LIKE 
NEW 

Specify and install the modern 

A. P. W. Onliwon Washroom 

Service. The sanitary and eco- 

nomical A. P. W. Onliwon Towels 

and Toilet Tissue are being put 

into all buildings interested in en- 

hancing rental values, and giving 

. tenants what they really need and 

prefer. Inquire and you will find 

that the attractive and service- 

able A. P. W. Cabinets and Fix- 

tures certainly snap up the appear- 

ance of any washroom. Send today 

‘ for complete catalog of A. P. W. 

Cabinets and Fixtures. Free. It 

will be a real aid in all your re- 

modelling plans. Clip the cou- 

pon below and mail to A. P. W. 

Paper Co., Albany, N.Y. 

Pioneers for Cleanliness since 1877 

TRADE-MARK REGISTERED IN U. 8. PATENT OFFICE 

A. P. W. Paper Co., Albany, N. Y. 

Please send me the latest and complete cata- 

logue of A. P. W. Cabinets and Fixtures. 
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U. S. G. RESILIENT PLASTERING SYSTEM 

This system, developed by U. S. Gypsum Co. of 

Chicago, is available for fireproof structures re 

quiring a high degree of soundproofing efficiency 

Rocklath (gypsum lath) is attached to studs and 

joists so that the lathing base tloats tree trom the 

structural background, permitting movement im 

structural members without cracking the plaster 

Three principal advantages are gained by this 

construction. It is crack-proot against all ordinary 

movement; it has a soundproofing value equal to 

many special soundproof constructions ; and it re 

duces the streaking of outside walls and ceilings 

that commonly shows up in lath marks and joist 
marks caused by a difference in conductivity values 

DUALOCK—A NEW DEVELOPMENT IN KEY LOCKS 

The Dualock is an advanced pin tumbler principle 

of exclusive design developed by Dudley Lock Co., 

of Chicago. The key is duplicable accurately only 
by the manufacturer. It can be masterkeyed for 

institutional use. 
Each cylinder is made to precision limits and 

must pass a rigid examination. The pin tumblers 
have sharp square corners on the same radius as 

the periphery of the cylinder. In order to free 
these pins from the grooves they must be correctly 
gathered within the periphery of the cylinder 
Should one pin tumbler be pulled down too far or 
pushed up too far it will protrude on the opposit« 
side and the cylinder will remain locked to the 
housing. The key has a long, wavy groove and the 

shank is shaved to dimensions. The groove con 

forms to these shaved edges—at intervals it is high 

pulling a pin up, then low, pushing a pin down 
When the key has been inserted all the way, al 
the pins have either been pushed or pulled into 
place by the various heights and depths of th 
grooves. Keys are cut on a misaligned sequence s 
it is practically impossible to figure a code. 
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EMPIRE STATE 
BUILDING 

NEW YORK CITY 
Architects 

Shreve, Lamb & Harmon ote Bo ee 

General Contractors 

Starrett Bros. & Eken, Inc 

Pe eehitas 
teetdters 
tr etettas 
seeatiges 
teetteces 

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY 

anne 
ABRIC 

THE STEEL BACKBONE 

OF CONCRETE 

18351 

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY 
208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago SUBSIDIARY OF aren US stares STEEL CORPORATION And All Principal Cities 

Pacific Coast Distributors. Columbia Steel Company, Russ Building, San Francisco Export Distributors: United States Steel Products Company, New York 
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For Cinder Concrete or 

Stone Concrete Floor Arches 
Building achievements of the epoch—to challenge time for 
decades to come. It is significant that these structures employ 
concrete floor arches. The Same State Building floors are of the 
Cinder Concrete Arch type and the Merchandise Mart floors of 
Stone Concrete. 

Doubly significant is the fact that American Steel & Wire Com- 
pany Wire Fabric was chosen for reinforcement. Note—in the 
action photograph above—how easily this Wire Fabric is in- 
stalled; one of the many reasons why it was specified. 



© Albert Kahn, Inc., Architects and Engineers. H. Kelly Co., Heating 
Contractors. 
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Rome Convector a 
for KRESGE’S 

Administration Building 

= Convectors have an enviable reputation for quality. This 

reputation Rome earned and continues to maintain by building to 

strict standards and by refusing to sacrifice quality to price. 

Rome Convectors are available in two distinct tvpes. .. in two 

different price fields|§ ROBRAS, unique in construction, meets 

unusual requirements of capacity in limited space on al] types ot 

low pressure systems. ROCOP, the tubular tv pe, is designed to 

meet modern standardized building construction requirements. 

You can specify Rome Convectors with full confidence as to 

pertormance, endurance and the assurance that thev will fulfill 

(with permanent satisfaction) any of the wide range of require- 

6,000 sq. ft. of Robras Radiation installed in this building. ments in modern building construction, Send for our new bulletin. 

Rome Radiation Company 
DIVISION OF 

Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated, ROME, N. Y. 

and grille. When recessed in the wall with the 

front exposed, it serves as radiator, radiant front 

panel, inclosure and grille. 

ALL-STEEL STADIUM 

\ new type of all-steel stadium or grandstand has 

heen perfected by The Ingalls Iron Works Com- 

pany, Birmingham, Alabama. The number ot 
seams are reduced to a minimum and all seams 

are electric welded. No rivets are used. 

It is claimed that this new type of construction 

gives greater strength with lighter weight, and ts 

more economical than concrete or other steel struc- 

SHAW RADIATORS tures. In addition it is absolutely watertight, per- 

This radiator produced by Shaw-Perkins Manufac mitting use of space underneath, without damage 

turing Co. of Pittsburgh, comprises an extended from leakage. 
surface steel structure in contact with an internal 

copper tube. All surfaces, including the exterior, 
are joined in heat contact with the copper tube. 

The steel extended surface conducts heat from the 

copper tube, which contains the heating medium, 
and gives it off, by convection, to the air which 

circulates through and over the radiator and also, 
by radiation, from the exterior surfaces. The 
Shaw Radiator therefore supplies both convected 
heat and radiated heat and forms its own cabinet, 
grille and radiator, all in a single integral unit. 

The radiator can be used in several different ar 

rangenients. It is furnished with either front or 

top air outlet grille to meet various installation re- 
quirements. Installed fully exposed upon legs or 
wall brackets, it provides its own radiant cabinet 
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Flatten 

the Peaks 

Needlessly, year after year, 

tuberculosis takes its great 

toll. No other disease kills 

as Many persons in the most 

productive period of life— 

15 to 45. Examine the peaks. 

Startling? Yes, for tuber- 

culosis can be avoided and 

cured. Help flatten these 

peaks. Your health tomor- 

row may depend on 

your assistance today. 

THE TUBERCULOSIS DEATH RATE 

ISyvrs. 25 yrs. 45vrs. 65yvras. 

Buy CHRISTMAS SEALS 
THE NATIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES 
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cut costs... on that 

cold-weather concrete job!” 
“You can speed up the work 
with greater safety and still 
save money!” 

“The saving effected by the use of Calcium 
Chloride,” says a construction manager, the vet- 
eran of several big cold-weather jobs, “consists 
of less time of cement finishers, less amount of 
canvas necessary, less burning of coke in sala- 
manders,—lower cost of forms, steel and con- 
crete on account of earlier stripping. And it in- 
creases the efficiency of the cement.” 

Easy to Use — Cost Low 

Solvay Calcium Chloride is easy to use. Only 
a small amount is needed and its cost is amaz- 
ingly low. Years of successful use in the field 
afford convincing evidence of its practical value. 

The use of Calcium Chloride is approved and 
recommended by unquestioned authorities in- 
cluding the Portland Cement Association and the 
Investigating Committee of Architects and En- 
gineers. 

Write today for full information. Ask for booklet 1653 

SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION 
Alkalies and Chemical Products Manufactured by 

The Solvay Process Company 

NEW YORK 

SOLVAY 
TRADE MARK REC. U. 8S. PAT. OFF. 

Calcium Chloride 

AUTOMATIC WATER SOFTENER 

\ new automatic industrial zeolite water softener 

has just been announced by The Permutit Com 

panv, New York. This softener eliminates errors 

due to the human element and conducts all opera- 

tions of softening and regeneration with machine 

like precision. 

Not only may new models be had in the full 

automatic type but it is also a relatively simple 

matter to apply automatic control to existing down 

flow softeners thus converting manual to fully 

automatic operation. 

LITH—A ONE-COAT PAINT 

Without sizing, and in one coat Lith produces a 

dense, moisture-proof layer which bonds perfectly 

to all tvpes of insulating board, paper, plaster, 
stone, concrete, wood and many metals. It can be 

scrubbed repeatedly with soap and water. 

Lith dries flat, but may be polished to a semi 
luster by rubbing lightly with fine steel wool. This 

semi-luster is permanent and not affected by soap 

or water. It may be waxed and butfed if desired 

\verage coverage on insulating board is 160 

square ft. per gallon, one coat not exceeding .005” 

thickness. The paint is provided in all standard 
colors including black and white. Produced by 

\Mitchell-Rand Mig. Co. of New York 

WATER SOFTENERS 

“No Scale, No Sludge, No Mud—The Application 

of Zeolite Water Softeners to the Treatment of 

Boiler Feed Water” is the title of a 36-page book 

let just published by The Permutit Company, 440 

Fourth Avenue, New York. It 1s illustrated with 

photographs and diagrams and contains tabulated 

data, conversion tables, factors, reactions, ete. 

Copies may be obtained upon request to the above 
cr mpany : 

PREVENTING LEAKY BRICK WALLS 

By JOHN H. MALLON 
(Continued from page 416, editorial sectior 

ity to prevent the absorbent brick from sucking 
the water out of the mortar too fast. 

If the mortar loses water and congeals too 

rapidly, when it comes in contact with an absorbent 
brick, the next brick placed on or against the mortar 
cannot be properly bedded, and will not bond with 
the stiffened mortar. As a result there will be a 
network of small capillary openings or even dis- 
tinct cracks between the brick and the mortar 
through which water will pass. (1, 2) 

Mortar should contain an integral stearate water 

proofing. (15) If the inside longitudinal mortar 

joints which parallel the face of the wall are filled 
with a waterproofed mortar, they are a very effec- 
tive barrier to the water which gets in past the face 
brick. But the stearate waterproofing has other 
and perhaps more important results. Dr. Anderegg 
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“That number has been changed, Sir 

The Architectural Record, December, 1932 

are 

HEN that comes to you from 

the voice with a smile, you often 

discover that you had been consulting 

last year’s phone book. But the mis- 

take is rectified with the loss of only 

a few minutes. 

It’s a different matter when you con- 

sult last year’s catalogues for details 

or specification data. “Wrong num- 

bers,” once they get into your plans 

and specifications, spread _ trouble 

like a contagious disease. 

Soon your office will receive a new, 

up-to-date file of manufacturers’ cata- 

logues—Sweet’s Architectural Cata- 

logues for 1933—which will replace 

the old 1932 edition. Many changes 

have taken place during the past year, 

both in producers and in products. Im- 

portant changes have been made in 

nearly every manufacturer's catalogue 

in Sweet’s. 

Distribution will be made about New Year’s. That’s the 

traditional time to clean house; to rid your office of the 

inevitable accumulation of obsolete catalogues and other 

data. Use the new Sweet’s with the certain knowledge 

that every one of its hundreds of catalogues is up-to- 

date. Then you will be sure that what you select and 

specify is still being made and your generai contractors, 

who also will use the new Sweet’s, will know exactly 

what your specifications call for. 

Use of the new Sweet’s in your office will eliminate 

“wrong numbers.” 

SWEETS CATALOGUE SERVICE 
Division of F. W. Dodge Corporation 

119 WEST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 



Makes Buildings 
| Easier to Rent and Sell 
J’ is little refinements, like Prometheus 

Electric Heaters, that appeal especially to 

the ladies. 

With a Prometheus Heater in every room, 
there is no need for chilly rooms at night or 
early mornings. And it is cheaper to take off 
the chill with a Prometheus than to keep fires 
going. 

These heaters are 

built into the wall. 
Grille of chrome, 
monel metal, or por- 
celain in colors, gives 

a handsome appear- 
ance. E nclosed ele - 

ment eliminates fire 

hazard. 

Write for Catalog 

PROMETHEUS 

ELectric Corp. 

12 Ninth Avenue 

New York, N. Y. 

HEUS | 
Electric Heater 

THE CUTLER 
MAIL CHUTE 
TO INSURE standard, de- 
pendable equipment in- 

stalled promptly at moderate 
cost, the Cutler Mail Chute 
should be specified by name. 
If desired, approximate estr 
mates will be furnished in 

advance. 

If preferred,a stated sum may 
be allowed to cover this item. 

Full information, details, specifica- 

tions and estimates on request. 

CUTLER MAILCHUTE CO, 
General Offices and Factory 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 

34 

lists its advantages as follows: 

In tact, Dr. 

statement : 

laying, 

( 

1) Improved workability. 
2) Better wetting of the brick surface. 

3) Prevention of shrinkage openings between 
the brick and the mortar by controlling the 

rate at which moisture is absorbed from the 
mortar. 

+) Increased weather resistance by lowering 

the absorption. 

5) Improvement in the flexibility of a mortar. 

\nderegg goes so far as to make this 
“Under present conditions of brick 

the best assurance of getting a watertight 

joint between the mortar and the brick lies in the 

use properly distributed stearate water oI a 

pre voter.” 

l 

oa 

mn 

10. 

. Brick Engineering, Vol. 1, 
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Problem of Making Brick Walls Water-tight. 
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Some Practices in Erecting Dampproof Tile- 

and-Brick Halls. VP. H. Bevier, Engineering 

News Record, Feb. 16, 1928. 

Can Rain Get In? John E. Nicholson, Amer- 

ican Architect, 48-49, 94, July, 1930. 
Bulletin of Boston Society of Architects, Dec., 

1931. 

Durability and Strength of bond between mor- 

tar and brick. \L.. A. Palmer, Bureau of Stand- 

ards Research Paper No. 290. 
Het Walls and Efflorescence. L. A. Palmer, 

\merican Face Brick Association Publication, 
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Hater Penetration through Brick-Mortar As- 
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Products Institute, Sept., 1931. 
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WESTERN UNION BUILDING VOORHEES, GMELIN & WALKER 
New York, N. Y. Architects 

ALL MASONRY CEILING VAULTS 
(TIMBREL ARCH CONSTRUCTION) 

WITH 

SOFFIT TILE TO MATCH WALLS 

CONSTRUCTED BY 

R. GUASTAVINO COMPANY 
40 COURT STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

R. GUASTAVINO CO. OF CANADA, LTD., Architects Building, Montreal, P.O 
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‘Lhe latest im 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 

MAZDA SUNLIGHT LAMPS 

Give Useful Light plus 

Adequate Ultra-Violet 

a” 

os 

- s i 

Notice these two Mazpa Sunlight Lamps. A pool 

of mercury in the bulbs of these lamps torms a we . oe Te 

“mercury vapor are” rich in ultra-violet. Special 

hlter glass in the bulb cuts out the radiation not 

tound in the best natural sunlight. Goggles are no 

more necessary with Mazpa Sunlight Lamps thin 

with natural sunlight. The Type S-1 lamp at a dis- 

tance of thirty inches for a period of ten minutes 

or the Type S-2 lamp at twenty-four inches for 

twenty minutes gives the ultra-violet equivalent of 

best midday midsummer su And both give 

: good light tor itlumination 7 z x 
Type S-1 (App. 1/3 size) Type S-2 (App. 2/5 size) 

Fixtures made by these manufacturers 
we 7 ic « re Se ee I carry this approval seal BR app 

APPROVED 
Mazpa Sunlight Lamps (some call them Park Laboratories of the General Elec- 

“bulbs’’) can not be screwed into an tric Company and that it has been 

ordinary socket. They require special tested and approved by them for illu- \% 

hxtures. Look for this seal when you mination and ultra-violet effectiveness — \ 

buy a fixture. It indicates that a similar when used with the General Electric A * 

hxture has been submitted to the Nela Mazpa Sunlight Lamp. Ns ay 

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO., LUMINATOR, INC., 

Des Plaines, Illinois 851 Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 

CURTIS LIGHTING, INCORPORATED, THE MILLER COMPANY. iia ine 

1123 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ilhnois 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. S. ROBERT SCHWARTZ DIVISION OF FARIES 

Merchandise Department, Bridgeport, Conn. MANUFACTURING COMPANY, © Decatur. Illinois 

THE EDWIN F. GUTH COMPANY, THE F. W. WAKEFIELD BRASS CO., 

Jefferson and Washington Aves., St. Louis, Mo. Vermilion, Ol 

Any of the manufacturers whose names and fixtures are shown here will be glad to 
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New fixtures with Mazpa 

Lamps and Mazpa Sunlight 

Lamps give ultra-violet plus 

light... illumination with- 

out ultra-violet... or both 

at the same time. 

YVENERAL ELECTRIC has 

J brought the sun indoors. Now 

we can have beneficial ultra-violet 

at the touch of a switch in our 

othces as well as our homes. 

The newly developed “dual-pur- 

pose’ fixture is designed for ofhces, 

hotels, apartments, institutions and 

other commercial buildings. With 

some of the fixtures shown below, 

you can have general illumination 

H1ZNtINg.... 
Ultra-violet for 

commercial buildings 
plus ultra-violet ... light without 

ultra-violet ... or both at the same 

time. Goggles are no more needed 

than in natural sunlight. 

The public has accepted General 

Electric Mazpa Sunlight Lamps. 

Thousands of people have these 

lamps in their homes. Hospitals use 

them. Doctors recommend them. 

New low prices and new fixtures 

now enable you to equip commercial 

buildings with the latest in lighting. 

The General Electric Company, 

Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio, will 

be glad to cooperate in a consulting 

capacity with any architect on any 

lighting problems involving dual- 

purpose lighting. 

cooperate with you on any fixture problems you may have 

The Architectural Record, December, 1932 

REASONS 

why you should 

specify MazpA 

Sunlight Lamps 

and special fix- 

tures required 

'for their use: 

1—Attract attention 

to building. 

2—Are new, inter- 

esting feature. 

3—Are new sales 

point. 

4—Please tenants. 

5—Invite and hold 

patronage. 

6—Have dual pur- 

pose. 



THE NEW JENNINGS HEATING PUMP 
THAT OPERATES DIRECTLY FROM THE SYSTEM STEAM. 

JENNINGS VAPOR 
TURBINE VALVE 

BYPASS LINE ‘i 
TO VAPOR TURBINE L Sed 

Sh om" 

‘. 

s wa an SUPPLY 

AS 

TURBINE 
INLET. 

TURBINE 
EXHAUST =m 

SYSTEM 

RETURN 

MOTOR DRIVEN 
AUTOMATIC 

STANDBY UNIT 

JENNINGS 

VAPOR 
TURBINE | 
UNIT = 4 

HEATING 
SYSTEM 

Fae STEAM 2 » # sean woe | 

Here is a return line heating pump 
meeting the modern demand. The 
Jennings Vapor Turbine requires no 
electric current. It operates on steam 

directly from the heating mains, and 
returns that steam to the heating sys- 
tem with practically no heat loss. Elec- 
tric current, the one biggest item in the 
cost of operating a return line heating 
pump has been eliminated. 

This pump operates on any form of 
return line heating system, regardless 
of type of control on the steam supply. 
It functions equally well on low pres- 
sure steam, on high pressure steam 

thru reducing valve, or on street steam. 
It makes no difference whether the 
system is run above or below atmos- 
pheric pressure, because the turbine 
operates on the differential between 
the supply and the inlet, and not on 
a pressure above atmosphere. 

Sturdy and simple in construction, 
this pump has all of the advantages 
that have made Jennings Heating 
Pumps a “buy” word to American 
Engineers. They have the exclusive 
Jennings feature of separation under 
vacuum, air and water being handled 
separately in pumping elements de- 
signed for each. Balanced bronze 
rotors rotate on high grade ball bear- 
ings without metallic contact with the 
casing. 

Send to-day for Bulletin 203 describing 

this remarkable pump in detail. 

NASH ENGINEERING CO. 
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN,., U. S. A. 

Jennings Pumps 
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~ a A Y Chromium Chromium 

Alloy Steels Nickel Steels 

Ferritic Austenitic 

SORTER MED Cem ee ccc 
USS 17 USS 18-12 

USS 27 USS 25-12 

STAINLESS 

AND HEAT 

RESISTING 

STEELS 
Iilinots Steel Company 

Chicago, Illinois BARS e PLATES 

CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY SHAPES 
me Tee SPECIAL SECTIONS 
spe Alagille an SEMI-FINISHED 

us USS CHROMIUM-NICKEL ALLOY STEELS ARE PRODUCED UNDER 

LICENSES OF THE CHEMICAL FOUNDATION, INC., NEW YORK, AND 

ED. KRUPP A. G. OF GERMANY 
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Johnson Automatic Control 
, bee the Brain’ of the 

9 Arr Condthroning Plant 
TT Be 
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OHIO POWER CO., Office Bldg.,. CANTON, OHIO |] Yo 
‘ 2S aa re 

Vernon Redding and Associates The A.C. Eynon Plumbing Co. ' a ®% —£5 

Architects Heating & Ventilating L— i 

Manstield, Ohio Canton, Ohio | \ L/) fi 

Cooling and Air Conditioning Corp. ~] | ae tea Ty | ) 

Air Conditioning Engineers ee — S&S ~~ At [*/ 

New York City 

THE AIR CONDITIONING UNIT IS THE 

“HEART” OF THE PLANT .. . THE DUCTS ARE THE 

“CIRCULATORY SYSTEM”. . . BUT THE AUTO- 

MATIC TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL IS THE 

“BRAIN” WHICH COMMANDS THE WHOLE INSTALLATION 

\ | MANUFACTURERS 
Ht EN the control apparatus is JOHNSON, dependa- 

ENGINEERS 
CONTRACTORS 

A Single Orgamzation 
Operating Trough 
Direct factory. 
Lranches 

bility and accuracy are assured. Only the Johnson Service Company offers 

such a complete line of devices for air conditioning control. Differential 

Thermostats for sensing outdoor and indoor conditions . . . Dual (or two- 

temperature) Thermostats . . . Extended tube Wet and Dry-bulb Instru- 

ments . . . Velocity and Static-pressure regulators . . . Humidostats. 

Consult a Johnson Engineer at the nearest branch office. 

Automatic Temperature Regulation since 1885 

JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY 

Main Office and Factory 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN HEAT 60>. %x = ate 
Branch Offices in All Principal Cities 
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3 out of HOUR a 

TT tred with STEELTUBES 

Of four buildings recently con- 

structed by the University of 

Notre Dame, three were wired 

with Steeltubes Threadless 

Thinwall Conduit—another indication of the in- 

creasing recognition of this modern Electrical 

Conduit. 

Steeltubes is lighter ...less dead weight of 

metal to handle. Yet it provides full electrical and 

mechanical protection to the circuits it carries. It 

bends easily and accurately. It can be straightened 

and rebent. And there is no threading. Simplified 

fittings make it easy to connect up the job. 

The Architectural Record, December, 1932 

Steeltubes makes the electrical dollar go further! 

More than 35,000,000 feet of Steeltubes have 

been installed in public buildings, schools, homes, 

apartments, factories and other buildings. If you 

aren’t fully informed about Steeltubes, write for 

samples and complete details. 

Electrical Division 

STEEL AND TUBES, INCORPORATED 

The World's Largest Producer of Electrically Welded Tubing 

© & & VY ELAN D o HE ®O 

A UNIT OF REPUBLIC 

STEELTUBES 
Threadless Thinwall Conduit 

STERL CORPORATION 



Terrazzo floor made with 

Atlas White portland Ce 

ment in the Detroit Times 

Bui na, Detroit. Albert 

Kahn, architect; Tramontin 

Brothers, terrazzo con- 

tractors, all of Detroit 

" aa) 
ea 

Have you noticed that the color 

seems much brighter, fresher and sharper 

in some terrazzo floors than in others ? The 

difference is not caused by age; neither is 

it due to differences in marble chips used. 

The brighter, clearer colors and delicate 

shades you most admired resulted from the 

use of white portland cement. 

Atlas White portland cement furnishes 

a pure white background for the colored 

marble chips and pigments used in terrazzo 

just as a white canvas furnishes the back- 

ground for the colored paints and oils of 

the artist. Complete information on ter- 

razzo or on other products made with Atlas 

White will be furnished promptly by ter- 

razzo contractors or by 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT Co. 

208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 

Subsidiary of United \[('a States Steel ¢ orporation 
git, 

ATLAS WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT 
PLAIN AND WATERPROOFED , 

ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT 

4 TFA 



How CAN Typewriters SAVE on 

SOUNDPROOFING COSTS ? 
hie 

modern architect does it by recommend- 

ing Underwood Noiseless Typewriters... 

Ne that architects are confronted with the prob- 

lem of cutting costs in the layout of office space 

Underwood offers a saving on soundproofing. 

The q-u-i-e-t feature of Underwood Noiseless 

Typewriters permits the use of low partitions, rather 

than those of cornice or ceiling height which obstruct 

diffusion of daylight and flow of air. In offices using 

Underwood Noiseless Typewriters, partitions are not 

required to insulate against sound. 

The Underwood Noiseless was developed for offices 

in which the distracting noise of typewriting hindered 

conversation. No matter how long or fast it is used, 

this machine will disturb no one. Turning out sheet af- 

ter sheet of clear, crisp, clean-cut work, its presence is 

barely betrayed by a gentle tap—tapping. The smooth, 

effortless operation of the Underwood Noiseless per- 

mits concentration ...in quiet! 
See ep 

If elimination of typewriter noise is an object in 

office planning, recommend to your clients the use of 

Underwood Noiseless Typewriters. Our representatives 

will be glad to offer their cooperation. 

YW 

TYPEWRITER DIVISION 

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER COMPANY 

Typewriters . Accounting Machines - Adding Machines 

342 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 

Sales and Service Everywhere 

The UnvgeErwoop NoiseE.ess TypEWRITER 

ee) 
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BT DALELS Bere 36 

The American Institute of Architects 

The Octagon, 1741 New York Avenue 

Washington, D. C. 

The Standard 

Contract Documents 

These contract forms have stood the test of 
time. They have reduced to a minimum lawsuits 
and misunderstandings. 

They make for good will between the Architect, 
the Owner, and the Contractor 

They eliminate worry. They reduce office over 
head. They safeguard the position of the Archi 
tect. They expedite the business of building. 

Is there any Architect who has not adopted 
these forms as his own? 

Titles and Prices: 

\greement and General Conditions in Cover $0.50 
General Conditions without Agreement 35 

Agreement without General Conditions 15 
Bond of Suretyship ees 10 
Form of Subcontract. 10 
Letter of Acceptance of Subcontractor’s 

Proposal .....ccas 1% 10 
Cover (heavy paper with valuable notes) 02 
Complete set in cover........ 75 
Review of the Documents 

by William Stanley Parker on Joe 
Complete trial set in cover (75c) will be mailed 

from The Octagon the day the order is received 
or can be had from almost any dealer in Archi 
tects’ supplies. 

Miscellaneous Documents 

Agenda for Architects . a $0.40 
Review of the Standard Documents...... 1.00 
Standard Filing System...... ales 50 
Alphabetical Index to Standard Filing Sys 
RN I ee it fee ha ; 50 

Standard Filing System and Alphabetical 
Index (combined) .. . 1.00 

BROOKS | 

HANDBOOK OF ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE $5.00 | 
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF AN IDEA 

ee ee 3.00 

\ SysTEM OF ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENT 

Lowis H. Sullivan.......... hae 15.00 =] 
CHARLESTON, S. C. (Vol. I—Octagon Library 

of Early American Architecture)......... 20.00 
BERTRAM GROSVENOR (GOODHUE ARCHITECT 

AND MASTER OF MANY ArTS a 

Transportation prepaid on orders amounting to 
$1.00 or more net. Orders, communications and 
remittances (checks, money-orders, cash or 
stamps) should be sent to The American Institute 
of Architects, The Octagon, 1741 N. Y. Ave., | 
N. W., Washington, D. C. | 
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Perforated 

Sheet Metal 

GRILLES 
Steel Brass 
Bronze Copper 

All gauges and sizes 
made to your specifica- 
tions. 

Prompt Deliveries on 
SPECIAL GRILLES 

Write for quotation, 
advising sizes and 

quantities 

ERDLE 
PERFORATING 
COMPANY 

Manufacturers of all kinds 
of Perforated Metals 

ROCHESTER, 
N. Y. 

Threads, while occupying but a small part of each length of 
conduit, play a very important part in installation. If they fit 
easily, the job moves ahead rapidly—if trouble results from 
faulty threads, time is lost and someone loses money. For this 
reason, the threads on Fretz-Moon Conduit are cut deep, 
sharp, clean and true—they fit faster and save money. Fretz- 
Moon Conduit is available in three finishes—ENAMELITE, 
black enamel; ELECTRO GALVITE, electro-galvanized; HOT 
DIPPED GALVITE, hot galvanized. Choose from these three 

FRETZ-MOON TUBE COMPANY, INC. ¢ BUTLER, PENNA. 

TRETZ-MOON 
RICG/D CONDUIT 
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forever -as-a-> 
monument -to-the- Father - of - 
Country -- Ghis masterful -erca~ 
tion-in -architecture, crafts » and 
the - oe -the _ 
“Cars > ° nit -on-the- 

1 he feverend- Hortoet W Purk 
D-D- and-the architects, the -Messrs. 
Zantzinger -Borie-and-Medary- 

Nicola -DAscenzo- designer-and 
maker - of the - stained -glass - uin- 
dows reproduces - herewith. one of 

sinning lieatiin the -medallions-of-the - Washington 
battle: af «Princeton + Glindour-- 

ThE - DASCENZO -SFUDIOS 
- 1604 -Summer : Street -Philadeiphia Penna: 

| Continuous Flow Baths | ff 0/4. encletal 
— ; semene Ninee lhe Catly Etgyhlies 

« f ht 

5! : 
> 7 
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Sue ff a 

ua l z~ 
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s. M. Higgins, then draughtsman 
—— | eae weg se f ing bon i srfect sus 

nee “| ‘a { a Rs * India Ink eliminated f all time 

— sh 1 ca India Ink 
. ° 

Leonard HYDRIATRIC Suite 
Reg. U. S. Pat. Of wo years us or nula ha un- 

r , : a ie c gead and u ; tor 

When you specify 8 . ° e 9 fifty-two years architects, art- 
Leonard Hydriatric Suite ists, engineers and draughts- 

you have a choice of ° men have found Higgins’ 
six designs in cases - American India Ink a depend - 

able friend, consistent in qual- 
ity, in uniformity, in con- 
venience, in performance. 

Higgins’ Black (India Ink) 

ed Drawing Inks are 
at tl 

* 
and Color 

n 1a obtainable at the better sta- 

tionery, drug and artists’ sup- 
ply stores everywhere. 

Cuas.M. Hiceins & Co. INc. 

nN 271 Ninth St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

an 
twelve different combinations. 

Write for catalogue F which is 
Standard A. I. A. File size. 

In Sweet’s Catalogue 

Vanufactured by 

LEONARD-ROOKE CO. 

Providence, Rhode Island 
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‘Vanishing 

EVANS 2 CLASSROOM WARDROBES 

High in Quality — Low in Cost 
” 

Door Made to set in a recess flush with the wall 
= m Plaster back, ends and ceiling No partitions 

WARDROBE but with mullions between pairs of doors 
Blackboards if required Five-shelf bookcase 
instead of clothing equipment at no. extra 

e charge when desired. 

The “Vanishing Door’ hinges on which the 
doors are hung are made with double pivoted 

” 2 arms and swing the doors back into the ward 
Class X robe entirely out of the way Simple—trouble 

equipped 

} proof—and last as long as the building 

with Wardrobes are furnished complete in the knock 
either “‘Jamb’’ type down, with all woodwork cut to size. and only 

(as illustrated) need to be nailed in _ place The hinges are 

or Floor” type easier to put on than common butt hinges. The 
hinges. This is entire cost of installation is small 
Class P wardrobe 
if made with flush We make many other types « sche ward- 
doors robes, fully illustrated and described 1 933 

Sweet's, Lolume C, pages 774-781 

WwW. 

4 

PRO 

L. EVANS 
WASHINGTON, INDIANA, U.S. A. 
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SOMETHING NEW! 
NOW — CLEAN — FRESH 

HOT WATER 
with the 

TURBO-AQUATHERM 

The principal enemy of 
efficiency and long life in 
any hot water boiler is the 
gradual accumulation of 
sediment and _ impurities 
which occur in all water 
supplies and which gradu-  Super-Aqua- 
ally, due to gravity, accu- ‘herm Gas 
mulate in the bottom of 
the boiler. 

The Dahlquist Patented 
Turbo-Aquatherm is sim- 

“—pilicity itself but positively 
keeps all foreign matter in 
suspension, assuring the 
user fresh, clean hot water 

Dy 

Turbo-Aquatherm 

A new patented > fit for cooking and drinking 
vice Tey ; reve . 
eee oe ng, purposes at all times (see 
lating in the_ boiler. diagram). 

No surges of muddy or rusty water—no more 
danger of burnouts. Very inexpensive and can be 
had with any Dahlquist Copper Boiler for home use. Automatic 

Only a Dahlquist Can Give This Service “with 
Write for particulars. Side Arm 

Architects and heating engineers 
may rely entirely on Dahlquist 
workmanship and _ experience,, 
whether for range boilers, auto-G 
matic storage boilers or heavy 
pressure boilers. 

DAHLQUIST MFG. COMPANY 
70 West 3rd Street So. Boston, Mass. 

a 

ANA LIMESTONE 
All the beauty and 
fine weathering quali- 
ties of America's 
Premier Building 
Stone—plus high class 
workmanship, prompt 
service and careful 
selection, are avail- 
able through the 
facilities of this thor- 
oughly experienced 
and well equipped 
organization. 

BEDFORD CUT STONE CO. 
BEDFORD ® INDIANA 

Producers of the best in Indiana Limestone 

IF HE ESTIMATES, GIVE HIM 
THIS BOOK FOR CHRISTMAS 
Then he can prepare his estimates with confidence from 

reliable information and figures by consulting the 

NEW BUILDING 
ESTIMATORS’ 
HANDBOOK 
By WituiaMm ARTHUR 

FIFTEENTH EDITION 

Revised and Enlarged 

1056 Pages 
Gold Edges 

600 Tables 

5 by 7'4 Inches 
Flexible Fabrikoid 
480 Illustrations 

Price $6.00 Postpaid 

The figures and other data in this book apply to all classes of 

building 

emphasis has been placed upon residences, stores and flats, office 

buildings, buildings, 

municipal work. Considerable attention is given to the time required 

construction, but in actual quoting of records, greater 

manufacturing railroad shops, schools, and 

to install materials, and this information is so arranged that any 

rate of wages can be applied. One of the most valuable features 

of the 

estimating in the entire structural field. 

book is a complete set of tables covering all phases of 

Send your order to 
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BOSTON’S NEW POST OFFICE BUILDING 
HOLTZER-CABOT EQUIPPED 

This immense new Post Office and 
Federal Building at Boston is one of 
many new Federal Buildings now in 

| the process of con- 
Architect: = fs 

JAMES A. WETMORE,  Struction that will 
S visi Architect, 

Sania Winaeniees be adequately pro- 
Washington, D. C. tected against fire 

General Contractor: and theft by com- 

W. P. SEVERIN CO.. plete Holtzer-Cabot 
222 West Adams St., ; . 
Chicago, Illinois. Signaling Systems. 

Electrical Contractor: Particulars sent 

EUGENE FREEMAN, upon request. Inc., New Orleans, La. 

Our Catalog Is Filed in Sweet's 

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO. 

BOSTON (Ye gs\ CHICAGO 

Offices in All Principal Cities 

ne case SIT ae I mee 
Xe Ene om oa a Se 

We Will Pay 25 Cents Each and Postage Charges for These Numbers of 

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD if Sent before January Ist, 1933 

SEPTEMBER, 1932 

NOVEMBER, 1932 

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD — |19 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y. 
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS 

A. P. W. Paper Co 
DY 444 

Architects 

g 

Co. 

& 

American Institute of 

American Steel & Wire 
1157 05 419 

American Telephone 
¢ 0. 

Architectural Record 

B 

Bedford Cut Stone Co. 

Bethlehem Steel Company 
1958 

Book Reviews 

Carnegie $ teel Co. 

Subsidiary U. S. 

Christmas Seals 

Congoleum-Nairn 
B 2717 

Co., 

Cutler Mail Chute Co. 
C 376! 

DD 

Dahlquist Mfg. Co. 
D 4177 

D’ Ascenzo 

Erdle 

Evans, W. 
C 3818 

Fretz-Moon 
D 4982 

40 

Studios. 

Tube 

F 

Co., Inc.. 

546 

Telegraph 1 

39 

2nd Cover-7 
Steel Corp. 

Perforating Company. 36 

36 

The italic lines appearing under the follow- 

names give the volume 

and page numbers of their 

catalogues filed in the 1932 Edition of 

SWEET'S ARCHITECTURAL CATALOGUES 

ing manufacturers 

catalogue 

G 

General Electric Co +-5 

Guastavino, R., Company 3 

H 

Higgins, Chas. M., & Co., In 37 

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co. 39 

I 

Illinois Steel Company 7 
Subsidiarv U. S. Steel Corp 

] 

Johnson Service Company 8 
T) 452 

I 

Leonard-Rooke Co 37 

M 

MacBeth-Evans Glass Co. ~ ae 
5101 

N 

Nash Engineering Company 6 D 4272 

New York Silicate Book Slate Co. 39 
223] 

P 

Penberthy Injector Company 21 
D 4214 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.... ae 15 
B 2485, C 2862, C 2931, C 2934 
C 2958, C 2977, C 3040 

Prometheus Electric Corp....... 34 
C 3883 

Publisher’s Pages......... 16-18 

R 

Revere Copper & Brass, Inc 11 
1857, 41218, D 4022 $0: 

Rome Radiation Co., Division of 
Revere Copper & Brass, In¢ 3 

s 

Solvay Sales Corp 32 

Speakman Company +2 

Spencer Turbine Co 4] 

Steel & Tubes, Inc. 9 

Unit of Republic Steel Corp 

Structural Gypsum Corp 13 

A Unit of American Cyanamid Co 

Sweet's Catalogue Service 33 

I 

Underwood Elliott Fisher Company 35 

U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co....... 19 

Atlas Cement Co. 10) 

Steel Corp. 

Universal 
Subsidiary U. § 

y 

Vonnegut Hardware Co. 3rd Cover 
C 33927 

Ww 

Westinghouse Electric Elevator Co. 
4th Cover 

Williams Pivot Sash Co. 17 

= 

Zenitherm ........ iG Oe 

Product of Structural Gypsum Corp. 
A 204, A615, B 2164, B 2514 
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And now Field Building—Chicago 
HICAGO'S new landmark, the 40 story Field 

Building, is the largest in the middle west. In 

equipment and service it ranks as one of the 

country's foremost. 

h. 

a sa 
“en 1 he i yi vy 

oT 
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Spencer Central Vacuum Cleaning was adopted 

after the most intensive, nation-wide survey we 

have known, of cleaning costs and results in 

buildings using Spencer Systems for years... as 

well as buildings cleaned by other methods. 

The powerful suction of Spencer Central 

Vacuum Cleaning removes all dust and dirt to a 

. leaves none to be ground 

into floors... saves mopping and refinishing of 

central container. . 

floors ... scatters no dust to stain painted walls, etc. 

Whether you are planning a new building or 

modernizing an old one to increase revenue, let 

us make available to you data based on our 10,000 

installations. Bulletins for architects, owners and 

managers on request. 

Spencer units are available in various sizes 

for both stationary and portable service. Our en- 

gineers will study your needs and recommend. 

THE SPENCER TURBINE CO. 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

@ 1801 
41 
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Por a satisfactory 

shower the bather 

should be able to 
change to a needle, 
flood or normal 
shower at will . » 

K-4039-M—SPEAKMAN Mixometer Shower and Tub 
Combination, \I/2 inch size. All metal handles and 
escutcheons. Has Speakman Anystream Self-Clean- 
ing Shower Head and Act-Easy Pop-up Waste 
Valves connected by brass pipe and tested. 

a 

Shower Head 

ember 3, 1931.) 

8 

The temperature of 
the water also should 

be under the bather’s 

instant control . . 

THE SPEAKMAN 

K-3265—SPEAKMAN Built ANYSTREAM SELF- 
ane Gade ta WE tack aed CLEANING HEAD 
3.4 inch sizes. The Mixometer 
always delivers cold water first and 

as the handle is turned from right to a n d S P E A K M A N 
left, warm and finally hot water. The 
Mixometer has proven through many ° 
years of use that it is absolutely MIXOMETE R give 
dependable and _ trouble - proof 

° these advantages. 

In addition, the Speakman Anystream Self-Cleaning Shower 

Head can never stop up, for there are no holes. Instead 
there are plungers with tapered slots which are pulled in 
or pushed out by the lever handle. All pipe-scale, dirt and 
sediment is flushed out instantly. 

Speakman Anystream Shower Heads are furnished when 
specified on any type of Speakman Shower. They also fit 
all other makes of showers. 

Literature on Speakman Shower Heads, also the Speakman 
Mixometer, will be sent promptly. Our 16-page bulletin 
on heads and showers for regular and special installations 
should be in every architect's office. It will be sent promptly. 

SPEAKMAN COMPANY 
Wilmington, Delaware 

SPEAKMAN 
SHOWERS & FIXTURES 

Refer to Sweet’s Architectural Catalogs, pages D4338-39-40 
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K-3395—SPEAKMAN Any 

stream Self - Cleaning 

January 2, 1923 and Nov- 



Self-Releasing Fire and Panic Exit Latches 

No Hesitation 

When you come to the panic device specifica- 

tions, why hesitate? Merely insert “genuine Type 

‘B’ Von Duprin devices”’. 

They will of course cost your client a little 

more in the beginning—but they will bring him 

the abundant satisfaction of knowing that, in case 

of emergency, the devices will operate properly. 

He can sleep o’ nights. 

Furthermore, they will provide him with oper- 

ation free from trouble and expense; his cost per 

year, over the life of the building, will be unbe- 

lievably low. 

We suggest that you specify these fine devices 

as an item separate from the finishing hardware. 

Thus you foster clean, dpen competition, since all 

reputable dealers can buy Von Duprins at the 

same fair prices. 

VONNEGUT HARDWARE Co. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Listed as Standard by Underwriters’ Laboratories 
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Westinghouse is prepared in every way to serve in 
remodeling or rehabilitation — offering the newest conception 
of elevator comforts and economical elevator performance. 

ULET elevator operation 

DEVELOPED BY WESTINGHOUSE 

Tenants no longer shun 

the Elevator Zone 

Banging doors and noisy, rattling elevator 
shafts, so irritating to the business office, now 

mark the elevators as of “the older type.” 

Westinghouse has eliminated noisy doors by 

skillful engineering application of new prin- 

ciples on door closers, power operators and 

checking devices. £ 

Likewise, Westinghouse has achieved per- 

fected alignment of rails, and with the use 

of sliding rail clips has eliminated irritating 

side sway and hatchway rumbles. 

The greater the efficiency, the greater the 

cut in operating costs. 

Westinghouse 
Electric } levators 




